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A Programmable Tempo Controller
That Reads and Generates SMPTE Time Code
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The SBX-80 -a programmable tempo controller
 Can synchronize electronic musical
instruments that use different sync methods.
 Can read & generate SMPTE time code.
 Can generate MIDI, Sync 24, and time
signals (the time base can be selected from
1, 2, 3, 4,12, 24, 48, 96 or 120 clock pulses
per quarter note)

Full edit function
and tape data
storage facility.

Synchronization of instruments
using different synchronization methods
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Can sync slave instruments to tape.
Can control tempo by tempo knob,

numerical pads, tap switch or audio
source click

Can sync music with
video within your

time parameter.

Synchronization of video
picture with music
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Telephone: 01-568 4578



...quite stunning even
before you consider the
price... expressive...
flexible... dash out to get
one NOW."
ELECTRONIC
SOUNDMAKER &
COMPUTER MUSIC

"...for the keyboardist who
can really play... proved a
revelation ... it's easy to use, it
sounds excellent, it's extremely versatile
and above all, its price..."
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER

PROFESSIONAL
KEYBOARD

"...a masterpiece... a polysynth that manages to
excite. . . packs real punch ...superb sounds... only
rivalled by the DX7 at nearly twice the price."
MUSIC UK REVIEW

of
1985

"CHASE
BIT ONE"

Why has the "Chase Bit One" won so many accolades?
Why was it voted "Professional Keyboard of 1985"?
Why did the judges choose it against instruments costing
over twice as much?
These and many other questions
can only be answered by you
yourself at a demo.
The "Chase Bit One" touch
sensitive 6 voice digital and
analogue synthesizer forms the
control centre of the complete

performance and composition
system of the future yet only costs
£799 inclusive of VAT today.
If you haven't tried it yet - see into
the future this week and find out
how the "Chase Bit One" is turning
the music industry upside-down.

"...it certainly deserves
attention... can add an

enormous amount to
the expression of what

you play."
INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

"...it's so expressive...
budget price... I'd

recommend you to go
and look at one."

WHAT KEYBOARDS

"...definitely a player's instrument...
a most impressive debut. A good

buy? Yes, definitely!"
IN TUNE

...no ordinary instrument...
truly stunning sounds."

SOUNDS

"...It really scores with
touch sensitivity... vastly

extended means of expression."
I,2,TESTING

Full MIDI implementation
to giveyou all the features

of a "ChaseBit One" without the keyboard.UNIQUE FEATURES1 Warm
up the cold

sounds of a DX7 or any
hear the

 other digital synth with
MIDI bthe "Chase

Bit Ones" y addingBit Analogue filtering -2 Doubles
up the voices

and perfor
"Chasbe Bit

manof the already
exceptional ce"

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

NEW NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
LONDON - Chase, 22 Chalton St, Off Euston Road, NW1. Tel: 01-387 7626/7449
BIRMINGHAM - Chase, 10 Priory Queensway. Tel: 021-236 8146
MANCHESTER - Chase, 58 Oldham Street, Off Piccadilly. Tel: 061-236 6794/6
BELFAST- Baird Sound System, 208 York Street. Tel: 0232-749358
BINGLEY -JSG Music, 104 Main Road. Tel: 0274-564389
CAMBRIDGE -Cambridge Rock Shop, 8 Burleigh Street. Tel: 0223-316091
CARDIFF - Livewire, 21A Penylan Road, Roath. Tel: 0222-496619
CROYDON - Rockbottom, 68 London Rd., West Croydon. Tel: 01-6801042/6810328
EALING - Tempo, 160 Broadway, West Ealing. Tel: 01-567 1994
EDINBURGH - Grant's, 53 Home St. Tel: 031-228 1704
GLASGOW - Grant's 404 Byres Road. Tel: 041-339,3618
LANCASTER - Hobb's Music, Mary Street. Tel: 0524-60740/34443
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE - Rock City Music, 10 Mosley St. Tel: 0632-324175
PORTSMOUTH - Telecomms, 189 London Road, North End. Tel: 0705-660036
SOUTHEND - Honky Tonk Music, 300 London Road, Hadleigh. Tel: 0702-553647



YAMAHA '85

DX5... 'State of the Art' FM Synthesis
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QX1 'State of the Art' Digital Sequencing

TX816 ... Multi Timbral Polyphonic Synthesis
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TX7 ... FM Midi Expander

QX7Digital Midi Sequencer

PLUS MUCH MORE FOR 1985
ALL AT GIGSOUNDS!!!

I86-MITCHAM LANE
STREATHAM, LONDON SW16
01-769 5681 and 01.769 6496

122 RUSHEY GREEN
CATFORD, LONDON SE6
01-690 8621 and 01-690 8622
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JX8P ... 6 Voice 'Dynamic' Synthesis

SRV2000... Digital Reverb, Midi, Programmable

S D E 2500 . . Digital Delay, Midi, Programmable

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES..
AUDIO DELAY, RBF10 FLANGER, RPH10 PHASER,
RGE1 0 GRAPHIC, RCL1 0 COMPRESSOR . . . PLUS NEW
MIDI ACCESSORIES!

MKB300/MKB1000 BOTH IN
STOCK!MKS80 MIDI SYNTH MODULE, MKS30 MIDI
SYNTH MODULE, MKS10 MIDI PIANO MODULE, MSQ100
DIGITAL SEQUENCER IN STOCK

PLUS MUCH MORE FOR 1985
ALL AT GIGSOUNDS!!!
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Mutual Assistance
Insisting on getting hold of new
equipment for a reasonable length
of time before passing judgement

has been a strict E&MM policy more
or less since the magazine's inception.
The idea is that unless we have the
time to test the gear thoroughly, our
conclusions aren't going to be of much
value to our readership. Clearly,
there's little point jotting dowwn a few
paragraphs on the basis of a half-hour
demonstration at a show: they simply
aren't going to be worth reading.

But it's a policy tthat has its draw-
backs. The first of these is that
actually getting the equipment out of
the grasp of its manufacturer can be a
frustrating and at times utterly futile
task, but once that hurdle has been
oveercome, a second startts to loom
large on the horizon. What do you do
if, for whatever reason, the equip-
ment you've taken such trouble to get
your hands on is lacking in some vital
ingredient, like confirmation that it is
exactly as the production models will
appear, or appropriate documenta-
tion, or simply the leads to hook it up
to an amp?

Well, the normal course of action is
to get back in touch with the manufac-
turers. And that's where a couple of
firms have been of immense assis-
tance this month, helping us- trans-
form ill-informed, incomplete essays
into accurate, comprehensive apprai-
sals.

The first problem concerned Yam-

aha's top-notch FM production sys-
tem, a costly but impressive set-up
that has no overall title, but whose
component parts - TX816-QX1-
KX88 - read a bit like a Portugese car
number plate. Anyway, all three
items of hardware arrived safely at the
door of reviewer David Ellis some
time before this issue went to press,
something for which we were grateful
enough. Only problem was, the good
Doctor had no audio cables with
which to connect the TX816 to his
mixer.

`No sound, no review', we said to
Yamaha, who responded by graci-
ously sending about £100 worth of
XLR-to-jack cables direct to David's
London address. First panic over.

The second on our list of mishaps
befell staff newcomer Tim Goodyer,
who'd been given the unenviable task
of reviewing a prototype Akai MIDI
sampler. The machine - code number
S612 - came without any official
documentation of any kind, so there
were bound to be a few technical
questions we'd want to ask before
publishing anything.

Fortunately, and through the good
offices of Akai UK and their PR
company, our questions were not only
relayed to the Japanese but also
replied to within a day or two after
Easter. Giving us sufficient time to
turn Tim's incoherent scribble into a
piece of (reasonably) investigative
journalism that actually makes sense.

Which brings me neatly to
describing some assistance
of a different sort, namely

within E&MM's own hallowed cham-
bers. For this issue sees the swearing -in
of two new additions to the magazine's
editorial staff, Tim Goodyer (who
takes up the post of Music Editor) and
Hardware Editor Simon Trask.

Actually, Simon's job title is a little
misleading, because in addition to
having overall control of E&MM's
hardware reviews (you know, the bit at
the front where we tell all those ever -
so -helpful manufacturers where they're
going wrong - and why), he'll also be
applying his considerable software ex-
pertise to E&MM's Computer Music-
ian section. And from the word go,
there's been no reason to doubt
Simon's enthusiasm for the task that
lies ahead; he's already spent two entire
nights working on reviews, the pro-
ducts in question being the Sequential
MultiTrak and the Joreth software
package.

As for Tim, he's now recovered from
the shock of having the Akai sampler
thrust into his unsuspecting hands on
his first day in Cambridge, and from
now on will be taking care of most of
the artist interviews and related feat-
ures that make up our Music section, as
befits his title.

So with any luck, all I'll be respon-
sible for on the June issue will be
making sure the new boys can spell
correctly, and trying to think of some-
thing interesting to say as a leader
comment. Sounds great.

Editor Dan Goldstein Production Editor Trish McGrath Hardware Editor Simon Trask Music Editor Tim Goodyer Technical Editor Paul White Consultant Editor
(Computer Musician)David Ellis Art Editor Stuart Catterson Deputy Art Editor Eddie Allen Art Assistants Sam Masters, Sally Baker Features Photographer
Matthew Vosburgh Technical Illustrator Len Nuttier Consultants (Music) Warren Cann, Ion Boddy, Geoff Twigg, Paul Wiffen Consultants (Technology)
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Accounts Secretary Sonja Betts Mail Order/ Subscription Cheryl May Director Dennis Hill Publisher Terry Day.

Electronics & Music Maker is published monthly by Music Maker Publications, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY. 2t (0223) 313722. Typeset by Goodfellow & Egan.
Cambridge. Printed by Thomas Reed Printers Limited, Sunderland. Distributed by Punch Distributors' Services, London. All material is subject to worldwide copyright protection, and
reproduction or imitation in whole or part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy in the preparation of the magazine but Music Maker Publications Ltd
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WE DESIGN THE FUTURE
Just about the fastest selling range of keyboards on the
market today - You can't lose with Roland.

Mother Keyboard System
MKB 300 MIDI Keyboard
MKB1000 MIDI Keyboard
MKS1O Planet P MIDI Piano Module

MKS30 Planet S MIDI Polysynth Module
Juno 106 MIDI Polysynth
JX3P MIDI Polysynth
JX8P MIDI Polysynth

SH101 Monosynth
MC202 Microcomposer
PG200 Programmer for JX3P
JSQ60 Sequencer for Juno 60

M SQ100 Sequencer
RS09 Strings

Mother Keyboard
System

CASIO.
Casio have at last entered the Professional Keyboard
market with the CZ101 & CZ1000 MIDI Synths.
Excellent sounds at very low cost. Come and give them
a try.

KORG
We always have the best products from Korg in stock.
The NEW DW-600 programmable Digital Waveform
Synthesizer with MIDI is now in stock. Plus, Poly 800
(MIDI) Synth, EX800 (MIDI) Expander, MPK-130 (MIDI)
Pedal Keyboard.

*YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER

CX5ME MIDI Computer with "built in" DX9
DX5 Digital FM Synth (MIDI)
DX7 Digital FM Synth (MIDI)
KX5 Remote Keyboard (MIDI)
TX7 Expander (MIDI)
QX7 Sequencer (MIDI)
QX1 Sequencer (MIDI)
TX8 16 Voice Generator (MIDI)
PF10 & PF15 FM Pianos
D1500 MIDI Digital Delay
R1000 MIDI Digital Reverb
RX15 & RX11 Digital MIDI Drum Machines

siotanziaL
Q.Cii£Uit) inc

NOW IN STOCK

The Sixtrak &
Drumtraks

SPECIAL PF10 Piano f549
KX5 Remote Keyboard (MIDI) £199
CP70 B £2499

AKAI
Akai have entered the market with some blistering
products not least the AX -80 MIDI Synthesizer. Now in
stock. £999

The BIT ONE £799
Polyphonic  6 Voice 
Touch Sensitive 
Digital and Analogue

GUITARS & BASSES

7344110-
Your last chance to purchase a new all
American Fender at an affordable price.

ucA We have managed to secure the last of the U.S.A
standard guitars as all future Fenders in this

price range are now being manufactured in
Japan. How much, therefore, will these guitars
be worth in a few years time? Invest now! from £299

These now famous guitars
have been discontinued

vintage due to the re -organisation
at Fender and the replacements for this
quality of guitar are now a lot more
expensive. Again we have managed to secure
the last of this superb range at prices that
can only be regarded as a 'SNIP!'

£189  £199  £209 Basses £149

lioceirA JAPAN
This at new range of Fender
products are now in stock at
very competitive prices.
Come and see the dawn of a
new era!

TEXu4dicWaod

It had to happen. The search for sound
improvement has produced the stepped
neck.This allows for faster playing action.

A unique design, combined with a
carbon fibre body for

GUITARS unprecedented sustain

a new step for the guitar and attack. £525
inc Case

These amazing replicas have
CLASSIC caused quite a stir, not surprisingly

RE -ISSUES when you consider you get a mid
fifties and early sixties replica for the price
of a copy. We carry all the models that upset
the Americans - come and see why.

Superb clarity and sustain - One piece carbon
graphite central neck Phenolic fingerboard

(harder than Ebony) Solid brass precision machined
bridge assembly  Active EQ  Heavy duty custom case

Beautiful Mark King and Roadie
British -Basses. jayBee Models in stock.

(Ara Fretless and half fretted handmade British basses

e5

YAMAHA
1141519
IDIdine Predwis

Kramer 1.-4-5-11BUW

AMPS & PA's

1044114*/

We are the Fender Soundhouse
for Cambridgeshire and always

have a good range of amplification
in stock including the amazing -Sidekicks".

Special Offers on 'Yale Reverb', Studio Lead, & Stage
Lead Combos'

MIILSBRO
MAIN DEALER We stock the full range of this

British made gear at discounted prices. The new
Taurus Series of High Performance P.A. Cabinets
Systems arriving soon.

TRACE
IAA

W e are the sole agents for the Cambs area for this
superb British Made product which has been
called the 'Rolls Royce' of bass amplification. Please

ring us for latest stock position and prices or call in for demo.
The new AHSOOX + AH 350X due 'in soon

HOME RECORDING
IBM 11 eit

.74

ec,

.TEAC 4
.=

TASCAM

New Mini Studio £429 inc mains
adaptor and P&P
244 Portastudio at £699.00.

Fostex X15
ONLY NEW The Yamaha
£299 RecordingiSystem £769

91e1f1lt 15

ROOM
SESSIONETTE LEAD & BASS COMBOS
These incredible little British made amplifiers are always
in stock at the best prices around.

DRUM MACHINES
We carry a comprehensive range of Drum machines and
Rhythm units including Yamaha RX15 and RX11, Roland
TR606, TR909, TR707 and TR727, Boss DR110, Korg
KPR77, Soundmaster SR88, Soundmaster Stix, M.P.C.
Kit II Boss Hand Clap, Boss Perc, Synth, Yamaha
MR10. Drumtracs, Drumulator, Korg DDM 110 and
DDM220.

MAIL ORDER
We can supply almost any product by
our efficient mall order service.
Barclaycard and Access sales can
be conducted over the phone. Bank
drafts, Building Society cheques and
Postal Orders have immediate clear-
ance while personal cheques will take
5 working days to clear before goods
can be sent

TELEPHONE SALES
(0223) 316091=

EFFECTS & MICS

tread on one today

FOSTEX A8/359
8 TRACK PACKAGE

Fostex

OYAMAHA

he skilful packaging of the Fostex 250
Multitrocker brings together a four
track recorder and a frills free, four in,
five buss mixer £699

This superb new budget range of
pedals is now in stock. Come and

The Boss range of
pedals is quite easily the

fastest selling effects in the
UK. We carry the complete

range of Boss pedals and our prices
are most competitive.

Always in stock is a superb range of quality microphones
from the following companies, all at very good prices.
Shure, AKG, Audio Technica, Chaser, etc,

FENDER Dl S-74- £29
MIC SPECIAL FENDER D2 ...£1-23- £38

FENDER D3 S.4-2-7- £39
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Jayirk&S,

Write to: Interface, E&MM, Alexander House, I Milton Road,
Cambridge, CB4 I UY

If you've a view, query or problem,
write to E&MM at the above address.

We'll endeavour to answer every
letter regardless of whether there is
sufficient space for its inclusion in the
magazine, so please include your full
address and phone number, and don't
worry if the reply takes a little while
coming: some queries require more
research than others.

Zlatna 1
Dear E&MM,

I was very pleased to read your review
of the Zlatna Panega ACS100 and
TCS100 sampling peripherals.

However, it would be misleading to
allow the British synth fraternity to think
that the Frankfurt show was the first time
anyone had seen these modest -looking
but very capable pieces of equipment. I
have been using two of these units for
nearly two years now, complete with TCS
thought -controllers, ever since I first saw
them at the Bulgari Music Expo at the
Kropotkin Leisure Centre in Plovdiv in
1983.

I have made a few modifications of my
own which have proved successful, the
most useful of which was a modification
to the MIDI interface to allow control of an
array of MIDI instruments without using a
keyboard or sequencer for pitch control
of any compositional part or channel, so
that very complex multi-timbral poly-
phonic pieces can be created by thought
input alone.

A colleague of mine (an Electronics
Technician at GCHQ) also built an inter-
face for the TCS100 to link it to my
Yamaha CX5 computer, so now I have
instant sampling of any sound I can
imagine.

If anyone is interested in having copies
of the circuit diagrams for these mods
and interfaces, or a copy of my demo
tape Alexei goes to Dnepropetrovsk
illustrating the use of these units, I would
be happy to oblige. Write to me at the
address below. Nastarovia!

Andrej Smezlov
2 Blacktop Lane

Benhall GC29HQ4
Cheltenham

Zlatna 2
Dear E&MM,

Please send me the Zlatna Panega
ACS100 & TCS100 as advertised in
E&MM. The feature that really interests
me is the two headphone socket facility-
this must be the first unit to cater for us
two -headed people. Please charge my
PanGalactic credit card account.

Yours not very sincerely,
Zaphod Beeblebrox

PS. It's OK, guys-forget the order. The
TCS anticipated my purchase, and the
machine arrived this morning.

All engineer Mikhail Beecherescu had
to say regarding the amazing response to
April's Zlatna Panega review was 'So
long, guys, and thanks for all the fish'.

Sampler Damper
Dear E&MM,

I'm writing in reply to Martin Straw's
letter in April's E&MM.

Basically, I agree. Sound sampling is
the biggest drawback electronic music
has ever witnessed. One of the basic
ideas of electronic music was to create
sounds that are both novel and unusual,
yet still remain musical.

I don't think I'm alone in thinking that
older analogue synths still have a lot to
offer. Something like a Pro One might
seem outdated to some people, but
whether they like it or not, it's a synth that
offers almost limitless possibilities. It also
has a really extensive modulation system
- just great for sound effects.

One reason I got into electronic music
was because I wanted to be able to hear
sounds which seemed totally alien but
were used to produce interesting melo-
dies and rhythms. These days, you buy a
Jean Michel Jarre album and it's full of
cellos that actually sound like cellos, just
by virtue of the fact that they're Fairlight
samples.

If a musician wants to use a cello (or
any other acoustic instrument) why
doesn't he just use that instrument,
instead of going to the trouble of paying
£20,000+ for a Fairlight when a decent
cello can be bought for under £1000? It
strikes me you could equip a fair-sized

orchestra for the price of a Fairlight, but
does anybody do it? It would seem not.

Let's face it. Sound sampling is a
complete and utter waste of time.

Paul Walker
London

Well, we can't deny a guy the right to
speak his mind. Anyone care to put the
case for the defence?

IEMA
Dear E&MM,

I'm generally impressed by your mag-
azine, but am surprised no one informs
you of the extensive electronic music
activity here in the United States. There
are thousands of musicians creating pure
electronic music here, some of whom are
very accomplished.

I run the International Electronic Music
Association, a group of over 150 music-
ians and enthusiasts helping one another
in the trade since 1979. We publish a
simple quarterly newsletter (entitled
SYNE) covering the electronic music
activities of the US and abroad. We're
also planning a major expansion, both in
membership and in our national distri-
bution campaign to help undiscovered
artists in the field.

We'd like to urge any and all electronic
musicians to contact us. We offer free
promotion via the magazine, free partici-
pation in our Collective Music Project,
and Co -Op Concerts planned in 1985.
Membership fees for those residing with-
in the US and Canada is $12, rising to $20
outside the US and Canada.

Some of our members include inventor
Harald Bode, Klaus Schulze, Synergy,
David Townsend of USS, and Karlheinz
Stockhausen. We'd appreciate it if you
would mention us in your fine magazine.

James E Finch
President

IEMA
PO Box 176
Salamanca

NY 14779
USA

Consider it done... Incidentally, the last
issue we received of SYNE (March 85) is a
20 -page A5 booklet featuring a brief
interview with German electronic music-
ian Peter Kaminski, as well as record and
tape reviews and news from around the
States.
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12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX

0323 639335 (6 lines - Telex)

ILRoland Main Dealer KORG' Key Centre
Hi-Tec Dealer

KEYBOARDS IN STOCK

YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER FOR E. SUSSEX
YAMAHA DX5 New Model June/July
YAMAHA DX7 Not due for replacement 1987 ... £P.O.A.
YAMAHA KX-88 Comprehensive WICeyboard £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -7 MIDI DX7 FM Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA QX1 Digital Multi -track sequencer £P.O.A.
YAMAHA 101-5 Remote MIDI keyboard £350
YAMAHA TX -216 Rack Mounted FM Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -1 Single Expander Modules £P.O.A.
YAMAHA PF15 & PFIO FM Digital Pianos £P.O.A.
YAMAHA RX11 & RX15 Digital Drums £P.O.A.
YAMAHA R1000 Digital Reverb Unit
YAMAHA D1500 16 Memory MIDI Delay Unit £P.O.A.
CX5-ME MUSIC COMPUTER
YAMAHA CX5-ME Computer with YKO1 Keyboard and
YRM-101 Music Composer Programmer
PACKAGE DEALS NOW AVAILABLE!
YAMAHA YK-10 Full size keyboard IN STOCK
YAMAHA YRM 102, 103, 104 and accessories IN STOCK
YAMAHA Real Time, Sequencer
ROM HERE SOON
YAMAHA RX Programmer ROM HERE SOON
YAMAHA Sound Sampling Package HERE SOON
ROLAND MAIN AGENTS FOR E. SUSSEX
ROLAND JX-8P Synthesizer £P.O.A.
ROLAND PG -800 Programmer £P.O.A.
ROLAND JX-3P Synthesizers £P.O.A.
ROLAND PG -200 Programmer £P.O.A.
ROLAND Juno 106, Synthesizers £P.O.A.
ROLAND MKB 300 Mother Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MKS -10 Piano Expander £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSK-30 Poly Synth £P.O.A.
ROLAND AXIS Remote Midi Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 700 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 100 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND TR707 Digital Drums £P.O.A.
ROLAND SDE 1000 Digital Echo's £P.O.A.

SECONDHAND
JUNO 6 £450
SCI Prophet 600 £795
XI 6 Traks £550
KORG EX800 synth £299

ROLAND SDE2500 MIDI delay June
ROLAND SRV2000 MIDI reverb June
ROLAND SH-101 Synth+ Hand grip £225
ROLAND DR110, R/Units £P.O.A.
ROLAND JC Amplification £P.O.A.
ROLAND Cube & Spirit Amplification £P.O.A.
KORG KEY CENTRE FOR E. SUSSEX
KORG DW6000, New Model IN STOCK
KORG MPK-130 New MIDI Bass Pedals IN STOCK
KORG Poly 800 Synthesizer IN STOCK
KORG EX800, MIDI Expander Modules IN STOCK
KORG 80-S Symphonic Piano with Strings £699
KORG 80 Symphonic Piano £599
KORG SDD-1000, Digital Delay with Sampling IN STOCK
KORG DDM-10 Digital Drum Rhythm Units ... IN STOCK
KORG DDM-220, Digital Latin Rhythm Units IN STOCK
KORG PSS-50, Digital Super, Section IN STOCK
KORG KMS-30 MIDI Syncronizer Box IN STOCK
KORG KR55B, Rhythm Unit, 96 Rhythms £175
KORG KM -8X, 8 Channel Stereo Mixers £175
KORG MM -25, 25 Watt Powered Monitors £125
CASIO MAIN DEALER
CASIO CZ101, 32 Memory Poly Synth MIDI £P.O.A.
CASIO CZ1000, Full Size Keyboard Version £P.O.A.
CASIO CT6000 Full Size Keyboard MIDI £P.O.A.
CASIO CT410V, New Model Stereo £P.O.A.
CASIO CT310, Full Size Keyboard £P.O.A.
CASIO CT610 Stereo Model, Full Size K/b £P.O.A.
CASIO CK500, Keyboard & Cassette Deck £P.O.A.
CASIO CK100, Programmable, plus AM/FM £P.O.A.
CASIO la -101, Keyboard, Cas & Radio £P.O.A.
CASIO MT -100, 768 Variable Acc/ments £P.O.A.
CASIO MT -800 with Stereo Speakers £P.O.A.
CASIO MT -400V, With Stereo Speakers £P.O.A.
TECHNICS DP50 digital drums £599
TECHNICS PV 10 PCM MIDI digital keyboard £599

(RRP £899)

SECK SECK 18.8.2
SECK 12.2

IN STOCK
 £200 to £1,000 No Deposit, Interest free instant

credit - 0% apr Subject to status - ask for
written details.

 FREE UK DELIVERY - IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH

 MAIL ORDER - ACCESS BARCLAYCARD
VISA AMEX DINERS sales can be conducted
over the 'phone. Bank drafts, Building Society
cheques and postal orders will take 5 working
days to clear before goods can be sent.
 FULL 12 months parts and labour warranty
 All prices include VAT (overseas buyers
exempt)

DRUM MACHINES
We carry a comprehensive range of

Drum machines and Rhythm units
including Yamaha RX15 and RX11,

Roland TR707 and TR727, Boss DR110,
Drumtraks, Korg DDM110 and DDM220

OL3C1SS
We carry the complete range of

Boss pedals and our prices
are the lowest

OALSI3110
WE ALSO CARRY HUGE STOCKS OF ALL

CARLSBRO EQUIPMENT AND CAN GUARANTEE
YOU THE BEST UK PRICE

TASCAM TEAC PRODUCTION PRODUCTS
TASCAM 38 £Phone
TASCAM M35 Mixer 8/4/8 £975
TASCAM 1228 Studio Cas ..................
TASCAM 32 2 Track £599
TASCAM 34 4 Track £799
TASCAM 225 Syncaset £210
TASCAM 234 Syncaset £499
TASCAM 244 Ponastudio £649
TASCAM Porta one including FREE headphones and
power supply £425

ADDITIONAL discounts
for DX Owners Club
members, please quote
your membership number
on all correspondence.
Being a club member will
automatically entitle you
to many benefits.
Please reverse charges
after 2pm on (0323) 645775
Ring Eddie on (0323)
639335 for expert on the
spot technical information.
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Japanese audio company Vestafire

have already made a name for them-
selves in the field of rack -mounting signal
processing devices, and now they've
made their entrance into the 'musical'
effects arena with a fairly conventional
range that includes the usual stereo
chorus, stereo flanger, stereo delay and
stereo phase footpedals. But what
makes the range more interesting is that
it's augmented by a curious 'Buff & Loop'
pedal, which is an overdrive unit, loss
compensator and effects loop switching
box all in one. And as if that wasn't
enough, there's the top -of -the -range

D1X, a double footpedal DDL with a
1024msec delay, 10K bandwidth,
optional LFO and a price -tag of £176. The
rest of the range cost between £35 and
£80. Contact: MTR Limited, Ford House,
58 Cross Road, Bushey, Herts WD14DQ.

(0923) 34050.
Also from Japan come Ishibashi ROM

and RAM packs for Yamaha DX synths,
which should be available from The
London Rock Shop by the time you read
this. The ROM has 64 preset analogue -
style sounds along the lines of factory
sounds 'Electric Organ 3' and 'Synthes-
izer Brass', while the RAM will accommo-
date 32 sounds, just like Yamaha's own.
Both should cost around £59, and the
number to call if you require further
information is 01 -2677851. -

/TECHNOLOGY/
Loughborough University is to play

host to a residential weekend course
entitled Music on the BBC Microcom-
puter between May 31 and June 2.
Computer music composer and author
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Dr Kevin Jones will be at the helm, and
the course promises plenty of 'hands-on'
work to enliven the proceedings. Cost is
£67, and further information is available
from: The Centre for Extension Studies,
Loughborough University, Loughbor-
ough, Leics, LE11 3TU. gr (0509)
263171 ext 213.

/ STOP PRESS /
Little more than a few months since the

parent company launched itself into the
synth world, The Akai Active Audio Club
wishes to declare itself open for busi-
ness. The aim of the club is simple: to
encourage both amateur and profes-
sional musicians to share their interest in
and experience of Akai equipment. Mem-
bers will receive a membership card
(remember Tingah and Tucker?), and
regular newsletters to keep them up to
date with the latest Akai news. Also
planned are special offers, competitions,
events, an instruction tape and a 'Swap
Shop', whatever that may mean. Best of
all, membership is free. Contact: TheAkai
Active Audio Club, Akai UK, Haslemere
Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4
6NF.

Still on the subject of clubs, the
Yamaha DX Owners' Club's recent hi -
tech convention in London's Covent
Garden proved more successful than

Part of the software annexe at last month's
Yamaha Hi -Tech Convention in London.
anybody could have dared to predict.
Members and non-members alike were
treated to impromptu demos of the entire
Yamaha range of hi -tech hardware, and
there was also plenty of activity on the
software front, with exhibits from a
number of specialist programming com-
panies. So, hats off to the Club, everyone
at Yamaha Kemble who took part, the
London Rock Shop (who helped promote
the event), and the Central London Youth

Project, in whose splendid premises the
convention was held. Flushed with the
sweet smell of success, Owners' Club
boss -man Tony Wride says he's hoping
to do something similar - though on a
somewhat grander scale - to coincide
with this summer's trade -and -public Brit-
ish Music Fair at Olympia. Watch this
space.

Following the recent demise of PPG
UK as part of company re -organisation -
first reported in E&MM last month -
Turnkey have now officially been named
as the new UK distributor. So now you
know. 23' 01-202 4366.

And still on the subject of PPGs,
London's Paradise Studios are attempt-
ing to live up to their name by adding one
of the German computer music systems
- amongst one or two other things - to
their existing Fairlight CMI. The Fairlight
itself already boasts the latest Page F
add-on and the company of a Prophet 5,
a couple of DX7s, blah...etc. But don't
rush off to be ill just yet: the Paradise
people are anxious to point out that all the
above equipment is available for use at
no more than the flat studio rate. If that
sounds like the idea of Heaven, dial
0 01-747 1687 for further details.

Cactus and C-ducer are taking to the
road over the coming weeks to demon-
strate the Cactus digital electronic drum
kit (complete with new voices such as
cymbals and claps) and the C-ducer
contact mic's many musical applications.
The tour's emphasis is on education, and
the seminars will cover such areas as
triggering and sampling techniques.
Dates are: April 20 - Musical Exchanges,
Birmingham; 27 - Hessey's, Liverpool;
30 - Salop Music, Shrewsbury; May 4 -
Sound Control, Edinburgh; 11 - Sound
Control, Glasgow; 18 - Wisher's, Derby;
25 -J G Windows, Newcastle upon Tyne;
June 1 - Gough & Davey, Hull; 8 -
Hudsons Music, Sheffield.

Arbiter Musical Instruments are now
handling the business and UK distri-
bution rights of CBS Fender UK. The
new owners are 'confident of a continued
and prosperous future' for the company,
though where that future will leave the
suddenly silent Chroma Polaris poly -
synth, we're not entirely sure. Anyway,
the company can still be contacted on

01-805 8555 if you have any enquiries.
And finally, British Telecom are now

the proud owners of a Revox B77 reel-to-
reel machine, which has replaced the
company's A77 for recording the new
speaking clock before digital encoding.
The A77 is 17 years old but still going
strong, so anyone after a secondhand
bargain should phone 123 immediately! 
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Akai 5612
Polyphonic MIDI Sound Sampler

The first affordable polyphonic MIDI sampler comes from synth
newcomers Akai. But as our tests have shown, their lack of a music

pedigree has had no effect on the machine's operational success.
Tim Goodyer

AKAI :~;;.47.. 612

Up until a couple of months ago, the
art of sampling and manipulating
sound was pretty much restricted

to those with either outrageously expen-
sive systems such as the Fairlight CMI, or
personal computer systems - such as the
Apple -based Greengate DS3 - that had
ownership of some sort of home micro as
a prerequisite to their use. With the
notable exception of the Powertran
MCS1, there was no product that atte-
mpted to offer a sampling facility to the
keyboard player of modest means who
already had an existing synth set-up. But
then came the Frankfurt show in Febru-
ary, and the astonishing revelation that
Akai, a giant of an industrial organisation
but scarcely anything more than a new-
comer to the world of music, were about
to introduce a MIDI Digital Sampler that
looked like being the answer to many a

modern keyboard player's dreams.
The machine in question? The Akai

S612, a six -voice, 2U -high 19" rack -
mounting unit, designed for external
control by a MIDI keyboard or sequencer
and offering a facility for saving sound
samples using the company's own 'Q -
disk' system, though more about that
later.

We now know the S612 uses 12 -bit
sampling, has a playback frequency
response of 25Hz to 20KHz, and has a
comprehensive specification that allows
pretty extensive control over the sample
once it's been stored. Adjustable para-
meters include start and end points,
overdubbing and sample looping.

Rumour has it that the 612's internals
have more in common with a couple of
pre-existing sampling machines than its
manufacturers might be willing to admit.

Remember a year or so back, when Syco
Systems were selling quaint little sam-
pling boxes with names like 'Instant
Replay'? Well, the company that des-
igned and manufactured the Instant
Replay (and its more expensive brother,
the Super Replay), US -based Electro-
Harmonix, recently got into a spot of
terminal financial trouble, leaving Akai to
burst in on the scene and purchase the
rights to manufacture the Replay cir-
cuitry. Which would explain the 612's
remarkably short gestation period (from
vague rumour to pre -production proto-
type in less time than it takes to boil a
kettle - well, almost).

By a strange quirk of fate, 'pre -produc-
tion prototype' is exactly the term I'd use
to describe the state of E&MM's review
model (which is why I've just used it),
because although its front panel looked
positively scintillating, a quick look at the
back revealed a decidedly half -finished
appearance. Unless, of course, Akai are
seriously contemplating selling a unit that
has a bit of masking tape stuck under-
neath its DIN sockets with the improvised
legend 'MIDI In, Out, Thru' scribbled over
it in biro...

Sampling
Beauty before utility, however: let's

begin with that front panel. This gives you
a choice of either Mic or Line input jack
sockets, and a Record Level control with
which to adjust the sample volume in
accordance with the LED level meter that
sits in the panel's centre display section.
It also provides you with a Monitor Level
control, should you wish to hear just what
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it is you're sampling. Once the signal level
has been adjusted to suit, Record mode
is selected by pressing either the 'New' or
;Overdub' switches, depending on
whether it's to be a completely new
sample or simply an addition to an
existing one.

The recording is initiated either when
the level of the sound to be sampled
triggers the S612 automatically, or when
you trigger it manually using an appro-
priately -marked socket - this is also
provided on the front panel. The stored
sound can then be heard by playing it
from the keyboard of the controlling MIDI
instrument, though we're reliably infor-
med that production versions will incor-
porate a switch allowing the choice of
simple triggering from the front panel or
remote triggering from another instru-
ment.

It's the pitch of your intended sample
that would seem to be the key to all this,
as a low-pitched offering results in the
appropriate Record LED flashing slower
for longer (up to eight seconds, in fact),
and a high-pitched one in it flashing faster
but for a shorter period (pay attention, I'll
be asking questions later). The conse-
quent recorded sounds are consistent in
their tuning (the review model gave
results a little under a semitone flat with
reference to the host keyboard, the
tuning being adjusted from the front
panel by means of a rotary pot that
affords control over approximately a
semitone sharp or flat). This arrangement
is actually a lot harder to explain than it is
to use, and once you've got over the
culture shock of having so many impor-
tant technical decisions taken out of your
hands, it works extremely well.

Sound Quality
Time I stated the obvious. It should be

common knowledge by now that the well-
worn motto 'garbage in, garbage out'
applies as much to sound -sampling as it
does to any other hi -tech process.
Bearing that in mind, if you're using a
microphone to channel audio information
into something like the S612, it follows
that the quality of the resulting sample will
be to a large extent dependent on the
quality of the mic. That said, the results I
obtained using what I suppose you'd
term a 'reasonable' quality mic (a Fostex
M505, in fact) were agreeable to the point
of making the final result dependent more
on the quality of the sample being
attempted than anything else. So as far
as this particular sampling machine is
concerned, you should get half -decent
results so long as you steer clear of
anything really grim in the microphone
department.

Line signals, on the other hand, are
inherently easier to handle from the
sampler's point of view. They're of better
quality from the outset, since you remove
the physically strenuous conversion of air
movements into electric signal by start-
ing off with electricity in the first place.
And you'll be glad to know that the Akai
behaved itself remarkably well on both

HARDWAREr
conventional musical instrument signals
(like the output from a synth, for instance)
and sounds from records (a teeny bit
naughty, I know, but fun all the same),
though one point you need to bear in
mind if you're undertaking the latter task
is that you have to provide a mono signal
from your record or tape deck. That is, if
you want to avoid discovering that the
sound you wanted to sample is pre-
dominantly on the stereo channel you left
unplugged.

In answer to the inevitable question -
yes: quantisation noise was audible on a
number of samples, but it doesn't gener-
ally become prohibitive so long as you set
an appropriate input level at the sampling
stage.

Manipulation
But, and this might be the most crucial

point of all, the Akai doesn't just provide

`Quantisation noise
was evident on a

number of samples,
but it doesn't

generally become
prohibitive if you set
an appropriate input
level at the sampling

stage.'

the means to make good samples. It also
allows you to manipulate samples once
they've been made, and the list of
manipulation options from which you can
choose is pretty extensive. First off, you
can set the sample's start and end points
using - logically enough - two slider
controls marked Start Point and End
Point. The Start Point slider is graduated
from 0% to 100%, whilst its End Point
counterpart gives you a choice of both
positive and negative end points on a
centre -zero slider, graduated from 0 to 30
units at each extreme. This makes it
possible to play through the sound
backwards, simply by setting the Start
Point some way into or at the end of the
sample, and the End Point at or near the
start of the sample. Easy!

Now, all this is achieved using the
Akai's 'One Shot' setting, as opposed to
the 'Looping' and 'Alternative' options
that are also offered as part of what is
endearingly termed 'Sustain Mode'. The
Looping option allows looping of the
sample from the point marked by the
Start Point slider to the point marked by
the End Point one. Note that this section
only plays forwards and then repeats.
The reason I point that out is that the
'Alternative' setting runs through this
section of sample first forwards, then
backwards, then forwards again ad
nauseum.

If you set your Start and End Points
with some care (and this takes a bit of
experience as well as a large slice of
common sense) you can achieve reason -

ably glitch -free looping in both Looping
and Alternative modes, the main advan-
tage of the Alternative setting being that it
gives twice as long a section of sample
(which is only half as repetitive, if you see
what I mean) before reaching the start of
the loop again. Not wishing to offend the
sensitivities of anybody who might be
interested in doing something 'experi-
mental' with the sampling process, Akai
have thoughtfully made it equally easy to
so arrange the Start and End Points of the
sample to give pure, unadulterated glitch.
Just what you always wanted, huh?

However, no matter how carefully you
set the sliders, and no matter which of the
two looping modes you're using, it isn't
possible to loop a sample for its entire
length. How great a drawback (if any at
all) this represents is up to you to decide
as a free -thinking, free -creating music-
ian, of course. Personally, I wouldn't lose
any sleep over it, as I place more
importance on having the reverse effects
that can be achieved in One Shot mode
using the technique described above.

That's just about it as regards the
mechanics and aesthetics of sampling
with the S612. Didn't think it would be so
simple, did you? We haven't finished yet,
though.

To begin with, a small but effective
output section gives you, the lucky user,
the following collection of sound -control-
ling goodies. First off, a Filter with which
you may lop the upper frequencies from
your sample (to help eliminate problems
caused by aliasing); then a Decay control,
which determines the decay time after
the release of a key (provided that the
sample hasn't reached the end set by the
End Point control - if you're in One Shot
mode); and finally a Level control, to turn
down the volume of your sample (about
time you found that - Ed).

LFO + MIDI
Yet another manipulative device pro-

vided on the S612 is a fairly standard Low
Frequency Oscillator - LFO for short. Its
associated parameter switches allow
control over its Rate, Depth and Delay
using three appropriately marked rotary
pots. This should need little further
explanation, except to say that it's
certainly capable of adding an indefin-
able sonic something to certain types of
sample that needed dirtying, for want of a
better expression.

What a pity, though, that the LFO
waveshape is fixed as a sinewave (or
possibly a triangle masquerading as a
sinewave?), since it would have been
interesting to have been able to compare
the relative effects of sine, square and
ramp (to name but three) waveforms on
everyday acoustic sounds. A facility for
using an external source as the modu-
lating oscillator would have been nice,
too, but I suppose you can't have
everything.

The MIDI facilities on the S612 need
little said about them. As the more alert
amongst you will already have guessed
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/HARDWARE/
from my hint -dropping during the mask-
ing tape episode, there's one of each of
MI DI In, MIDI Out, and MIDI Thru sockets
provided on the rear panel. These linked
the 612 with no bother at all under test
with a Casio CZ1000 and a Korg Poly
800, which is certainly encouraging.

On the front panel are three switches
marked 'Mono/Poly', 'Channel Up' and
'Channel Down'. The precise purpose of
the Mono/Poly switch is a little uncertain,
but it appears to give the 612 the facility
of mono or poly working in a MIDI
context. Quite what this provision is for, I

don't quite know, as although it's expec-
ted that production S612s will have
separate outputs for each of its six
voices, it'll still only be able to hold one
sample (or a combination of samples
merged together to form one sound) at
any time. Maybe time - and further
product development on Akai's part - will
tell.

The MIDI channel switches are a little
easier to explain: all they do is select the
receive/transmit channel from one of ten
(0-9) available, though why Akai should
have chosen this figure instead of the full
16, I'm not sure.

The performance -oriented amongst
you will be pleased to know that both
pitch -bend and note velocity (values of
between 1 and 127) are recognised as
incoming MIDI information, though after -
touch is not.

In addition to all the other items on the
review model's rear panel were two
unmarked pushbuttons and an LED. A
little investigation revealed these swit-
ches to be a party to octave transposition
over no fewer than five octaves. The
precise details of this function remain
shrouded in mystery, despite dilligent
investigation and extensive enquiries to
the appropriate authority, namely Akai in
Japan. The only information forthcoming
from our normally reliable - but this time
strangely cautious - sources was an
assurance that the switches would break
their cover and appear on the front of the
production model.

Sample Storage
You'd be right in thinking that there's

little point having sampling and mani-
pulation facilities as extensive as these
without some means of storing the sound
permanently. And as I've already men-
tioned, Akai will shortly be offering just
such a facility in the form of their Q -disk
(quick disk) system. The drive will link up
with the outside world using two connec-
tors on the 612's rear panel, one for
information transfer and one for the
required eight -volt power supply.

The Q -disk (model number MD280) is
also a 2U -high, 19" rack -mounting affair,
and will be sold, initially at least, only as a
package with the S612. The MD280 will
store two samples per 3.5" disk (one on
each side) and have a retrieval time of a
couple of seconds. Not bad, assuming it
turns out to be reliable, though bear in
mind that at about £2 a throw, disks are

never going to be a particularly cheap
storage medium.

The 612's disk control section resides
directly beneath the three MIDI control
switches in the middle of the front panel.

AEC LEVEL C.
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Reading left to right, these take the
familiar form of Save, Verify and Load,
and having succumbed to a passing urge
to press one of these switches, I was
greeted with a lone 'c' appearing in the
area of the central display (Save or Load)
corresponding to the switch pressed, but
no further activity. This leads me to the
inevitable but ultimately disappointing
conclusion that the dump won't work

`With an anticipated
price of L 1350

including quick disk
drive, the S6 I 2 does

a fair bit to bring
polyphonic sampling
into the 'affordable'

category.'

without the drive for which it was des-
igned. That'll teach me not to live in a
fool's paradise.

Summary
All in all, the Akai S612 is a very

welcome addition to the world of digital
sound sampling and, with an anticipated
retail price of around £1350 including the
0 -disk, does a fair bit towards bringing
polyphonic sampling into the 'affordable'
category. And the music world being
what it is, it probably won't be long after
the package's June appearance that its
actual selling price goes down further.

There remains the ulcer -inducing
question of reliability, of course. Can you
be sure that when you play that vitally
important link from the atmospheric

introduction of your latest masterpiece to
the first million -selling verse, the sound
you hear will be an eerie Aboriginal chant,
and not the backwards car engine from
the previous number? Since the review
period wasn't really long enough to test
for long-term reliability, I can't do any-
thing more concrete than say the 612's
construction and layout don't suggest it'll
ever be a problem. Come to think of it,
mistakes are far more likely to occur due
to human, rather than technological,
error.

Incidentally, another project currently
in Akai's collective mind is the creation of
a central sound library, comprising the
disk equivalent of a series of factory
presets. It's envisaged that there'll be an
initial archive of 25 disks (and therefore
50 samples) from which S612 users can
choose. So now you needn't actually do
any of your own sampling at all, you lazy
thing.

I imagine Akai are rather keen to
develop the sampling system's market as
quickly as possible, hence the 612's
rush -release and the advent of the Akai
Active Audio Club (see this month's
Newsdesk for details). Because it can't
be long before a lot of rival manufacturers
come up with competing machines that
do a very similar job, robbing Akai of their
current (virtual) monopoly and intro-
ducing some welcome variety to the
sound -sampling marketplace.

Until then, the S612 has certainly
introduced some variety on its own
account. It's not an Emulator beater, but
so long as you're prepared to put up with
its limited bandwidth and maximum
sample time (and at this sort of money,
you ought to be able to), you can't help
but be impressed by it.

So now there's a truly viable, poly-
phonic, MIDI -equipped alternative to cut-
ting up bits of tape in the hope of
recreating Peter Gabriel's favourite Fair -
light samples. I have only one more point
to make. Whatever you do, don't sample
scratched records - your ears will never
forgive you.

Further information on the S612 and
MD280 from Akai UK, Electronic Music
Division: Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow,
Middx TW4 6NF. 01-897 6388.
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Watt Keyboard
Options:

With the vast range of keyboards available on the
Market, it must be extremely difficult making a choice.
However, when it comes to a keyboard amplifier or
combo there is only one Brand - CARLSBRO!

Only Carlsbro are able to offer the wide range of
power, channels and features needed to match the
vast selection of keyboards currently available.
Whether it's 45 or 150 watts, 3 or 5 channels, combo
or separate amplifier and speakers, Carlsbro have a
model for you!

Carlsbro, a company of extensive experience - 24
years in fact -a company which has had the time and
development resources to refine the ultimate in
keyboard amplification and P.A.

Give your keyboard a chance - Choose a CARLSBRO!

Main Features from a selection of the Range:
KEYBOARD 150 HEAD AND COMBO
 6 Band Graphic Equaliser
 9 Inputs on 5 channels
 Reverb and Effects switching on Channels 1-4
 Tape/Aux input on Channel 5
 150 watts RMS Output
 Electronic remote FSE2 Footswitch with LED status

indicator for Reverb switching

COMBO ONLY
 Ported cabinet with 15" Loudspeaker, plus two

bullet tweeters giving wide frequency response

C4ALSBRO

PROCAB 1 x 15 RH 200
 200 watts RMS

15" Loudspeaker plus two Radial Horns
 Available in 4 or 8 ohms impedance

COBRA 90 KEYBOARD HEAD AND COMBO
 3 separate controllable channels
 Reverb Effects switching on all channels
 Master Reverb, Attack and Volume controls

19" Accutronic Reverb
 90 watts RMS Output

COMBO & 1 x 15 1H 100w ENCLOSURE
15" 100 watt Loudspeaker plus bullet tweeter

HORNET 45 COMBO
 2 channels with 4 inputs
 Reverb with channel switching
 Headphone socket
 Master Reverb and Volume controls
 45 watt RMS Output

All models except Hornet come complete with heavy
duty vinyl covers and footswitches.
Guaranteed for two years.r..MMMMMMMMMMM
Carlsbro Sales Limited. Cross Drive,
Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts. NG17 7LD, England.
Please send me full details of the Carlsbro range
(or Tel: (0623) 753902)

Name

Address

Tel:

J
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FENDER Gold Elite Strat, inc case £549
FENDER Standard Elite Strat, inc case .C449
FENDER Gold Elite Tele. inc case £485
FENDER Master Sen. Esprit, inc case 0399
FENDER '57 Vintage Proceed,' Bass, Inc case 0299
FENDER '62 Vintage Preciskin Bass, Inc case .... E299
FENDER Sauer '57 Vintage Strat £199
FENDER Scalier '62 Vintage Strait ... E199
FENDER Squier '52 Vintage Tele. E179
FENDER Squier '62 Vintage Jazz Bass £199
FENDER Sourer '57 Vintage Precision Bass.. C149
FENDER Squier '62 Vintage Precision Bass ....... E149
FENDER Sewer Bullet 62 black C99
FENDER Squier Bullet '82 S/burst C99
FENDER Tele Custom 1971 E245
FENDER Strat 1973 0275
FENDER Jazz Bass 1956 0275
FENDER Music Master Bass S/H E95

0 YAMAHA
YAMAHA SG13001. ivory. Tremelo ............ C499
YAMAHA 5610000, Jet Black C325
YAMAHA 561000, Tobacco. S/H £246
YAMAHA 56500, Cheny Secondhand 0195
YAMAHA SG450T, White, Tremolo C315
YAMAHA SG200, Sunburst 0199
YAMAHA 51550, new model, Cherry... ...
YAMAHA SE200, new model. Black ......... . C159
YAMAHA SE300. new model, Black 2199
YAMAHA SC600, 3 pick-up model, Brown 0199
YAMAHA 5035. Circa 1974, Brown 0315

YAMAHA BB3000 Metallic Black, inc. case 21.150

YAMAHA 851200 Cherry Sunburst....... ................
YAMAHA BB1100-S Active £386
YAMAHA BB1000 Brown Stain C288
YAMAHA BB400S Fretless Black £225
YAMAHA BB400S Fretless, Cherry C190
YAMAHA BB300. Jet Black C169

BANEZ R51300, Locking Train, Natural 0289
BANEZ RS1100, All Black Model.......... ......... 2289
BANEZ RS1010, 'Steve Lukathee, Blue 0275
BANEZ RS530. New Model, Locking Trem........ C325
BANEZ RS440. New Model. Black .............
BANEZ RS135. Tremolo. White or Yellow C159
BANEZ RS315. Trernelo. Blue .............. C199
BANEZ Cimar. 3 pick-up. Tram, %Mine or Blue 0136
BANEZ AM205, Medium size body. Tobacco £325
BANEZ AM100, Full sue body, Tobacco 1295
BANEZ ANS°. Small body. Tohacco E275
BANEZ ASI30, Full size Artist Serves, Natural C295
BANEZ AS80, Full size Artist Series. Cherry 0196
BANEZ MC924 Active Bass, Ivory ..... ....... C395
BANEZ MC824 Passive, Walnut 0319
BANEZ Road Star RB950, Black E325
BANEZ Road Star RB850, Black C205
BANEZ Road Star RB750, Black 0245
BANEZ Road Star RB820, Silver 12219
BANEZ Road Star R8650. Black 0175
BANEZ Road Star fiB830. Black 0155
BANEZ Blazer ALSO°. Red £1135

CIMAR by IBANEZ, PB Standard, White 0119
CIMAR by IBANEZ, PB Standard, Blue 0119
CIMAR by IBANEZ, PB Standard. Red 2119
CIMAR by IBANEZ. PB Standard, Black 0119

WASHBURN
WASHBURN A -20V, Stage Series, Trent 0246
WASHBURN A -5V, Stage Sen.., Trent C140
WASHBURN A-5 Stage Series. White 0129
WASHBURN A-5, Stage Series, Red or Black C120
WASHBURN Fabian, Last one left £100
WASHBURN Force 3, Tremolo, White 0149
WASHBURN Force 4 Bass. Black 0145
WASHBURN Stage Bass, Black S/1-1 C110

GUITAR SYNTHESIZERS
ROLAND GR707 Synthesizer with Tremolo finished
in Silver, plus GR700, 64 Memory Programer.
You'll be amazed by the sound 8 our Price!
ROLAND GR300 Synthesiser with guitar, red, s/h 0445

ARIA SB600 Bass, Black £245
ARIA SBI 1 Special Fretless, Sunburst 0249
ARIA RSB Special, Black C299
ARIA RSB Standard, Tobacco Sundae! 0149
ARIA RSB Deluxe 0275
ARIA CSB, Black'n' Gold E249
ARIA SB BG1 Black'n' Gold C325
ARIA SB Elite -1 Opal Elkw ..... .....
ARIA RS Wildcat, Black, inc case 0199
ARIA RS Wildcat. White inc case 2199
ARIA Cardinal, Black'n' Gold f221)
ARIA U60 -T, Urchin, Black, inc case .
ARIA Cardinal CS Deluxe, Black ................ 1205
ARIA Pro Deluxe. Tobacco, S/H ........
ARIA TA30. Jet Black, Semi acoustic

7444

.................

TOKAI TST 40, Hendrix Model. Red Best Price
TOKAI TST 40, Hendrix Model, S/8 Best Price
TOKAI TOT 50,'58 Vintage, Red Best Phce
TOKAI TST 50, '58 Vintage, S/B Best Price
TOKAI TST 50,'58 Vintage. Blue Best Price
TOKAI TST 50,'58 Vintage. Gold Best Price
TOKAI TST 50,'64 Vintage, Black Best Price
TOKAI TST 50,'64 Vintage, Gold Best Price
TOKAI TST 50,'64 Vintage. S/B Best Price
TOKAI TST 40, Humbuclung Pick -lore, Red Best Price
TOKAI TOT 55.1../Tpnd Models inc. COO Best Price
TOKAI TST 70, Locking Tram model* Best Price
TOKAI TTE50, Townsend Made, 54 Blonds- Best Pnce
TOKAI TTE00, Che lied Mahogany Top Best Price
TOKAI TTE70, Edge Binding. Sultana Best Price
TOKAI TTE70, Edge Binding. Blade, SRI Best Price
TOKAI TTE55. Lett Handed Models Best Price
TOKAI Tabo. Metal body. Black Best Price
TOKAI Tato. Metal body. White... Best Pnce
TOKAI Vintage Explorer, tilptural Best Price
TOKAI Flying V. Inc case Best Price
TOKA1Les Paul 57 model, White Best Price
TOKA1Les Paul 58 model. Black Best Price
TOKA1SG Custom model. Cherry Best Price
TOKAI 335, Semi Acoustic. Tobacco__ . Best Price
TOKAI TJB45. Vintage Jazz Bass, Black Best Price
TOKAI TJB 45, Vintage Jazz, Red Best Price
TOKAI TJB 45Nintage Jazz, White........... Best Price
TOKAI TJB 45 Vintage Jazz Sunburst Best Price
TOKAI TJB 45, Vintage Jan, Powder Blue Best Phce
TOKAI TJB 45. Vintage Jazz. Natural. Best Price
TOKAI PB 60, Violin Finish, Edge Binding Best Price
TOKAI 'Jaco Pastorus' bass ......... Best Price

Westune
WESTONE Super Headless Basses .........
WESTONE Quantum. Headless. Black... ........ 0209
WESTONE 'The Rai, Needless. Black ..... 0219
WESTONE Thunder III Jet, Black ........... ........ 1295
WESTONE Thunder II, Metallic Silver C195
WESTONE Thunder I, Active, Black 0159
WESTONE Thunder I Active. Light Oak 0148
WESTONE Thunder I, Standard. Oak
WESTONE Thunder. Jet, All Black 0135
WESTONE Concorde -1. Bass 0125
WESTONE Concorde 1, Guitar, Red E8.5

WESTONE Spectrum II, Tremelo. Black E165
WESTONE Thunder II. Light Oak ....... ..... C124
WESTONE Thunder Jet. All £125.....

WESTONE Thunder I. Active, Bieck . 0159
WESTONE Thunder I. Tremolo. Black.. . ....  .. E144

170g4,c.
VANTAGE Quest, Atak 1 GLM, Black 0139
VANTAGE Quest, Atak 2, Black £149
VANTAGE Avenger, coil laps, Trent, Black 0179
VANTAGE Avenger, coil taps. Tram. Blade 0169
VANTAGE Avenger, coil taps, Black ....... ............. C156
VANTAGE X -77T. 3 pick-up, Tram. Black 02I5
VANTAGE X 38T, 3 pick-up. Red 0215
VANTAGE X -35T. 3 pick-up, Bleck £189
VANTAGE Profile Vintage Series. WAN° ..... C149
VANTAGE Profile Bass, White .C129
VANTAGE Profile PB io Black MN .C129
VANTAGE Quest Atak 1 B. Black MM.. ....... .£149
VANTAGE Quest Atak 1B. White M/N........ ....... .C14.9
VANTAGE Quest Atak 11-B, Black £175
VANTAGE Quest Atak 11-1

HI-TEC

7meir,t,
FENDER Twin Reverb II Combo £449
FENDER Twin Revert Top 0299
FENDER Showman 2 x 10 Combo 0399
FENDER Concert 4.10 Combo f:369
FENDER Concert 1 x 12 Combo 0299
FENDER Montreal. 1.12 Combo 0299
FENDER Deluxe Revert 10 12 Combo C235
FENDER Harvard Revert 1010 Combo C129
FENDER Yale Combo 1.12 Combo C175

MOM
CARLSBRO Hornet 45. Keyboard Combo E168
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Lead Combo ................. C149
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Bass Combo ...... C130
CARLSBRO Cobra 90. Keyboard Combo £249
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Lead Combo. ... C199
CARLSBRO Cobra 90. Bass Combo ..... C199
CARLSBRO Sherwood 90, Solo Artist Combo 2259
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Keyboard Combo £385
CARLSBRO Stingray 150. Lead Combo.. ......... C325
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Pro Lead Combo E465
CARLSBRO Stingray 150. Bass Combo 0312
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Keyboard Top £159
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Bass Top £119
CARLSBRO Cobra 90. PA Top, Reverb 0169
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 Keyboard Top 1237
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Lead Top 2217
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Bass Top C179
CARLSBRO Marlin 150, PA Top .......... .................. C247
CARLSBRO Marlin 300 PA Top C329
CARLSBRO M150. Mono Slaw ................... C159
CARLSBRO M300. Mono Slaw £229
CARLSBRO S300 Stereo Slave 02'9

ellateshat
MARSHALL 2203 100 wan MN Top.. . Phone
MARSHALL 2210 100 wan Split Top... . Phone
MARSHALL 1959 100 watt Super Lead Top. Phone
MARSHALL 1992 100 watt Bass Top.._........Phone
MARSHALL 2204 50 watt MN.. -........Phone
MARSHALL 1987 50 wan Super Lead 1 is Phone
MARSHALL 2205 50 watt Split Top.... Phone
MARSHALL 1986 50 wan Bass Top. Phone
MARSHALL 1984 400 watt 4 x12 Baas Cab.. Phone
MARSHALL 1935 280 watt 4 x 12 Lead Cab... Phone
MARSHALL 1982 400 watt 4 x 12 Lead Cab.. Phone
MARSHALL 1960 280 watt 4.12 Lead Cab Phone
MARSHALL 1936 140 watt 2x 12 Lead Cab.....Phone
MARSHALL 5005 12 watt Lead Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5501 12 watt Bass Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5301 12 watt Keyboard Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5002 20 watt Lead Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5502 20 watt Bass Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5302 20 watt Keyboard Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5010 30 wan Lead Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5503 30 watt Bass Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5210 50 wan Lead Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5305 50 wall Keyboard Combo.... .. Phone
MARSHALL 5306 60 watt Keyboard Combo. Phone
MARSHALL 5506 60 wan Bass Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5520 150 watt Bass Combo Phone
MARSHALL 4010 50 watt Valve Lead Combo Phone
MARSHALL 4104 50 watt 2 x 12 Valve Combo Phone
MARSHALL 4210 50 Split Channel Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5275 75 1 x12 Revert Combo Phone
MARSHALL 4/031002 x12 Valve Lead Combo Phone
MARSHALL 42111002x12 Valve Split Combo Phone
MARSHALL 3210 Compact Stack, in Stock Phone
MARSHALL 3210, 100 Transistor, Spit Channel Phone
MARSHALL 1965, 140w 4010 Lead Cabinets Phone

KULOS
KUDOS -251, 100 watt PA Cabs/Monotors each £75
KUDOS -251, 100 watt PA Cabs/Mondas pair 1139
KUDOS -351.200 wall PA Speakers pair C240
KUDOS -655.320 watt PA Speakers pair £425

KUDOS -MX -6400 PA Mixer Amp inc Digital Echo C5415

5[651011
SESSIONERE 751 x12 Combo Phone

SESSIONETTE 100 1 015 Bass Combo Phone

HOME RECORDING
TASCAM 38, 8 Track Reel -to -Reel C1,12

TASCAM 22-4, 4 -Track Reel -to -Reel Recorder.........£78
TASCAM 244, Podastudio, 4 -Track Can...................£88
TASCAM 225 Syncset, Multi -Track Cassette .C18
TASCAM Porta-One, 4 -Track Cassette C45

TASCAM 234, Syncset. 4 -Track. Cassette £52
TASCAM MX -80 Syncset Stereo Mixer £22
TASCAM PE -40 Syncset Stereo Pre -Amp £24
TASCAM Flight Case for Syncset System
TASCAM Complete Syncset Package, as above.......£90
CLARION XD 5, 4 -Track Cassette Deck C48

CLARION XA-5. Mastering Unit with Echo C77

CLARION Trolley Console for above units £12
CLARION Remote Controller C2
CLARION System as above inc. Speakers ..............£129
YAMAHA NEW MODEL MT44-D, 4 -Track Cassette 239
YAMAHA NEW MODEL RM602, 6 Channel, Mixer ....724
YAMAHA NEW MODEL, RB-35B, Rack 8 Patchbay E14
YAMAHA NEW MODEL, MT System as above .C75
YAMAHA MS10.20 watt ArnptSpeaker Monitors f79
YAMAHA GC2020 Stereo Compressor/Limiter
YAMAHA R1000, Digital Revert, Rack Mounted 249
YAMAHA D-1500. Digital Delay, 16 Memories. Midi £56
ARIA R-504 4 -Track Cassette .£39
ARIA SCI -520 Stereo Graphic/Spectrum Analyser 218
ARIA SO -522 Stereo Graphic C14.

ARIA AR -525 Stereo Reverb
ARIA DEX1000. Digital Delay. LED Tkne Readout C29
CUTEC MR808, 8 -Track Video Cassete Multitrack Phone
CUTEC MR402, Mktl, 4 -track Gtr..

CUTEC MX1200, 12 into 2 stereo mixer 0321
CUTEC GS2200 Stereo Graphic, Spectrum Analyser C191
CUTEC AE400. Reverb with Analog pre -delay £12f
CUTEC C0425 Digital Delay with Sub Delay 0321

CUTEC TFE-1531 15 -band Stereo/31 band mono E245
CUTEC SL -200 Stereo Compressor/Limiter C271
VESTA FIRE MR1, Rack Mounted 4 -track cassette £495
VESTA FIRE VF -420 Digital Delay with sampling Phone
VESTA FIRE RV -3 New Model stereo revert
VESTA FIRE RV2 Stereo Reverb IT:226

VESTA FIRE SF 010 Dual Flanger/Chorus
VESTA FIRE SLOT° Dual Compressor Limiter f25E
VESTA FIRE TC-810 Two Channel Aural Exciter C186
FOSTER 250 Multitracker 4 -Track Cassette £520

FOSTER X -15.4 -Track, inc. Power Supply C299
IBANEZ HD -1000, Digital Harmonizer 8 Echo , 0345
IBANEZ DM -2000 Digital Echo, LED Readout £299
IBANEZ DM -1100 3.6 second Digital Delay £285
ROLAND Dimension 'D' Special Enhancer 0269
ROLAND SDE-3000, Digital Delay, 8 Memories £799
ROLAND SDE-1000, Digital Delay, 4 Memories £399
ROLAND Boss DE200, Digital Delay.......... .....
EVANS NADO-1500 Digital Delay with Sub Delay 0211/5
EVANS MDD 1000 Digital Delay. LED Readout £245
EVANS EP -250 Analog with Reverb 0190
EVANS AE -250R. Analog with Reverb £175
EVANS AE -250. Analog Delay 0159
EVANS EP -100, Analog Delay 0110
EVANS EP -50, Analog Delay C79
EVANS MX -101, Analog D 'ay £75
CHASER EM400 Analog Dewy. Rack Mounted.. C99
CARLSBRO AD -1. Studio Echo 0125
KORG SDD-3000 Programmable Digital Delay £899
KORG SDO-1000. 2 second Sound Sampling. Digital 0325
KORG EM -50, Mixer Amp with Echo ....... ......... £199
WASHBURN WD -1400 Digital Delay. Modulation __OM
JHS Bigfoot, Digital Delay, with Modulation 2225
YAMAHA S-250 Monitors, 500 watts, pair 0589
YAMAHA S-100 Monitors, 200 watts. pair 0220
YAMAHA S-75 Monitors, 150 watts, £150
BOSE-101 100 watt Monitors, pair ............. ......... C110
BOSS MS -100100 watt Monitors, each £75
KORG MS -25 Powered Monitors. each ......... C125

STEREO MIXERS
TRAYNOR 12/201, 12 Channel Graphic £485
PRO -MARK MX -3, 8/4/2 Ideal for 8 -Track use 0445
STARSOUND Dynamic, 16 into Studio 0359
STARSOUND Dynamic. 12 into 2, Studio 0249
STARSOUND Dynamic. 6 into 2. Studio 0159
MTR 12./8/2, Studio Mixer 2395
MTR 6/4/2. Studio Mixer 0225
CUTEC 12/12005, 12 Channel, Graphic £336
CUTEC Mixer Case for above E32
DAVOLI 8 channel, buitt-in echo ........ ........ ........... C195

C175
BOSS BX-800, 8 Channel, inc. Set Headphones 46
BOSS BX-600. 6 Channel, inc. Set Headphones.... C136
ACES, New Model 10/8/2 099

300-302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS72DD. Tel: Southend (0702)



RHYTHM UNITS
1EOUENTIAL, New Model -tom Phone
3EGUENTIAL 'Drum Treks' Digital ...... ..... ..... .£675

ROLAND TR909, Analog/Digital £495
ROLAND TR707, All Digital. Fabulous ....... ............... .£499
?OLAND TR808. Analog £395
ROLAND TR606. 'Drumatix' £185
ROLAND TB303. Bassline/Sequencer £185
ROLAND DR -110, Doctor Rhythm £110
ROLAND CR5000. Non -Programmable £295
ROLAND DR.55. Programmable £59
MAMMON° DPM-48 Digital, inc. 2 Extra ROMS £575
OOUNDMASTER SR -99 Programmable, 2 lett £79
<ORG KR -5513, 96 Rhythms Pre-set £299
<ORG/PSS-50 Digital, Super Section Best Deal
<ORG DDM-110, Digital Drums Best Deal
<ORG DDM-220, Digital Latin Percussion__ Best Deal
<ORG KPR-77, Programmable Rhythmer, half price £225
YAMAHA 00(11, Digital, 29 voices ......... ......... Best Deal!
YAMAHA 0X15, Digital, 15 Voices Best Deal!
ROLAND TR-606, Secondhand £145
ROLAND CR-8000, Secondhand f245
ROLAND CR-5000, Secondhand £199
ROLAND CR-78, Secondhand £175
KORG KPR-77, Secondhand £165

_OBC)1313 MEM
BOSS BF -2 Flanger, inc. AC Adaptor t86
BOSS CE -2 Chorus, inc. AC Adaptor 030
BOSS CE -3 Stereo Chorus, inc. AC Adaptor £81

BOSS CS -2 Compressor. inc. AC Adaptor 867
BOSS DD -2 Digital Delay. inc. AC Adaptor 8159
BOSS DF-2 Distortion Feedback, inc. AC Adaptor C81

BOSS DM -3 Stereo Delay, inc. AC Adaptor £89
BOSS DS -1 Distortion, inc. AC Adaptor 456
BOSS GE -7 7 Band Graphic. inc. AC Adaptor 1331

BOSS HM -2 Heavy Metal. inc. AC Adaptor C49

BOSS NF -1 Noisegate, inc. AC Adaptor £48
BOSS 0C-2 Octave, inc. AC Adaptor C58

BOSS 00-1 Overdriveinc. AC Adaptor £58
BOSS DH -2 Super Phaser. inc. AC Adaptor EBB

BOSS PH -1R Phaser, inc AC Adaptor 1:81

BOSS SD -1 Super Overdrive. inc. AC Adaptor C56

BOSS TW1- Touch Wait inc. AC Adaptor C66
BOSS VB-2 Vibrato, inc. AC Adaptor C71

BOSS TV -12 Chromatic Tuner. inc. AC Adaptor £46
BOSS 85800 8 Channel Mixer, inc. Headphones £246
BOSS BX600 6 Channel Mixer inc. Headphones £135
BOSS 9X4004 Channel Mixer, inc. Headphones EBB

BOSS DR -110 Dr Rhythm, inc. AC Adaptor £123

KORG" Modular Pedal System
KORG PME-40X Pedal Board, Holds 4 Units E99
KORG KOD Overdrive Module
KORG KD1 Distortion Module £38
KORG KCO Compressor Module £38
KORG KFL Flanger Module £69
KORG KGE Graphic Equalizer Module £53
KORG KAD Analog Delay Module £99
KORG KES External SencVRetum Module.. ....... .£22
KORG KPH Phaser Module £59
FREE Pedal Board with any 4 modules!

TOMAS
TOKAI TOD-1 Overdrive Pedal ............... Best Price
TOKAI 105-1 Distortion Pedal. ............... Best Price
TOKAI TDL-1 Echo Delay Pedal Best Price
TOKAI TCH-1 Stereo Chorus Pedal.. Best Price
TOKAI TPH-1 Phaser Pedal Best Price
TOKAI TFL-1 Flanger Pedal ................... Best Price
TOKA1TXC-1 Exciter Pedal ..... Best Price
TOKAI TC0-1 Compressor Pedal Best Price
TOKAI TMD-1 Metal Driver Pedal .... Best Price

LOCO
LOCO CM -01 Compressor Pedal £29

LOCO OD -01 Overdrive Pedal £29

LOCO DS -01 Distortion Pedal E32

LOCO PH -01 Phase Shifter Pedal E35

LOCO GE -06 6 -Band Graphic P.O 09
LOCO CH -01 Stereo Chorus Pedal . ..................C42

LOCO FL -01 Flange, Pedal £49
LOCO AD -01 Analog Echo Pedal C75

ME -30 Multi -Effects Pedal 0149

TUNERS
KORG AT -12, Automatic Chromatic Tuner C99

KORG GT-60X, Guitar Tuner £29
ROLAND TU-12. Chromatic Tuner, Inc. AC Adaptor C46

YAMAHA DX5 New Model. June Delivery._ Best Deal
YAMAHA DX7 Not due for replacement 1987 Best Dealt
YAMAHA 01-88 Comprehensive M/Keyboard Best Dean
YAMAHA TX -7 Midi DX7 FM Expander...._ Best Dealt
YAMAHA OX7 Digital Multi -track Sequencer Best Deal!
YAMAHA I0(-5 Remote Midi Keyboard Best Deal!
YAMAHA 1X-218 Rack Mounted FM Expdr Best Dealt
YAMAHA TX -1 Single Expander Modules Best Dealt
YAMAHA PF15 & PF10 FM Digital Pianos Best Dealt
YAMAHA CP35 Stage Piano Best Deal!
YAMAHA 18(11 60X15 Digital Drums Best Dealt
YAMAHA 111000 Digital Reverb Unit Best Dealt
YAMAHA 01500 16 Mernory Mdi Delay Unit Best Dealt
YAMAHA New MT Home Recording System Best Deal!
CXS-ME MUSIC COMPUTER
YAMAHA CX5-ME Computer with 71(01 Keyboard and
YRM-101 Music Composer Programme
TOP SECRET PACKAGE DEALS NOW AVAILABLE!
YAMAHA YK-10 Full size Keyboard IN STOCK
YAMAHA YRM 102, 103, 104 and accessories IN STOCK
YAMAHA Real Time, Sequencer ROM ARRIVING SOON
YAMAHA RX Programmer ROM ARRIVING SOON
YAMAHA Sound Sampling Package SOON

1='_Roland
ROLAND JX-OP Synthesizer Best Dealt
ROLAND PG -800 Programmer Best Deal!
ROLAND JX-3P Synthesizers Best Deal!
ROLAND PG -200 Programmer Best Deal!
ROLAND Juno 108 Synthesizers Best Dealt
ROLAND MKB 300 Mother Keyboard -.Best Dealt
'ROLAND MSK-10 Piano Expander Best Deal!
ROLAND MSK-30 Poly Synth Best Dealt
ROLAND AXIS Remote Midi Keyboard Best Dealt
ROLAND MSO 700 Digital Recorder Best Deal!
ROLAND MSO 100 Digital Recorder.... . Best Dealt
ROLAND 'TR707 Digital Drums Best Dealt
ROLAND GR700 & 707 Guitar Synth Best Deal!
ROLAND SDE1000 Digital Echo's Best Deal!
ROLAND SH-101 Synth, MC202. Wconth Best Deal!
ROLAND TR606, TR303 & DR110. R/Units Best Deal!
ROLAND JC Amplification Best Deal!
ROLAND Cube & Spirit Ampific.ation Best Deal!

KORG DW 6000 Fabulous New Model Best Deal!
KORG MPK-130. New Mdi Bass Pedals Best Deal!
KORG Poly 61, Midi Synthesizer Best Deal!
KORG Poly 6, Synthesizer .............. Best Deal!
KORG Poly 800 Synthsizer ...... ..... Best Deal!
KORG D(800, Midi Expander Modules Best Deal!
KORG RX-100, Remote Mdi Keyboard Bast Deal!
KORG EPS-1. Stage Piano with Strings Best Deal!
KORG 80-S. Symphonic Piano with Strings Best Deal!
KORG 80 S)Ymphonic Piano Best Deal!
KORG SAS -20 Keyboard with Jazz Cartridge Best Deal!
KONG SDD-1000. Digital Delay with Sampling Best Dealt
KORG DOM-110, Digital Del. Rhythm Units Best Dealt
KORG DDM-220, Digital Latin Rhythm Units Best Deal!
KORG FSS-50, Digital Super, Section Best Dean
KORG KMS-30, Midi Syncronizer Box Best Dealt

SIEL DK-80, amazing new synth.. ...
SIEL Expander -80 module, only 399
SIEL Computer software ... Now in Stock

CASIO CZ101 32 Memory Poly Synth Midi BEST DEAL!
CASIO CZ1000, Full Size Keyboard Version BEST DEAL!
CASIO CT6000 Full Size Keyboard Midi....... BEST DEAL!
CASIO CT410V, New Model Stereo... ..... BEST DEAL!
CASIO CT310-S. Pull Size Keyboard...........,BEST DEAL!
CASIO C7610 Stereo Model, Full Size K/b ... BEST DEALT
CASIO CK500, Keyboard & Cassette Deck BEST DEAL!
CASK) CK1013, Programmable. plus AM/FM BEST DEAU
CASIO KX-101, Keyboard, Cas 8 Radio....... BEST DEAD
CASIO MT -100, 768 Variable Acc/ments BEST DEAL!
CASIO MT -800, With Stereo Speakers BEST DEAL!
CASIO MT -400V. With Stereo Speakers BEST DEAL!

CHASE BIT ONE £799
This fabulous keyboard is now available in Essex from
Hanky Tank Music. Come 8 heal why it won the 1985
Protemional Ke card of the Year Award.
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!LUDWIG 5 -Drum Big Beat Kit, 22,
16, 14, 13 & 612 Snare
'inc Stands. Rosewood 8995
LUDWIG Big Beat Kit, Drums Only 22,16,
14 813 Rose £595
LUDWIG Rocker -II, 5-Dnan Kits, 22,16, 13,12 plus 5'
Snare. Inc Stands, Red or blue £499

PREMIER Soundware 5-brurn Outfit. 22. 18.13, 12 plus
2003 Metal Snare. Td -Lock Stands, Rosewood
Finish C545

PREMIER Crown 5 -Drum Outfit, 22.16, 13, 12+5" Metal
Snare, Inc. Stands, Natural Maple Finish £.475

PREMIER APK (Advanced Power Kit) 7 -Drum Outfit, 22.
16. 13. 12, 10. 8+612 Snare, Inc. Stands.
Rosewood £525
PREMIER APK 5 -Drum Power Kit, 22 16, 13.12+612
Snare, Inc. Stands, Rosewood Finish 0425
PREMIER APK 7 -Drum Kit 22, 16, 13, 12 108+02
Snare & All Stands, Jet Black. £499
PREMIER APK 5 -Drum Power Kit 22, 16, 13, 12+0/2
Snare & all Stands, Walnut Finish £425
PREMIER APK 5 -Drum Power KM, 22, 16, 13, 12+612
Snare, Inc. Stands, Jet Black C399

YAMAHA 9000 Recording Series, 5-Drurns 22. 16. 13,
12+71/2 Snare, Cherry Wood Finish. inc. Stands 81199
YAMAHA 9000 Recording Series. 5 -Donna only,
No stands. 22, 16.13 & Deep Snare, Chen' Wood  -ow
YAMAHA NEW 8000 Series 5 -Drum Power Outfit. 22. 16,
13, 12 +Snare. No stands, Jet Black 0799
YAMAHA NEW 8000 Series 5 -Drum Outfit, 22, 16, 13.
12 + Snare. No Stands. Fire Bk. £699

PEARL DX Series 7 -Drum Outfit 22, 16, 13, 12,10.
8+612 Snare, No stands, Jet Black 8998
PEARL DX Series 5 -Drum Outfit, 22, 18,13, 12&812
Snare, Inc. Stands, Black C646

PEARL DX Series 5 -Drums Only, 22, 16, 13, 12 & 61/2
Snare, No Stands 5165
PEARL DX Series 7 -Drum Outfit 22 16, 13, 12, 10.
8+61/2 Snare, Inc. wow), Stands £789
PEARL INNOVATION Deep Series 743nan Outfit. 255. 16,
13,12, 10, 8+61/2 Snare. Mc, Stands, Jet Week 8649
PEARL INNOVATION Deep Series 7 -Drum Outfit. 22 16.
13,12, 10, 8+612 Snare, inc. Stands, Sthriar C649

PEARL Wood &Fibreglass 7 -Drum Outfit, 22.16 13 12,
10, 8+612 Snare. Inc. Stands, Seux Attend, Wyo....4475
PEARL Rising Sun 5 -Drum Outfit, 22, 16, 13, 12 + Snare.
Inc. Stands, Unique Rising Sun Finish £459
PEARL Export Deep Series 5 -Drum Power Tom Outfit,
22,16. 13,12+612 Snare, Inc. Stands, Black 0436
PEARL Export Deep Series 5 -Drum Power -Torn Outfit,
22. 16. 13. 12+61/2 Snare. Inc. Sands. Silver £435
PEARL Rock KM 5 -Drums. 24, 18, 14, 13+612 Stowe, Inc.
Stands, Green 0546
PEARL Rook Outfit 5 -Drums Only. 24, 18, 14 & 13 Toms,
plus 612 Metal Snare, No stands £425
MAXWIN 705 Series 7 -Drum Outfits 22, 16, 13, 10,
13 -1 -Snare, Inc. stands, Black, Silver. White & Red £359
MAXWIN 705 Series 5 -Drum Outfits. 22. 16, 13,
12 +Snare. Inc. stands, Black, Silver. White & Red f279

TAMA &pester 5 -Drum Outfit. 22. 16 14, 13&6',S
Snare. Titan Heavy Duty Stands, Lacquer Finish ... .C1289
TAMA Swingstar Power Tom, 5 -Drum Outfit. 22, 16 13,
12+612 Metal Snare, Inc. Stands. Black E425

TAMA Swingstar Power torn, 5 -Drum Outfit, 22, 16, 13,
12+61/2 Snare, H/Dirty Stands, White 13146

TAMA Swingstar 5 -Drum Outfit 22, 16, 13, 12+5, Metal
Snare, Inc Stands, Platkia 8368

TRAK System Two, 7 -Drum Outfit 22, 16, 13, 12, 10.
8+5" Snare. Inc. Stands, Whine 9446
TRAK System Two. 5 -Drum Outfit 22, 16, 13, 12+5"
Metal Snare. Inc. Stands, Black or White... ..........

New 'Electronic Drum Room' NOW OPEN
SIMMONS SDS-8 5 -Drum Outfit £745
PEARL DF4X-1, 5 -Drum Kit. 7 Pre Sets, one Programmable
With stands £096
With heavy duty stands 4950
TAMA Tedistar 5 -Drum Outfit, No Stands f875
TAMA Tedistar 5 -Drum Outfit, Inc. Stands £860
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION UP 5, 5 -Drum Outfits E549

MULTI-KLONE 5 -Drum Outfits. Black, Red or Mite C499
KLONE-KIT II, 5 -Drum Outfit Red or White E285
KLONE DUAL PERCUSSION SYNTH, Twin Pads 8199
PEARL Syncussion Synth, Two Pads, Secondhand £149
DIGISOUND Bass & Snare Module E248
DIGISOUND Bass & Snare Module+ Power Supply 8149
DIGISOUND Twin Tom Set-up. inc. Pads & Stand 0299

LARGEST SELECTION IN ESSEX
LOWEST PRICES PHONE

ROGERS XP8 5 -Drum Outfit, 22, 16, 13, 12, No Snare or
Stands. White 4599
ROGERS XP8 6-Drurn Outfit, 22, 16, 14.13, 12,
inc stands, natural finish 13399

ROGERS R360 5 -Drum Outfit; 22, 16, 13. 12, plus metal
C299

ROGERS 8360 5 -Drum Outfit; 22, 16, 13, 12, thus metal
snare, inc stands, White E299

DRUM HARDWARE
Huge selection of Stands, Pedals, Tama, Pearl, Premier.
Capone etc. Too many to list so please phone for
Amazing Discount Prices.r

ORDER FORM
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

AND FREE DELIVERY
(UK Mainland)

ADDRESS

PHONE NO

ITEM(E)
REQUIRED

ACCESS/VISIONo.

Cheque enclosed 0 HP Form Required 0 Tick
L ..1



DYNACORD®

tp
PERCUTER - The sound

source over 60digital

samples, natural, electric,
rock and percussion

sounds available.
Sensitivity

Pan and level

controls, pitch adjustment
and headphones.

BOOMER - The digital sound sampler,
128K or

256K erasable
modues, automatic

signal analysis,

mike or line inputsk
working memory.

TM MID)
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ill II 11111111111illi

DRU
BIG BRAIN - The digital memory, 1,500,000 bars

capacity, 50 pre-programmed
rhythms,

Midi, 15

dynamic
levels, 16 track real or step time pro-

gramming, computer logic.

PADS -White, red or black, locking
jack connectors,

full dynamic range, rubberised playing surface.

Play Dynacord at these Dynacord digital dealers: B'ham - Jones & Crossland;
Bristol - Guitar Workshop/

Drum Cellar;
Cambridgeshire - Stix, Peterborough;

Essex - Monkey Business;
Leeds - J.S.G. Bingley;

N.

London - E.S.S. Barnet;
S. London - Rockbottom

Croydon; E. London - Holiday Music;
W. London -

Busker Drums;
Cen. London -

Allbang and
Strummit; Gt. Manchester-

Sounds Great
Cheadle; N. Ireland

- Baird Sound Systems;
Scotland - Sound Control.

For further information contact: Washburn UK, 20 Victoria Road, New 8arnet, Herts. 01.449 7765
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Yamaha X -series
MIDI System

TX8 1 6 Rack, QX 1 Digital Sequencer,
KX88 Master Keyboard

We take an extensive look at Yamaha's flagship modular MIDI system.
The verdict? It's probably the most expensive, most complex and most

impressive such set-up currently available. David Ellis

MEW

Reviewing the TX816 is a bit like
taking a Formula One racing car out
for a spin in the rush hour - there's

an awful lot of oomph under the bonnet
waiting to be released, as and when life
and limb isn't standing in the way. And
indeed, if a sonic replica of Le Mans is
what takes your fancy, there's no doubt
the equivalent of eight DX7s hidden
behind the TX816's rack -mounting facia
is capable of doing that whim justice, and
with vengeance, too. But you can have
too much of a good thing, and it's a moot
point as to whether a collection of eight
DX7s is actually eight times better than
just the one.

Still, if the prospect of eight digital
cylinders isn't exactly what grabs you,
there's always the more sedate FM
synthesis starting -point in the shape of
the TX216, the double-DX7 version of
Yamaha's flagship unit. You can tell it's
the flagship by virtue of the solidly
professional construction, the equally
professional array of XLR audio connec-
tors on the back panel, and the complete
absence of anything like summed mono
or stereo outputs. This caused some
consternation in this reviewer's house-
hold, as XLR connectors are in short
supply. Initial- comments from Yamaha
that I ought to go out and buy some more
weren't exactly greeted with enthusiasm,
but eventually they warmed to my plight

and provided a wadge of XLR-to-jack
leads. Thanks for that, chaps.

Modular Concerns
But whether it's the TX816 or the

TX216 that's in front of you, the hardware
is basically the same - there's just less of
it with the latter. Specifically, what the
£4250 RRP for the TX816 gets you is a
rack frame unit, the MRF8, and eight TF1
synth modules that slot into the afore-
said. On its own, said MRF8 doesn't do
very much apart from sit blackly in the
style of an Arthur C Clarke monolith. Well,
it does keep the universe ticking over by
virtue of a clock or two and a power
supply, but that's about it. Either way
though, the means to the modular rack -
mounting end doesn't come cheap.
Armed with the information that it's
£1899 for the TX216 and £449 for each
TF1 module (goodish value, really), a
simple bit of maths leads you to the
realisation that the MRF8 is costing the
best part of £1000. Which isn't quite such
good value' to put it mildly.

Anyway, aside from the XLR audio out,
there's also an individual MIDI In and
MIDI Thru at the rear of each TF1 module,
and then at the front, a handful of
switches and LEDs. Whilst keeping the
MIDI Ins at the back of the unit is
undeniably a good way to avoid cluttering
up the nice clean frontage of the TX816

1111111!

with such irritating things as five -pin DIN
sockets, I don't think many users will
thank Yamaha for their aesthetic prin-
ciples once they find themselves sear-
ching in the dark for the MIDI orifice at the
back of a 19" rack. All that could have
been avoided by duplicating the MIDI Ins
on the front panel, but then, I'm not part
of Yamaha's mighty corporate design
logic. To be fair, the front panel of the
TX816 does have a MIDI In, but this is
merely the common MIDI In bus that all
the TF1 modules share by virtue of being
plugged into the MRF8.

But ere I go deeper into the TX816's
multifarious ins and outs, how about
some synthetic food for thought? Well, as
far as the sound of the TF1 module is
concerned, it's identical to a DX7 - right
down to the 16 -note monotimbral poly-
phony and the much -criticised carrier
noise. So you'd expect the innards of the
TF1 to be identical to the innards of a
DX7, wouldn't you? You'd be wrong.
Because what you have to remember is
that all the keyboard -encoding circuitry
on the main DX7 board is jettisoned, the
power supply is supplied by the MRF8,
and there's no need for the front panel
PCBs that drive the LCD and interpret
your finger prods on the purple, green,
and brown front panel pads of the DX7.

And what's left isn't really an awful lot -
a PCB measuring about 10" by 7", to be
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precise - and on that there's the same
brace of 64 -pin VLSI FM chips that's in
the DX7, four 5118 CMOS RAMs (one
more than in the DX), a 16K 27128 ROM,
a seemingly custom processor (marked
`HD6303') that seems to incorporate both
the means for MIDI Receive and Transmit
(an ACIA, in other words) and an I/O port,
and all manner of chips serving under-
lying logic and latching, 12 -bit digital -to -
analogue conversion, and low-pass filter-
ing. All very nicely put together, all very
sonically impressive, and all very
Yamaha.

The one area that's a slight departure
from the DX7 (and where the extra RAM
chip on the TF1 board comes in) is
connected with what actually gets stored
for each of the 32 voices. On the DX7,
you're restricted to just the standard 145
parameters that make up the basic guts
of the sound. With the TF1 module, the
extra RAM means that there's also space
for storing 25 performance parameters
(or 'function data') for each voice. These

`My best judgement
tells me the TX8 16
isn't the best way of

going polytimbral, but
my ears tell me I'd sell
my grandmother to

get hold of one.'

include such delights as portamento,
glissando, modulation wheel setting, foot
control, and breath control. Definitely a
positive move, that.

Programming
Because each TF1 only has three

switches and a two -character LED dis-
play on its front panel, programming of
the 32 voices that can be stored in each
module's battery backed -up RAM isn't
quite the self-sufficient process it can be
on the DX7. In fact, to edit the TF1 voices
you'll need either a DX7, a CX5M with
DX7 voicing program, or a more or less
plagiaristic equivalent running on some
other micro. What the limited controls on
each TF1 do allow you to do is switch
between four modes - Play, Edit, Store,
and Utility.

Switching on the TX816 automatically
engages the mode, and what appears on
the display is the current voice number. If
the top push-button on each TF1 is
pressed to switch the input of all eight
modules from individual MIDI In to
common MIDI In, then connecting the
MIDI Out of a DX7 to the front panel MIDI
In of the TX816 will parallel all eight TF1 s
to the MIDI data from that keyboard. And
whether it's simply playing the DX7, using
performance controls, or making voice
changes, all eight of the TF1 modules will
follow suit in an identical fashion.

But that's only Play mode's ground
state. By going into the three sub -modes
for Play (you press the switch next to the
LED display once, twice or thrice in rapid
succession), it's a simple matter to

program each TF1 module for the desired
MIDI Receive channel, Omni on or off,
and fine or coarse tuning. And although
you can follow Yamaha's suggestion of
de -tuning all eight modules for a 'drastic
improvement or enlargement of the
sound', you might also feel that turning a
£4250 box of tricks into a chorus unit to
end all chorus units isn't the most
profitable pastime in the world.

Moving on rapidly to Edit mode, we
find three more sub -modes (logical lot,
the Japs). First off is one that allows you
to select a program number for editing
from a DX7 or voicing program -equipped
micro. Next, there's the means for adjus-
ting the output level of a particular voice.
And last but far from least, we come
across the 'limit lowest key/limit highest
key' sub -mode. Now this really is inter-
esting. Basically, it provides the where-
withal for allocating each voice in the TF1
to any region of a DX7 or other MIDI
keyboard. By spreading all eight modules
across the keyboard, with suitable para-
meter variations to mimic the pitch -
dependent variation in timbre added
along the way, this is the means of
simulating the sort of multisampling
approach made famous by the Emulator
and Kurzweil 250. Mind you, it takes a lot
of work to get the crossover from one
module to another just right, so it helps if
your name is Dave Bristow. In fact, the
aforesaid's 'road show' has as its piece
de resistance a stunningly realistic grand
piano created on the TX816, with the
KX88 (see later) for keyboard input.

And so it's on to Store mode, where
we've again got three sub -modes to
explore: 'select destination' (to which of
the 32 voices you want new voice or
function data to go to), 'store voice and
function' (self-explanatory), arid 'store
only function' (ditto).

Which leaves Utility mode as the last
on the TX816's spec sheet - and this
time, there are four sub -modes. First
along the line is 'dump all voices and
functions', which allows you to dump all

the voices and functions in each TF1 to a
waiting DX7, QX1 disk drive, or fellow TF1
elsewhere in the rack. As Yamaha put it,
'dumpling does not mean that the data is
removed from the TF1's memory'. And
roast beef and carrots to you, too. Next,
there's 'clear and initialise all functions'
for resetting the performance scratch -
pad, followed by 'audio check' (which
outputs a 440Hz sine wave at -4 dBm for
setting -up purposes -a nice touch) and
the sublimely fascinating 'read out cur-
rent voltage of battery'. And that, ladies
and gentlemen, is the TX816 in a nutshell.

Impressions
In some respects, the TX816 belongs

to the school of design philosophy that
believes in using a sledgehammer to
crack a nut. If you want a unit that'll play
128 -note polyphony with a maximum
number of eight different timbres at once,
then fine, but there are more cost-
effective ways of playing eight different
voices simultaneously. True, Yamaha
have explored the cheaper side of poly-
timbral synthesis in their highly success-
ful CX5M computer, but for whatever
reason, they appear reluctant to follow
this up in their more up-market equip-
ment. Mind you, from a commercial point
of view, it's not hard to speculate why. If
each TF1 module was capable of oper-
ating in Mono mode, thereby allowing 16
monophonic lines to be played with 16
different voices, the TX216 with two TF1 s
would seem like a gift from Mount
Olympus, leaving the TX816 in the River
Styx as an example of monumental
overkill.

Fortunately, eight TF1s going full pelt
do sound mightily impressive. Which
leaves me in something of a quandary:
my best judgement tells me that the
TX816 isn't the ideal way of going
polytimbral, but my ears tell me that I'd
sell my grandmother to get hold of one.
Actually, there is no quandary now - my
grandma's sold already!
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The QX1, on the other hand, is a
rather different kettle of fish - it
doesn't really have any sort of

precedent, either from Yamaha them-
selves or from any other company
currently engaged in MIDI sequencer
activities. To start with, it's the first
sequencer that makes a stab at parallel
MIDI buses. And just as important is the
jettisoning of recalcitrant cassette inter-
faces and dubious data recorders in
favour of a decent double density disk
drive (try saying that when you're seeing
pink algorithms). But not all is sweetness
and light. The major question has to be
whether or not it makes a lot of sense
producing a hard -wired MIDI sequencer
for the hardly insubstantial sum of £2499,
when personal computers that could in
theory do as much for a lot less are
positively in abundance - and with the
added benefit of a proper display, more
memory, and a less idiosyncratic
QWERTY keyboard, too.

Because no matter what Yamaha
might want you to believe, the QX1 is
nothing more nor less than an eight -bit
(6809 processor) micro with 64K of RAM;
an extremely non-standard keyboard
(neither QWERTY, DVORAK, nor any-
thing else known to man or mouse); fairly
vestigial display facilities (a two -row by
40 -column LCD); highly specialised I/O
circuitry (the eight parallel MIDI Outs, one
each of MIDI In and Thru, tape sync, click
out, and foot switch); and an 800K
(formatted) 5.25" disk drive.

Modus Operandi
Starting off with the QX1 is simple. You

switch on, wait for the 'Welcome' mess-
age on the LCD, and then insert a disk
into the disk drive. Pressing <ENTER> then
starts the QM 's exploration of the data
on the disk. If it's a disk that's never been
in the machine's clutches before, you'll
receive a 'Conflict disk' error message
and be offered the chance of initialising
the disk so that it and the QX1 can talk to
each other. 'Initialising' involves dividing
up the disk's total surface into manage-
able regions (or sectors), the locations of
which are then stored in a special area of
the disk called a directory. This keeps the
QX1 well informed as to what's living

where on the disk. However, because the
QX1's disk drive is quite generous by
5.25" disk storage standards, this initial-
ising process takes time - several minu-
tes, in fact. Once it's done, though, the
disk is ready and waiting to receive
various blocks of data as and when
they're created or stored by the user.

Before we get around to considering
what forms these blocks of data can take,
it's worth getting accustomed to some
snippets of the English language that
Yamaha have seen fit to bend in the
direction of their sequencing endeav-
ours. For starters, sequences are known
as 'Banks', each of which can contain up
to 999 measures. Within each Bank, there
are eight individually overdubbable
Tracks, and each of these can be sent off
in the direction of separate MIDI Outs to
the individual MIDI Ins of the TF1 mod-
ules in the TX816, or indeed any other
MIDI equipment you may have to hand.
Finally, Banks can be linked together into
32 -step Chains, in which each step can
be either a single Bank or up to 32 repeats
of a Bank. So, two of the possible data
formats that can be stored on the disk are
the Bank and the Chain. And there's
space in the directory for 32 of the former
and eight of the latter, the theoretical
maximum for all that amounting to 80,000
notes. Not what you'd call peanuts,
exactly.

The other data that can be stored on
disk relates to using the QX1 with the
TX816 (or TX216, of course). This comes
under the heading of 'Bulk' data, and in
the case of the TX816, comprises eight
sets of voice parameters (Bulks 1-8) and
eight sets of function values (Bulks 9-16).
In fact, a further option is provided for
storing all that goes to make an RX11
drum machine tick on disk, though not
being an aficionado of such things, I

didn't pursue that avenue of data
storage.

More Modes
Returning to starting points, we find

four basic modes of operation - Record,
Play, Edit, and Utility. Accessing any of
these is simply a matter of pressing the
relevant key on the top line of the QX1's
right-hand keypad. Following the typical

stab -in -the -dark approach of the aver-
age musician, pressing <RED results in
the following info being displayed:

RECORDMODE PROT:1 USE:003K
BANK01 PIANO... TEMPO:086 TIME:04/04

Now, most of those display contents
are pretty self-explanatory. The first part
of the bottom line indicates that it's Bank
1 that's under scrutiny, and that the name
allocated to that Bank when it was stored
on disk was 'Piano'. Earth -shattering
stuff, that. Move number two is to see
what else is on tap in the bottled Banks,
and that's achieved by finding the Up and
Down cursor keys on the left-hand
keyboard and manipulating them accor-
dingly. The display will then scroll
through the 32 possible Bank entries,
with corresponding changes for the Bank
number and name, preset tempo, mem-
ory usage, and time signature. That
leaves the cryptic PROT :1, which
merely indicates that the Bank has been
protected from accidental erasure by
idiots like yours truly who make a point of
pressing buttons before reading man-
uals. Sensible lot, Yamaha.

Recording
Recording a sequence is actually a

piece of cake - until you start trying to get
all flashy and sophisticated, anyway. The
first thing the manual uses to re -attract
your attention after all that disk initialising
palaver is the opportunity to indulge in a
'quick demonstration' of the QX1's real-
time recording. Which all goes to show
that Yamaha have their heart(s) in the
right place. After all, the last thing you
want is to be obliged to sit through
endless renditions of this or that mega -
star's greatest hits before actually getting
down to using the thing.

So, going from the previous Record
Mode display, you choose your Bank (0-
32), assign it a name (and hunt for the
alphanumeric characters dotted so liber-
ally about the QX1's keypads), check that
the memory protect is off (P R 0 T : 0),
whiz the cursor along the display to enter
values for Tempo and Time, press the
<CLICK> key to switch on the click -track
(output from a jack at the back of the
QX1), and then jab <ENTER, to get into
Record Ready status. Pressing <RUN,
then gives you a two -bar count -in,- and
anything after that gets stored away in
the QX1's 64K internal memory as Track
1 of the chosen Bank - until the <STOP,
key (or its associated footswitch) is
pressed. Remember that what's record-
able also includes all the performance
data you care to throw at the QX1. And
with the KX88 in the MIDI driving seat,
that can even extend to whatever System
Exclusive data takes your fancy, as we
shall soon see. So, if you've always
wanted to play a line of notes with a
gradually evolving filter cutoff or decay-
ing modulation index, this is the way
forward. Which is another reason why
that 80,000 -note storage comes in so
handy...

The logical follow-up to all that is to go
for a playback, so you jab at the <PLAY,
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key. This conjures up the message
EXECUTING NOW! ! on the LCD. All
this actually means is that the previously
recorded data is being shifted onto said
disk so that all is not lost should you or the
world go berserk listening to the abysmal
squeak the disk drive makes. Pressing
<ENTER, then retrieves this data from the
disk, moving you on to the Bank Play
Ready status, and keying <RUN, starts the
playback itself. Twiddling the Tempo
Controller knob varies the speed of the
Bank playback, pressing <REPT, repeats
the playback (indefinitely!), and the
<TRNS, key allows you to transpose the
playback from the octave of keys at the
front of the main keypad. The squeak
stays the same pitch, though.

But that's only for starters. Where the
QX1 really scores is in the many and
varied ways in which it transforms the
humble sequencer into a really powerful
composing tool. The point is that, unlike
the QX7 - the more affordable face of
Yamaha MIDI sequencers, which achie-
ves overdubbing by a track bouncing
operation and which was reviewed in last
month's E&MM - the QX1 has just about
every facility you could want for creating
complex, multi -part pieces. But there's a
price to be paid for all that, namely the
complexity of the 34 sub -modes, or Job
Commands, required to mediate bet-
ween your creativity and the QX1.

Commencing with overdubbing, the
QX1 offers two options; either literal

`The QX I doesn't
really have any sort of

precedent, either
from Yamaha

themselves or from
any other company
currently engaged in

MIDI sequencer
activities.'

overdubbing (pressing <REC,, once
you're happy with the first take of a Track,
takes you back into an ongoing Record
situation for an overdub), or track -mixing
overdubbing (using Job Command 14 in
the Utility mode, but then, you'd guessed
that already, hadn't you?). What's more,
you're able to choose where you want the
overdubbing to start -a welcome break
from the wretched machines that oblige
you to go back to Bar 1 every time you
want to do anything new to a track. And
that also includes deleting notes,
because included in the long and winding
list of Job Commands is the means for
deleting an entire Track (Job Command
15) or just a single measure (Job Com-
mand 20).

M u ltitracki ng
But the QX1's main claim to fame, and

what's likely to motivate most people into
purchasing it, is the fact that you can also
record in sync onto each of the eight
separate Tracks in the sequencb Banks,
and then pipe these individually off to the

eight MIDI Outs a derriere. Which is why
Yamaha are quite correct in claiming that
the QX1 is 'just like an eight -track tape
deck' - it's the output individuality that
really counts here. Again, there are some
Job Commands involved: first, Job Com-
mand 3 in Play mode, which programs
'terminal assign' (the MIDI channel you
want assigned to each Track), and
second, Job Command 2 in Record
mode, which switches Tracks between
Record and Playback functions.

The other side of the sequencing coin
is Edit mode. Although you may question
Yamaha's suggestion that 'editing on the
QX1 is a truly exciting creative experi-
ence', you can't deny the QX1's editing
facilities are comprehensive, to say the
least, and they also provide the entry
point to something equivalent to step -
time sequencing.

First off is the means of 'examining
music data'. Having selected a Bank for
editing by pressing <EDIT', the standard
EXECUTING NOW! ! (talk about a
death wish...) message is followed by a
new one proclaiming something called
INCREASABLE SPACE. Sounds
great - though it may or may not make
sense to you. Actually, it tells you how
much data you can add to an existing
Bank. Pressing the Up cursor key then

EDIT MODE. PROT:0 isiE:004X

BANK 29 HALFTIME TEMFD:OK TIME:04/04

allows you to step through the events on
the chosen Track of that Bank, and the
display illuminates accordingly at the
same time as the note is actually played:

MEASURE:014 STEP:04/04 CLK:0044/3844
F..4 .mp 077 1362 0000 060

To be honest, all that's likely to be
pretty indecipherable unless you're a
member of the QX1 cognoscenti. Going
along the top line first, there's the
measure number, the step number, and
the clock number. Along the bottom, we
have the note name and octave, the
dynamics of that note, the note number,
the gate time, and finally, the volume
number. But even at this stage, all these
parameters can be altered simply by
moving the cursor along to the relevant
part of the display and manipulating the
Up and Down cursor keys to scroll the
values. Easy, really. But not exactly what
I'd call 'truly exciting' if you're attempting
to edit an entire symphony or LP of notes.

The next editing possibility comes
under the heading of 'Clocks, Steps, and
Quantizing'. Or at least that's how
Yamaha put it. Briefly, the QX1 handles
musical events on the basis of timing
units equal to 1/384th of a quarter -note.
As a result, a semiquaver or sixteenth
note is 96 clock pulses, a quaver or eighth
note 192 pulses, and so on. However, by
heading for Job Command 6 in the Edit
mode, you can choose how you want to
divide up measures into clock pulses,

which can't be bad.
Finally, we arrive at the areas of QX1

sequencing endeavours that fall under
the aegis of the <INSERT, key. The first
way of using this is to add voice changes
wherever and whenever you want in a
particular Track. For those into step -time
antics, however, the Insert sub -mode
provides the means for entering music
data that's never seen the light of day on
a DX7, KX88, or any other MIDI keyboard.
In fact, this is Yamaha's means for
creating 'sophisticated digital music,
with only minimal knowledge of music
theory'. This end is achieved by using a)
the octave of pitch keys on the main
keypad for the note, b) the row of keys
above these for the note length (which
includes triplets, quintuplets, or what-
ever), and c) the <ENTER, key to register
these choices with the QX1. The clock
will then move on to the next position by
an amount equal to the note that's just
been entered. And if you want a rest
rather than a note, it's simply a question
of pressing the rest key rather than a pitch
key.

But <INSERT, doesn't stop there. The
post -grad programming side of the QX1
allows you to do all manner of tricks on a
per -note basis, though it's certainly a
tough life for the old mind box. Take a
decko at the following display, for in-
stance:
INSERT :021 STEP:04/04 CLK:0001/0384

D..2 /4-3 .ff 002 0192 0256 106

Like the man said, a lot of numbers
begging for elucidation. Well, it's meas-
ure 21 that's under scrutiny this time, and
we're currently on step 4 of a four -step
measure. That's the easy bit. Things get
more difficult once clocks (C LK) come
into the picture. The second figure
(0 3 8 4) indicates there's that number of
clock pulses in a step, and the first figure
(0 0 01) indicates on which clock pulse of
a step that note actually begins. Then,
underneath all that maths, there's the
note name and its octave, the duration
(/ 4 -3 indicating a triplet quarter note)
entered from the QX1's duration keys, the
dynamic, the MIDI equivalent of the note
(0 0 2 in this case), the gate time in terms
of numbers of clock units (19 2 here,
indicating a 'gate on' time of 75%), the
note length in clock units (2 5 6 for a
triplet quarter note), and then last but not
least, the MIDI velocity value.

Take your time recovering from all that,
because things aren't too bad in practice.
The reason? Well, the QX1 follows a sort
of default system for a lot of the step -time
entries. So for instance, both STEP and
C L K are nominally set to the values
shown above, the gate time is set at 80%,
and the note velocity assumes a value of
'064' unless told otherwise. Which leaves
you, the musician, to concentrate on the
more manageable side of musical data,
and the other <INSERT, options of adding
tempo changes, control changes, pitch -
bend, and even System Exclusive data
anywhere within a Track.

Having assembled a Bank or two of
notes, you have to decide exactly what
you want to do with them. Play mode
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holds most of the answers, specifically in
the areas of various Job Commands and
sub -modes. For instance, Job Command
2 in Play mode allows you to select
particular Tracks for playback and, at the
same time, whether or not you want an
external sync source to play a part in the
proceedings.

However, it's in the Edit and Utility
modes where the lion's share of Job
Commands is to be found. Of particular
value on the creative side of editing are
Job Commands 7 and 8, which allow you
to copy measures within the same Track
and transpose them. Then there's Job
Command 10 (`Clock Move') for shifting
part of a Track by a selected number of
clocks - one way of getting unusual echo
and timing effects. On the Utility mode
side of the business, a fair proportion of
the Job Commands is involved in the
general housekeeping side of using the
QX1 - changing disks, making back-up
copies of disks, changing disk IDs,
assembling Banks into Chains, deleting
Banks and Chains, and so on. And don't
forget the very useful Job Command 14,
which mixes Tracks between Banks.

But it's also in this neck of the woods
that we find the means for shifting
System Exclusive data to and from the
QX1 (Job Commands 16 and 17), and the
provision for passing voice and function
data between the QX1's disk drive and a
TX816, DX1, or DX7, or even allowing an
RX11 a look -in on the disk drive's action.

The only drawback here is that loading up
all eight TF1 modules in the TX816 with

`Thinking ahead to
using the QX I /TX8 I 6
combination on stage,

it seems a bit thick
not to have provided
some way of loading
the whole kaboosh of
TX8 16 data in one go.'

data takes a fair amount of time, because
each has to be loaded up separately with
both voice parameters and performance
data. Thinking ahead to the musician
using the QX1/TX816 combination on
stage, it seems a bit thick not to have
provided the means for loading and
saving the whole kaboosh of TX816 data
in one go.

QX Conclusions
Let's make no bones about it: the QX1

is a magnificent sequencer. But it's also a
classic example of fairly cheap computer
technology being hard -wired into the
format of a rather expensive musical tool.
And bearing in mind the imminent emer-
gence of cheap, high performance 16 -bit
micros with ultra -sophisticated and user-
friendly front ends, it's a difficult juggling

act to tip the balance of performance vs.
cost in the direction of the Yamaha.

Aside from the squeaking disk drive,
which is bad news on a machine of this
price, my main qualms rest with a) the
choice of processor, which surely
doesn't have a chance in hell of adequa-
tely servicing eight separate MIDI buses
to the 128 -note polyphony extent of the
TX816's capability, and b) the rather
limited display, which makes life more
difficult than it should be on a unit that
sets out to do as much as the QX1.

As far as the former criticism is
concerned, this is where only time and
experience will tell. After all, filling eight
16 -note polyphonic tracks isn't the sort
of thing you do in your lunch hour,
especially when you've got to write a
review of this length. So I'd have wel-
comed hearing some of the demo pieces
shown on page 33 of the owner's manual
to see what someone with more time to
hand was able to coax out of the QX1 -
particularly the Philip Glass piece with a
quoted duration of 3 hours! But again,
this wasn't to be. Which begs the
question as to why Yamaha seem to like
teasing their manual readers with demos
that appear to be lost in another time
dimension...

But it's the display that's the major
disappointment. As you'll have noticed
from the review, there are an awful lot of
Job Commands scattered around the
four modes of the QX1's operation,
which, quite understandably, involve a lot
of shifting between different displays.
However, if Yamaha had come up to date
and used one of the larger LCDs now
gracing all manner of lap -held portable
micros (including those of Japanese
origin), then most of this brain -muddling
would have been avoided, simply
because 'soft' keys around the display
could be programmed to take on the
mode -specific functions of particular Job
Commands. Mind you, even better would
have been the facility to connect the QX1
up to a decent monitor like every other
micro under the Western sun. Ah, well.

By contrast, the KX88 looks posi-
tively conventional. Don't get me
wrong: the last member of

Yamaha's grand triumvirate is grand
indeed. But it's also possibly the least
contentious of the three. After all, an 88 -
note remote keyboard with the luxury of
real wooden keys, after -touch, and velo-
city is hardly breaking new ground. Well,
as it happens, the KX88 does go a good
deal further than most when it comes to

11111111111111

extra facilities for adding 'performance'
to whatever's perpetrated on its rather
wonderful keyboard. And those factors
alone will probably ensure its popularity,
even given the hefty price tag of £1399.

The main problem with the KX88 is the
daunting complexity of its many and
varied functions. And in typical Japanese
style, the manual hardly improves mat-
ters with its page after page of functions
in this or that mode. Mind you, after

wading through three other manuals for
the TX816 and QX1, I've got good reason
to feel the pinch of functional overload!

But starting simply, we find three
modes - Play, CA (for assigning pre-
defined MIDI controller codes to the
various KX88 controllers), and PA (which
allows you to define your own controller
codes to suit whatever MIDI equipment
you're using with the KX88). Next off is
the fact that the KX88 can operate on two

I
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MIDI channels simultaneously via 'MIDI
Bank A' and 'MIDI Bank B'. In fact, you
can choose between three different Play
modes, courtesy of this duality: 'Single'
(in which note information is sent via

`The really remarkable
thing about the KX88 is
the way it attempts to

be all things to all men-
and that includes other
manufacturers of MIDI

instruments.'

either Channel A or B), 'Dual' (in which
MIDI data is piped by both Channels A
and B), and 'Split' (in which events are
sent off in opposite directions on either
side of a split point). But remember that
you won't be able to realise the delights
of keyboard splits unless you've got
access to MIDI equipment that's at least
bitimbral. (And in Yamaha terms, this is
where the TX816 or TX216 steps into the
KX88 picture.

Now, aside from the obvious flexibility
of being able to define your own split
points, Play mode also activates a mind -
boggling number of potential perfor-
mance controls, including the two wheels
to the left of the keyboard, the BC1 breath
controller, after -touch, four sliders to the

left of the front panel, two foot controllers,
five MIDI send pads (MS1-5), and two
footswitches. That's 17 in toto. No
wonder there are rumours spreading that
Yamaha will be bringing out a MIDI -
controlled robot to look after all those
controls while you take care of the
playing...

The really remarkable thing about the
KX88 is the way in which it attempts to be
all things to all men (and women, I guess).
Just for a change, that includes manufac-
turers of other MIDI instruments. For
instance, we all know that the voice
banks for the DX7 and TX816 run from 1-
32. So, on that basis, you'd assume that
that's all the KX88 would bother about in
the way of voice changing. Not a bit of it.
In fact, the KX88 has two voice bank
modes - one for 32 -voice equipment and
another for synths of the 128 -voice
Roland ilk.

However, contrary to what some have
read into the KX88's features, this gen-
erosity doesn't quite extend to having all
the different System Exclusive data for
different machines encoded in as stan-
dard. That really would be asking too

`When you consider
that most systems in this

price bracket are still
making do with I 6 digital
oscillators and one MIDI
Out, there's no doubt
Yamaha have a winner

on their hands.'

much. However, what you are able to do
is program in the Parameter Changes and
Universal Parameters that your particular
synth is programmed to respond to, and
then apply these to all 17 of those
performance controls. Of course, that
means searching through manuals and
getting to grips with the basics of
hexadecimal coding, but Yamaha make it
just about as easy as they reasonably
could, given the present diversity of MIDI
equipment.

System Conclusions
As a total computer music system,

Yamaha's grand trio is capable of crea-
ting what are beyond question some of
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the most stunning sounds around. When
you consider that most of the systems in
this sort of £8000+ price bracket are still
making do with 12 or 16 digital oscillators
and a single MIDI Out, there's no doubt
that Yamaha have something approach-
ing a winner on their hands.

But there are problems. The TF1
modules should have moved on a bit
from the monotimbral and somewhat
noisy DX7. The fact that Yamaha simply
transplanted the DX7 FM synthesis cir-
cuitry into the TF1 smacks of taking the
easy way out, which is a crying shame
bearing in mind how incredible the TX816
could have been given a little more of the
company's undoubted brilliance at R&D
in this field.

The QX1, on the other hand, is a much
more difficult part of the system to get
into. Undoubtedly, it has a huge potential
for creating very complex music - if that's
what you're into. But ironically, its con-
voluted array of sub -modes and Job
Commands and limited display features
are likely to deter all but the most
committed to exploiting it to this extent.
That said, I still think it's going to become
the 1985 successor to the much -revered
Roland MC4 as a versatile compositional
tool that requires very little knowledge of
music to be operated successfully. In
fact, I'd be surprised if, by the end of the
year, the combination of QX1 and TX816
isn't de rigueur for every forward -looking,
MIDI -equipped studio in the country.

Quite where the KX88 really fits into the
picture isn't quite so clear. Sure, it's a
great keyboard, and it must be the way of
choice for programming time -evolving
sounds into the QX1, but there's also a
touch of overkill accompanying all those
performance controls. Perhaps the only
real sense in them is if you've sprouted an
extra set of arms and legs and you're into
wowing a Wembley Stadium audience
every night of the week with amazing
feats of digital dexterity.

Still, it's a nice keyboard (though
something tells me the DX1's was nicer
again), and it does make an ideal partner
for the TX816, regardless of whether or
not there's a QX1 in the system chain as
well.

Further information on all X -series pro-
ducts from: Yamaha-Kemble, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks
MK1 1JE. a (0908) 649222.
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POLYSYNTHS

Rod
Argent's

Roland JX8P

The new JX8P from Roland is their
first velocity- and pressure -
sensitive poly. This new two
oscillator, two envelope synth has
separate envelopes for each
oscillator. Probably the best hybrid
synth on the market.

CASIO cziovi000

Casio's first real polyphonic synth.
Based on their new phase -
distortion synthesis. A real
breakthrough in technology. Great
sounds, great value come and
compare it.

arouEnziaL
inc

Multitrack
Six -voice multi-tombral keyboard- velocity sensitive - split
keyboard plus optional timbre,
plus note assignment, plus
stacking. Easy programming
1600 -note sequencer, 4 sequen-
cers plus chain - separate
outputs for all six voices, cassette
interface - sync to tape - full
MIDI spec - totally amazing!

YAMAHA DX5/DX7

The new DX5. FM synthesis at its
best. 76 -note weighted keyboard,
split- and two -channel voicing,
stereo and dual -mode detune
facility. The DX7, still the most
popular of digital polysynths.

SEQUENCERS

YAMAHA QX7/QX1

The new breed of Yamaha digital
sequencers. Both models are
totally MIDI equipped and can be
controlled by any MIDI synth.
These digital sequencers record all
performance data including touch
response, pitch bend modulation,
etc. Call for more information or
for a demonstration.

Roland MSQ-700 & SBX-80

MSQ-700
This digital keyboard recorder has
become the favourite among
composers and session musicians
for its ease of use and compre-
hensive facilities. Records in step
or real time auto -correct to 1/32 if
required. Assignable MIDI
channel, DCB +Roland sync.
6,500 -note capacity.
SBX-80 Sync Box
This programmable tempo control-
ler is the most inexpensive
generator of SMPTE time code.
Will sync and control most
sequencers and drum machines
with 24, 48 or 96 PPQN and will
generate a sync code from an
audio track or live drummer.

MICRO PERFORMANCE
POLY MIDI 1
For those who would like the
MSQ-700 but are on a budget this
MIDI sequencer should fit the bill,
five polyphonic sequencers and
two chains in real time, real time
with auto correct, or step time are
possible with 6,500 notes capaci-
ty and the ability to record key-
board and patch information, as
well as after -touch. Novel features
include one -finger chord trans-
position and cassette interface for
dumping sound data on keyboards
without this facility, such as DX -7
and Sixtraks.

KT  I I I I

20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01.379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)

ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION & DRUM

MACHINES
.4EouEnzial. TOM

arNINSAL
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The great new digital drum
machine from SCI with some great
new features. These include 32
increments of tuning and volume,
all voices can be reversed, new
'Improv' feature for human -type
fills and changes in dynamics. Plus
a cartridge port for sound
expansion (Latin perc, etc.). Come
in for a demo.

Roland TR707
The new digital rhythm composer,
takes off where the TR606 and
808 left off. Sixteen great new
sounds including tambourine
claps, etc. Separate outputs, MIDI
equipped. 5 -pin sync, trigger out.
Great machine, great value.

,SIMMONS,

ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION

We are London's specialist
demonstration centre and stock all
products by the original Electronic
Drum Company. Currently on
show - the SDS7 with custom
sounds blown on the EPB sampler,
demonstrating the ingenious
sound possibilities of this system.
Also on show the SDS8, SDS1,
and digital clap trap. Call Robin for
information and demonstration.

11111111
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Rod Argent's
Musicstore

15 The Butts Worcester Telephone 611774

MODULAR
EFFECTS

YAMAHA TX7

The new FM tone generator from
Yamaha. Expand your MIDI
system with this great new
modular synth. Basically it is a
DX7 without the keyboard. Func-
tions as a DX7 with 32 -voice
memory as well as 32 -programme
function memories. Also incorpor-
ates cassette interface for
convenient mass storage of voices
as well as functions.

YAMAHA TX816/216

The TX rack system from Yamaha
incorporates up to eight TX FM
sound modules in one rack. Same
specifiction as TX7 MIDI spec.
Can be programmed from any DX
synth.

19" RACK MOUNT
SIGNAL

PROCESSORS

Yamaha R1000 digital reverb.
Yamaha D1500 (MIDI) digital
delay.
Yamaha GC2020 comp./limiter.
Roland SDE3000 digital delay.
Roland SDD 320 dimension 'D'.
Boss DE200 digital delay.
Boss CE200 stereo chorus.

Our stock of rack units is con-
stantly changing. Call us for the
latest in 19" rack signal
processors.
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Technics DP50
Preset/Programmable Digital Drum Machine

The DP50 isn't the first rhythm programmer to be derived from an
organ -based drum box, but it has a more modern specification than most.

Does it succeed in making the transition to the professional arena?
Dan Goldstein

you've probably never heard of a
Technics multikeyboard (you'd
probably call it a home organ) by

the name of F3. It incorporates such
wonders of easy -play technology as
PCM Bass Presets and Programmable
Tremolo Speed, and weighs in at an RRP
only just the right side of £9000, so it's
never going to be the world's best-selling
keyboard instrument. You might, how-
ever, be impressed by its built-in digital
rhythm machine. This is a hybrid preset/
programmable device that uses PCM
technology for the generation of its
voices, and lets you use the F3's cart-
ridge slot to store your own rhythm
patterns on RAM packs.

Now, before you turn the page in
disgust at what might appear to be a
domestically -oriented product with no
possible pro applications whatsoever,
bear in mind there's a lot more to today's
organ technology than meets the eye.
And a lot of it, given half a chance, could
make a sizeable impact on the profes-
sional and semi -pro music fields, as a few
enlightened organ manufacturers are
now discovering.

Technics, of course, have already
applied their knowledge of Pulse Code
Modulation techniques to a 'profes-
sional' musical instrument, the much -
lauded Digital 10 electronic piano. Now
they've decided that the F3 multikey-
board isn't the only place their engineers'
digital drum voices could be of use, and
hence the DP50, a self-contained, dedi-
cated drum machine whose £679 price
tag puts it slap bang in the middle of one
of the group gear world's most currently -
competitive areas.

Specification
Imagine you're an R&D engineer at a

large, forward -looking musical multi-
national, and you're asked to come up
with a drum machine that gives the Man
in the Street all the advantages of modern
technology, without being an ergonomic
pain in the backside. What do you do?
Well, if you work at Technics, you derive
all your sounds from PCM-encoded
samples of real drums, but give the
finished device a large number of preset
rhythm patterns with familiar names like
Bossa Nova, Cha-Cha and Jazz Waltz.
That way, Joe Soap can have the best -
sounding set of auto -drums in his
neighbourhood, and not have to worry
too much about what's going on inside
the metalwork.

However, when it comes to taking that
domestic design and adapting it for the
needs of the 'serious' musician, there are
a couple of additional features that need
to be incorporated if the finished product
is going to capture a share of the market.
First, and most important, it needs some
form of real- and step -time programm-
ability: preset rhythms simply aren't
acceptable to aspiring professionals
these days, even if the patterns they
program themselves are no more inven-
tive than the manufacturers'. Second, it
needs some facility for connection to the
outside world, and this is provided on the
DP50 by MIDI In, Out and Thru sockets,
the machine being capable of running
either from its own internal clock or from
an external MIDI one.

You also need a nice, professional -
looking facia design and a logical, easy -
to -use control layout, and here the
Technics does as well as any other
programmable drum machine. It looks as
contemporary as the best of them, and
although there are an awful lot of multi-
function switches, their spatial order has
at least been given some thought by the
design team.

Drum Sounds
Actually, there are an awful lot of

different percussion samples present
within the DP5O's memory. At least 23 of
them in all, though that doesn't take into
account the fact that five voices also have
dual accent levels, or the unfortunate fact
that nowhere in the machine's user guide
will you find a list of the various sounds
available. This has already caused some

confusion within the reviewing fraternity.
An anonymous scribe in one of E&MM's
rival magazines went as far as to mention
a honking noise he hadn't even heard on
a record before, let alone a drum mach-
ine. Well, to me it just sounds like a
perfectly ordinary berimbau, star of a
thousand Latin American carnival
albums, and a few pop ones besides.

But before you get all excited about
having so many different percussion
sounds available for programming, you
really ought to know that only 15 of them
can actually be used to make up your
own rhythm patterns. And it's the more
exotic percussive devices (berimbau in-
cluded, I'm afraid) that have been omitted
from the DP5O's programming section,
leaving a rather ordinary selection of
PCM sounds that includes bass drum,
snare, four toms, two congas, and a
tambourine. To be honest, this arrange-
ment does strike me as being a little
bizarre. After all, if you're going to take
the trouble to PCM-encode a whole load
of percussive exotica, you might as well
give people some means of incorporating
them into their own rhythm patterns,
especially as some of the less conven-
tional voices are clearly better, sound -
wise, than their more traditional (but
programmable) counterparts.

In fact, considering the way the voices
have been derived and the DP50's
middling but still quite substantial price
tag, sound quality isn't really a strong
point. Almost all the programmable
voices suffer from a fair bit of quanti-
sation noise, the worst offenders being
the toms and congas. Some of the
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samples are less than inspiring in them-
selves, too. The bass drum (at either of its
accent levels) is a peculiar thud remini-
scent of BBC Horror Movie sound effects
records, while only a couple of the toms
really cut it (they might be loud, but it's
quality, not quantity, that counts). The hi -
hats and crash and ride cymbals are
reasonable, while the rimshot is also a
pretty fair effort, but the claps are
diabolical (God knows where they got
those hands from) and the snare has all
the percussive character and excitement
of a wet piece of haddock being slapped
across the back of a trimphone. Sorry,
Technics, but if you want to sell a drum
machine that can stand on its own two
feet outside of an organ accompaniment,
you're going to have to put a lot more
effort into the sound quality department.

Programming
Whichever method of entry you use,

the DP50 provides you with seven
Composer files in which you can store
your own rhythm patterns. However, as
each of these is only capable of holding a
maximum of 32 measures, it doesn't take
long to exhaust the memory available.
Once you've done that, you can chain the
patterns together using the orange
Sequencer button (and there was I

thinking there was some sort of digital
keyboard recorder built in) to form a
Song. And you're not confined to your
own patterns, either, because if you're
sufficiently impressed by what the preset
patterns have to offer, you can incorpor-
ate one or more of them at strategic
points during the Song, complete with
any arrangement variations and intro/fill-
ins that take your fancy.

The machine defaults to 16th -note
resolution for real-time input at switch -
on, but you can alter this value to 32nd -
note, assuming you have sufficient confi-
dence in your own time -keeping and
digital dexterity. As soon as you've
reached the 32 -measure limit for the
length of a pattern, the whole program
loops automatically, leaving you to add or
delete instruments as you see fit. And
that, in a nutshell, is just about all there is
to recording patterns in real time.

As far as step -time programming goes,
the DP5O's organ ancestry has resulted in
a couple of idiosyncracies that may or
may not meet with universal approval
from the pro and semi -pro camps. The
first of these is the way in which the
machine offers you a choice of four
preset patterns for each programmable
drum voice, which you are free to use as
building blocks around which you can
order your own custom patterns. Most of
these are of a predictably conventional
nature, and although they might help the
complete drum machine novice get star-
ted on the road to programming, I can't
really see them finding favour with the
rest of the pro fraternity: the majority will
probably come to the inevitable verdict
that they take up valuable memory space
which could have been better utilised
elsewhere.

If you've decided you can happily live

without the individual preset voice pat-
terns, your step -time writing can be
accomplished in Manual mode, and it's
here that the DP5O's glut of multifunction
switches really becomes a pain in the
derriere. Mind you, when you consider
that the machine's voice selectors have
four auxiliary jobs to do in addition to
activating drum sounds, that's hardly
surprising.

`If you're sufficiently
impressed by what
the preset patterns

have to offer, you can
incorporate them at

strategic points within
your own Songs.'

Connections
As I said earlier, no self-respecting

drum machine can survive these days
without a decently equipped back panel.
Gone are the days when all a manufac-
turer needed to do was give his drum
machine an audio out and a sync socket
to ensure interfacing success. The musi-
cian of today wants (and deserves) MIDI,
separate outputs for each drum voice, a
selection of trigger outputs, external sync
connections with user -variable time -
bases - you name it, it's in demand.

Unfortunately, the DP50 gives today's
musician very few of these things. True,
there are left and right stereo line outs of
adjustable level, but not one of the
machine's drum sounds gets its own
output, which means you're stuck with
the way each drum sounds, its level
relative to the rest of the voices, and its
(often absurd) prepanned position in the
stereo image. And neither of the two jack
sockets serves as a mono out when only
one is connected, which obliges you to
have some sort of two -channel monitor-
ing system before you can actually hear
everything that's going on.

As for MIDI, the DP50 has the usual In,
Out and Thru trio of DIN sockets, and is
capable of receiving data on any of 16
MIDI channels. You can choose between
whether you want the DP50 to send its
own clock and stop/start data to a
neighbouring MIDI rhythm unit or sequ-
encer, or whether the latter's clock can
be used to sync the Technics externally.
However, these syncing functions feat-
ure only the MIDI clock - no other sync

facility is provided on the DP50, nor is it
capable of responding to any.

Bizarrely, the machine does respond to
MIDI note -on and note -off data over a
128 -note range, but will only do so if
you've selected a preset pattern that's in
the course of being played by the DP50.
The reason for this is that, whereas most
MIDI drum machines use MIDI note
information to trigger different drum
voices, the Technics assigns the notes on
the keyboard to each of its factory rhythm
patterns, so that changing the notes you
play alters the pattern that's playing to
accompany you. Pretty useful, huh?

Conclusions
I'm disappointed with the DP50, and I

think a lot of other people will be, too. The
technology it uses is sufficiently advan-
ced for it to be a real contender in the pro
rhythm unit stakes, but the way that
technology has been applied means the
machine will never be more than an
unfortunate but irretrievable compromise.

If it weren't for the fact that the
programmable drum machine market
were so competitive, the DP50 would be
great. A selection of reasonable digital
drum voices, step and real time pro-
grammability, and a large number of
preset patterns and fill-ins (some of
which are quite inventive, I might add) go
together to form a package that looks
fairly impressive in isolation.

But stacked up against the competi-
tion, the Technics' design failings
become all too apparent. Not enough in
the interconnection department, a not-
able shortfall in editing options, the lack
of a cassette dump facility (you can save
patterns to custom RAM cartridge, but
the bigger of these, capable of holding
just four Songs, costs the best part of
£90), and a distinctly confusing system of
mode selection and operation.

On the face of it, Technics have gone
out of their way to make the DP50 a
machine that's easy to use in a live
situation: the peculiar MIDI implemen-
tation and myriad footpedal control
options are evidence of that. But aside
from cabaret performers and their ilk,
how many pro musicians actually need a
rhythm unit that's easy to manipulate
live? Surely the idea of a drum machine is
that you turn it on and forget about it,
leaving your head, hands and feet to
concentrate on manipulating keyboards,
for example? Nope. It isn't going to win
any prizes.

Further information from Panasonic UK,
300 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. gl* (0753)
34522.
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Korg MR 16
MIDI Percussion Voice Generator

Why duplicate sequencing software when drum voices can just as well be
triggered by an external program using MIDI? That's the question Korg

have tried to answer with the MR 16. Simon Trask
able from a pair of audio outputs on the
machine's rear.

Assignment of voices to notes is clearly
displayed on the aforementioned key-
board diagram. Cleverly, Korg have allo-
cated some voices to several adjacent
notes, which means that a reasonable
spread on the keyboard is attainable
without the danger of 'silent' (ie. non -
allocated) notes being hit by accident. It
also means you can play very rapid'runs
on the one instrument in real time, simply
by toggling manually from one key to the
one next to it and back again.

i e.
KORG

Anyone coming across Korg's
MR16 for the first time could be
forgiven for thinking they'd stum-

bled across a drum machine with a built-
in touch -sensitive keyboard - or maybe
even a touch -sensitive keyboard with a
built-in drum machine. In fact, what Korg
have come up with here is a drum
machine that has no inbuilt playing or
sequencing facilities whatsoever, which
is probably why they've called it a 'MIDI
Rhythm Sound Unit' instead. Actually,
even that description sounds a mite
misleading - after all, you can't have a
rhythm without a sequence, can you?

So, if there's no recording or playing
software onboard, how on Earth do you
playthe thing? Well, the answer lies not a
million miles away from the first word of
the MR16's designation - yes, you
guessed it, MIDI. What Korg have done is
take the principle of remote control of a
drum machine via MIDI to its logical
conclusion, and this is where the key-
board comes in. Because to get the
MR16 to utter so much as a whimper, you
need to connect it up to a MIDI keyboard
of some description. Thus, the keyboard
diagram on the MR16's front panel is for
information purposes only, indicating
which key or keys on your MIDI keyboard
will trigger which sound on the MR16.

By now you'll probably have surmised
that in order to record anything, you'll
also need a MIDI sequencer of some sort,

the idea being that your drum patterns
are effectively recorded as keyboard
sequences and then played back on a
MIDI channel to which the MR16 alone
has been assigned.

If you're a trifle confused, just remem-
ber that when a note is played on a MIDI
keyboard, a Note On code and appropri-
ate value are sent down the MIDI line.
Assuming it's read accurately, this data
can then be acted upon in some way by
the receiving instrument, the only limi-
tation being the ingenuity (and sanity) of
that instrument's designers. What Korg
have done, then, is assign certain MIDI
note values to each of the voices of the
MR16, to enable exactly this sort of data
transfer to take place.

Overview
What you get with the MR16 are 19

PCM-encoded drum sounds which
effectively constitute Korg's DDM110
and DDM220 drum and percussion
voices, gathered together and put in the
one box. Rotary controls are assigned to
each voice (with the exception of the
snare and rimshot, which form one pair,
the open and closed hi -hats which make
up another, and the cowbell and wood-
block, which form a third, the idea being
to make the couples mutually exclusive,
as they are in the normal drumkit scheme
of things) for setting individual level and
position in the stereo image that's avail -

Connections
Situated along nearly the entire length

of the rear panel are individual audio outs
for all the voices (except for the pairings
noted above, which are also grouped at
the output stage). As far as the stereo
audio sockets go, the left one doubles as
a mono out, but neither will drive both
sides of a pair of stereo headphones,
which is unfortunate as there's no head-
phone socket included, and messing with
a machine like this can be quite disturb-
ing to anyone within earshot who isn't
actually involved with the experimentation.

MIDI is taken care of by one In and one
Thru socket (no prizes for guessing why
there's no Out), and there's also a row of
recessed DIP switches for selecting the
MIDI Receive channel (this can be any
one of the possible 16). A big raspberry to
Korg for this one: I can't imagine anyone
taking kindly having to fiddle around with
such tiny switches. Clearly the company
are fond of the arrangement because
their MPK130 MIDI pedalboard has it too,
but it makes about as much logistical
sense as a foot -operated steering wheel.
What's worse, anyone not familiar with
binary numbering will find the settings
confusing, even though Korg have pro-
vided a table on the rear panel that gives
the correct setting for each channel (and
being binary, a setting of 15 gives MIDI
channel 16, and so on - if this doesn't
confuse you, nothing will).

Sounds
If you aren't familiar with the recent but

already popular DDM series of Korg
programmable drum machines, I ought to
point out that, with tie two machines'
sonic capabilities fused together, you get
nine drum sounds of variable quality and
nine percussion sounds of almost uni-
formly superior quality, plus an impres-
sive ride cymbal thrown in for good
measure. Unfortunately, the MR16's
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Switch Over To MIDI LINK
- and solve all your MIDI routing problems
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MIDI LINK 448

Are you struggling to make MIDI quick and easy -to -use? Are you getting tired of reaching round the back of your
synths to re -plug DIN cables every time you want to reconfigure your system?

If so, then one of the Quark MIDI LINKS is for you. The 999 allows up to 9 controllers to address up to 9 slave
instruments (independently or simultaneously) on 9 separate busses. Routing is achieved by thumbwheel switches which
allow each output to look at any of the 9 inputs or to be switched out. The RRP of the MIDI LINK 999 is £249+VAT.

Alternatively, if you feel that your system will not expand to the full capability of the 999, there is the MIDI LINK 448
which allows 4 controllers to address 8 slaves on 4 busses. Ideal for the smaller MIDI system in both flexibility and price
(RRP I 49 + VAT).

Quark MIDI LINK- making MIDI manageable

We also produce a range of roadworthy MIDI cables and connectors

For more information (Trade Enquiries Welcome), contact
Quark Ltd, 16-24 Brewery Road, London N7 9NH. Tel: 01-609 8282/7495
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JONES & CROSSLAND
4-8 Smallbrook Queensway

Birmingham 55 4EN

-

PEAVEY
Stars 8 Stripes Amps at
Rising Sun Prices!

YAMAHA HI TECH...NEW PRODUCTS!,
TX7 FM Expander...0X7 Midi Sequencer...

DX5 New FM 76 Note Synth...!

WE STOCK ALL FOR THE HOME
AND STUDIO RECORDIST...
TA$CAM JBL ACCES1T GBS
AHB.. AND MANY MANY M REI

111:1oland

DYNACORD BS412
BASS COMBO..NOW IN!

SIMMONS
SOS7..SIDS8..SDS1..

E -Prom Blower.. All Now
In Stock!...

.PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS?

NEW ROLAND PRODUCTS!
JX8P 6 Voice POly...TR707 Digital
Drums...TR727 Digital Percussion
SDE2500 Digital Delay with Midi...
SRV2000 Digital Reverb...CE300
Super Chorus...New Boss
Recording Peripherals...DSD2
Digital Sampler... .
Amazing Super Cube Amps!
New 2x10 Jazz Chorus JC77

Sri'2,14;? Iiii4;/01, "
O,

COMPUTER HI TECH
Systems Set Up and Running...

..Yamaha CX5M...BBC...Commodore...
...Spectrum...Apple and IBM..!

CALL UP KETCH FOR DETAILS!
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and POWER PERFORMAN

JX-8P
TOUCH SENSITIVE NEW

DIGITAUANALOGUE POLY
WITH OPTIONAL PG800

PROGRAMMER - AMAZING

** r,. ra -**
11

I smustmensisena
I

TR707 DIGITAL MIDI
RHYTHM COMPOSER
REAUSTEPTIME 69 PATT.
MIDI GRAPHIC DISPLAY

INDEPENDENT OUT

STUNNING PERFORMANC
FROM ROLANDS DIGITAL

DRUM SYSTEM PCM SOUND
MIDI IN/OUT EDITING PADS
FULLY TOUCH SENSITIVE

THESE ARE JUST THREE OF THE REMARKABLE RANGE OF NEW ROLAND PRODUCTS

BECOMING AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

JX8P
JX3P
JUNO 106
SH101
PG800
MSQ100
MSQ700
GR700
GUITAR SYNTH

TR707
TR909
DR110
SDE1000
SDE2500
SDE3000
SRV2000
ALL BOSS
IN STOCK

ROLAND AMPS - NEW CUBES
SCC40 LEAD 40W £245

SCC60 LEAD 60W £275

SCC100 LEAD 100W £375

SCB40 BASS 40W £225

SCB60 BASS 60W £295

SCB100 BASS 100W £365
JAZZ CHORUS 77 80W £475

ROCK CI
10 MOSLEY STREE

NEWCASTLE UPON TY
NE1 1DE

7i2 0632 324175
Free delivery in mainland UK

5EouEnziaL CiRCUii."3 inc
MAX 6 VOICE POLY LETS YOU PLAY 6 COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS AT ONE TIME ULTIMATE MIDI
EXPANDER (LOW, LOW PRICE)
MULTITRACK - NEW!!! FIVE OCTAVE VEL-SENSITIVE
KEYBOARD CONTROLLING LOUDNESS, BRIGHT OR
MODULATION, DIGITAL RECORDER, UP 1600 NOTES SUPER
STACK LAYER FACILITY PLUS MORE
TOM - NEW!!! DRUM MACHINE PROGRAMMABLE
TUNINGNOUSTEREO PAN FOR EACH INSTRUMENT TO

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL MAKES

ilPsliA,F.,0 V '

CD YAMAHA
NE

YAMAHA 6 CHANNEL MIXERS PHONE
YAMAHA R1000 DIG REVERB PHONE
YAMAHA D1500 DIG DELAY PHONE
YAMAHA STEREO COMPRESS/LIMIT £229

YAMAHA 31 BAND GRAPHIC £199

YAMAHA 27 BAND GRAPHIC PHONE
YAMAHA 2 x31 BAND GRAPHIC PHONE

KORG
NEW KORG DW6000 POLY FAT SOUND SLIM PRICE

POLY800 PHONE FOR PRICE
DDM110 DIGITAL DRUMS POA

POA

LOW PRICE

BEST PRICES - BEST SERVICE

NEW CASIO IN STOCK

BIT ONE IN STOCK

ALL YAMAHA AT
AMAZING PRICES

6.)

IBANEZ DM2000 DIG DELAY £BEST PRICE FOSTEX £269

IBANEZ DM1100 DIG DELAY £BEST PRICE FOSTEX 250 £POA

VESTA FIRE RV1 REVERB £199 FOSTEX A2 £POA

VESTA FIRE RV2 REVERB £249 FOSTEX A8 £POA

ROLAND SDE1000 DIG DELAY £PHONE FOSTEX UNBEATABLE PRICE

ROLAND SDE3000 DIG DELAY £PHONE MONITORS BY ELECTRO VOICE, TANDY,

KORG SD1000 DIG DELAY £PHONE FOSTEX, YAMAHA ETC

FOSTEX MIXERS BY RAM, SEC, PROMARK, MTR, TRIDENT

WHEN YOU CALL ROCK CITY YOU TALK TO A PROFESSIONAL - SOMEONE WHO KNOWS
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ancestry also means that a number of the
sounds have a significant digital noise
element accompanying them - this is
particularly noticeable on the congas and
timbales. Still, the machine's array of
individual outputs does increase the
likelihood that the offending noise could
be effectively filtered out without affect-
ing the drum signal too much.

So, in left -to -right placing across the
keyboard, we have: bass drum, snare
drum, rimshot, handclaps, low torn,
closed hi -hat, open hi -hat, hi tom, crash
cymbal, ride cymbal, low conga, hi
conga, tambourine, cowbell, cabasa,
timbale, woodblock, low agogo and hi
agogo. A pretty fair assortment, all in all.

This shouldn't really come as a surprise
given the DDM machines' low price -tags,
but the biggest problem their voices
present is based around shortage of
memory and, presumably, a less -than -
ideal sample rate. They have neither the
dynamic range nor the full time duration
of their acoustic counterparts.

Having said that, most of the sounds
stand up well in a performance context.
With the possible exception of the
tambourine and cabasa, the percussion
are clear and well contoured - you
shouldn't have much trouble hearing this
lot through a mix. As for the drumkit
sounds, the toms and ride cymbal are
probably the most convincing, whilst the
bass drum has a good attack but not
enough follow-through, and the hand-
claps, sad to say, are only exceeded in
`ouch' factor by the Technics DP5O's
interpretation - see elsewhere this issue
for details.

Sequencing
However, the drum sounds themselves

are only one part of the story, because it's
what isn't inside the MR16 that's just as
important as what is. The DDM110 and
220 were generally well received as
excellent budget machines, though the
question was raised (if by no one else,
then at least by our own Trish McGrath in
her review of the DDM220, E&MM Oct-
ober 84) as to whether a combined unit,
which would have obviated the need for
much duplication of both hardware and
software, might have been a viable
alternative.

Now, just four or five months later, a
combined unit is precisely what we've
been given, but this one actually does
away with all the hardware and software
that was being duplicated in the first
place. Obviously, Korg have reasoned
that any MIDI sequencer, whether it be a
software package for a microcomputer or
a piece of dedicated hardware, is being
unnecessarily duplicated by the sequen-
cing aspect of every other drum machine.
This is irrefutable logic, but the problem is
that drum machine sequencers are gen-
erally more pattern- and loop -oriented
than their all-purpose counterparts;
they're also configured specifically for
handling the multiple -voice layered
approach that's generally required of
programmable drum machines.

So there are plenty of points to raise

against Korg's ideas on software dupli-
cation. Before all-purpose sequencers
were around (and let's face it, they've
only really begun to flourish since the
ascendancy of MIDI), dedicated drum
sequencers were something of a neces-
sity. Yet even now, there's a lot to be said
for a dedicated sequencer that'll handle
all the percussive chores expected of it,
so that your poor overworked MSQ700
(QX1 if you're rich) only has to handle
MIDI Start, Stop, Continue, Song Select
and Timing Clock codes whilst trundling
out all those heavy Ultravox textures and
Stanley Clarke bass -lines (now there's a
combination).

I think it's called 'concurrent pro-
cessing'.

Conclusions
Sorry, but I can't help feeling that

Korg's marketing and R&D departments
have thrown a bit of a wobbly with this
one. It's going to be up against it when it
comes on sale later this month, facing
competition not only from other manufa-
cturers' machines (which offer full
sequencing software, the facility to play
drum voices from a MIDI keyboard, and
the provision to use the drum machine's
sequencer to control a synth) but from
units within Korg's own range. After all, a
combination of DDM110 and DDM220
would give you a versatile programmable
percussion system of lengthy internal
memory for about the same price as Korg
want for the MR16 alone (and, if neces-
sary, a KMS30 MIDI Synchroniser at a
further £155 would incorporate them into
a MIDI -only sequencing setup).

Korg in the UK would probably feel
your best bet is to go for the MR16 and
use it in conjunction with an EMR MIDI
software package (as the company
haven't made a dedicated sequencer of
their own since the analogue SQ10), but
that requires you to have one of the home
micros EMR are writing for, and as I've
already mentioned, most general-pur-
pose sequencing software isn't well
suited to rhythm pattern applications
anyway.

But Korg in Japan aren't stupid. If the
MR16 is to be marketed successfully in
its present form, there must be some-
thing brewing in their laboratories to act
as its software partner. Now, it may be
that said software will take the form of a
program to run on Korg's own Epson -
based music micro, but if that's the case,
European users are going to be left out in
the cold if that micro doesn't get here;
and that's what seems likely at the
moment.

If you think you have a setup that might
benefit from the inclusion of an MR16,
then by all means investigate further. It

does what it sets out to do admirably.
But whether it's setting out to do a

particularly useful job in the first place is
something only time will tell.
Availability of the MR16 is scheduled for
mid -May, with an expected RRP of £449
including VAT. Further information avail-
able from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon House
Road, London NW5. 211' 01-267 5151.
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NOW AN INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCE
IN SOUND CREATION...

THE AX80 SYNTHESISER
The AX80 is an 8 -voice programmable

polyphonic synthesiser which offers the unique
combination of great sound, easy operation, and the
best of todays music technology.

Just look at the features: stylish, well laid -out
front panel; reliable touch -pad selection controls
accessing 32 factory presets plus 64 user -defined
sounds, single -touch editing; touch -sensitive
keyboard; and fluorescent bargraph display of sound
parameters it all adds up to a synth which combines
the familiarity of 'analogue' controls with digital
precision.

And, of course, there's the MIDI interface,
allowing you to link the AX80 into other modern
music systems.

It's that special combination of versatility and
ease of use that gives the AX80 and the whole AKAI
Micro Studio System, the edge. If you're looking for a
new creative experience, AKAI's got your sound.

For stockists see facing page.

A new world of sound creation
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originate

(SIMMONS

4/ 7
When you play an SDS8 you're playing an original,

an instrument that is changing the face of drumming today.
As innovators of electronic percussion, we knew

that drummers would marvel at the crystal clear power
of the Simmons sound and delight in the sheer beauty
of the unique hexagonal pads.

And now it seems we are not alone in our mission
to bring drums into the eighties - well they do say
that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.

(SIMMONS)
S D S 8 - now everyone can own an original

Simmons Electronics Ltd.,
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH,
Telephone (0727) 36191 (5 lines)
Telex 291326 HEXDRM G
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Sequential MultiTrak
Programmable Polysynth with Sequencer

Successor to both the SixTrak and the earlier Prophet 600, the MultiTrak
needs an excellent specification if it's to compete in the middle ranks of

the polysynth world. Has it got what it takes? Simon Trask

Iis now a little more than a year since
Sequential (or Sequential Circuits Inc, to
give their full but now rarely used title)

introduced the SixTrak polysynth to the music
markets of the world. It came at a time when
the synth arena was still very much feeling the
after-effects of a technological earth tremor,
the one that accompanied the arrival of
Yamaha's DX series of FM digital polysynths.
But continuing in the company tradition of
flying in the face of synthesiser fashion,
Sequential gave the SixTrak a conventional
analogue, voltage -controlled internal config-
uration. However, the SixTrak also saw
Sequential going for digital parameter access
and additional onboard features in a big way,
and most important of all it introduced the
concept of 'multi-timbral' sound, to the budget
synth market.

Specification
To be concise and straightforward for a

moment (and with the MultiTrak, it's going to
be a rare moment), Sequential's latest is a six -
voice, multi-timbral analogue polysynth with a
five -octave velocity -sensitive plastic key-_

board. Other features are a built-in six -track
sequencer identical in layout to the one fitted
to the SixTrak and MAX, individual audio outs,
a programmable chorus unit, a split -keyboard
facility, ..Sequential's much -praised Stack
mode, and an Arpeggiator. In other words, all
the facilities of a SixTrak, plus a little more
besides.

Those of you who may have cause to
bemoan the MAX's lack of a battery -backed -
up RAM will be glad to know that all sequences
and stack/split assignments are retained
through power -down, and as with the SixTrak,
a generous 100 voice memories are provided,
all of which are fully programmable and
storable.

The MultiTrak comes complete with a 100 -
page operation manual which includes voice
charts for all 100 factory presets, a 22 -page
MIDI Guide giving the instrument's complete
MIDI implementation, a foldout instruction
card giving a brief but concise overview of how
to use the synth (particularly neat, this), and a
schematic diagram of the front and rear panels
with each area labelled and described. If you
get the impression that Sequential mean
business when it comes to documentation,

award yourself a gold star for perception. Style
and format of the pamphlets is consistent with
that of previous Sequential user guides, which
means both manuals are models of clarity and
comprehensiveness. If only every synth came
as well documented.

Layout & Operation
With the MultiTrak's front panel layout,

Sequential have succeeded in striking a

decent balance between multi -functionality
and clarity, proving that 'digital access'
needn't be a synonym for 'headache'.

From left to right, we find the standard pitch -
bend and modulation wheels, the Sequencer
(which also doubles as Stack/Split) and
Arpeggiate sections, the central Control sec-
tion (which includes the ubiquitous two -digit
LED window and Parameter/Program selec-
tor), the Sound Parameter section (tastefully
laid out in grey, purple and crimson; eat yer
heart out, Habitat- Production Ed), and MIDI,
Cassette and Chorus Sections, with Master
Volume and Tune controls at the extreme right.
There are two user -variable Chorus para-
meters in the form of Rate and Depth, but
whilst Chorus on/off is programmable for each
voice, Rate and Depth are not.

Virtually every area of the front panel is
liberally dotted with small red LEDs (which
greatly ease communication between instru-
ment and musician), whilst unlike that of the
SixTrak, the MultiTrak's LED window seems
willing to impart information on just about any
function's current state at the press of the
appropriate button. And as a glance at this
review's header photo will tell you, the
MultiTrak takes its lead from the MAX in
dispensing with Sequential's previously
beloved MFI teak furniture look and replacing
it with something altogether sleeker and more
contemporary.

Actually using the MultiTrak is a refreshingly
easy and economical process, due to the
above -mentioned clear layout and some sen-
sible, though never excessive, use of multi-
function controls. The 40 sound parameters
are listed in a 4 -by -10 matrix, that is, four
parameter groups with 10 parameters in each
group. Each set of 10 parameters is further
sub -grouped visually, all groupings being
logical and (almost) instantly memorable. One
button toggles between Program and Para-
meter modes, and when Parameter mode is
chosen, the same switch is used to rotate
through the groups. You use a row of 10
buttons underneath the parameters to select a
program when in Program mode (logically
enough) and a parameter when in Parameter
mode (ditto). It's the combination of matrix
display and associated LEDs that allows you
to manipulate sounds in a structured way very
quickly, which isn't bad going for what's still an
inherently awkward programming system.
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However, there are one or two minus points

to be notched up on the imaginary score-
board. First of these concerns the (unsprung)
pitch -bend wheel, which was annoyingly stiff
on the review model: the instrument in
question was no pre -production sample, so I
fear for the worst. I also find it disappointing
that Sequential have stuck with the rather
carelessly -implemented range control that
besetted the SixTrak's pitch -bend wheel,
namely a maximum of a major third up and just
under a minor third down. There's really no
excuse for not having a pitch -bend wheel
implemented with a range that's selectable
from a semitone to an octave either side -
much like the one on the DX7, in fact.

The sequencer's Speed control is another
source of displeasure. It doubles as an
External Clock selector when turned extreme
anti -clockwise, which is a bit risky - especially
when there isn't even a clickstop to help
separate one function from the other.

Also worth a mention here is the keyboard,
which isn't really playable enough for a synth in
the MultiTrak's price bracket. In fact, a quick
side -by -side comparison told me I preferred
the full travel of the SixTrak's keyboard to the
sponginess of the one on the Multitrak. And to
think Sequential used to lead the world in this
field...

Sounds
Sadly, the MultiTrak's sonic capabilities

offer little advance on the SixTrak or the MAX,
bar the addition of velocity -sensitivity and a
voice -assignable Chorus facility. What that
means is that all six voices have their own
VCO, VCF and VCA (each with its own
envelope generator) together with an LFO.
Frankly, I think it's a pity Sequential haven't
seen fit to endow their new flagship with some
sort of more substantial sonic update, (having
two VCOs per voice would have been nice),
but having said that, the MultiTrak's factory
preset voices are a great improvement on the
SixTrak's, and that's without the addition of
Chorus. As you might expect, Sequential's in-
house programmers have given us a fair
number of string, organ, bass and lead
sounds, along with all manner of weird (though
sometimes not so wonderful) sound effects,
plus a rather weak selection of percussion
sounds. All in all, it's a bit of a mixed bag. Some
of the sounds are lively and dynamic, but
others have about as much interest and vitality
as a stuffed olive.

Velocity -sensitivity is assignable per voice
program, and can be made to affect ampli-
tude, brightness of tone, and vibrato amount.
It works downwards from a default maximum
amount, the highest amplitude peak allowing
the quietest sound, for instance.

About the only addition to the MultiTrak's
sound -generating capabilities I haven't men-

tioned is the extension of the VCO, VCF and
VCA envelope generators' attack, decay and
release times from 11 seconds to 15 seconds.
And that's hardly going to stun everyone into
awestruck silence and deep reverence for
Sequential' R&D expertise. Ah well, so much
for progress.

Sequencer &
Arpeggiator

The MultiTrak's sequencer section allows a
total of four real-time sequences to be held in
memory at any one time, with dynamic
allocation of a 1600 -note storage capacity.
This represents a welcome doubling of the
SixTrak's capacity, and as was the case with
the SixTrak, one voice is assigned to one part,
and each part may have a different voice
program. Which, if you've been paying atten-
tion, you'll know results in that wonder of
modern synth terminology we call multi-
timbral music.

Any number of voices up to six can be
recorded at one time simply by putting the
appropriate tracks into Record mode, though
needless to say, all selected tracks have to use
the same voice program. Individual tracks can
be erased, and the volume level of each track

`The MultiTrak allows
a total of four real-

time sequences to be
held in memory at
any one time, with

dynamic allocation of
a 1600 -note

capacity.'

can be adjusted while the sequence is playing
back. Pitch -bend and mod wheel usage isn't
recorded, but the other side of this particular
coin is that you can use either wheel while
playing over the top of the sequence as it's
replaying, without affecting the sequence itself
in any way.

There are several additions to the Sequen-
cer section which make it an altogether more
attractive proposition than its SixTrak pre-
decessor. Most notable of these is an Append
To function, which allows one sequence to be
appended to another. It's a fine example of a
facility which can't have been all that difficult to
implement, yet increases the flexibility of the
sequencer a hundredfold. The possible appli-
cations are too numerous to list, but basically it
allows a working file to be maintained in one
sequence (or how about three working files in
three sequences?) which can be added to a

master sequence at any time. And just in case
you don't like the results of a particular
Append, a Truncate function is included which
enables a sequence to be truncated at any
point; a feature that should also come in handy
for tidying up improperly recorded endings.

A prominent metronome beat can be turned
on or off at any time during recording, and
auto -correction of your playing is possible to
the nearest eighth note, 16th note, eighth note
triplet or 16th note triplet; a 'hi-res' mode acts
as a numbing influence on the auto -correct
function, letting the Sequencer record your
music exactly the way you play it, warts and all.
Another new feature is the ability to erase
portions of a sequence, or particular notes
from any portion of that sequence, selectively
over any number of tracks. Nice one,
Sequential.

The result of all this is an eminently useful
and usable sequencer which lets you do all the
ordering about. With the individual audio
outputs and sync -to -tape facility that have
been implemented on the MultiTrak (see
below), the synth will no doubt become an
attractive proposition for small studios and
similar environments. That's my feeling,
anyway.

For the less creatively inclined, the Multitrak
has a built-in Arpeggiator as well, though this
offers little new over and above what came
with its SixTrak predecessor. There are two
modes, Up/ down and Assign, with the former
giving straightforward ascending and descen-
ding reiteration of any held keys, and the latter
replaying held keys in the order in which they
were pressed, and thereby acting as a sort of
mini -sequencer. It therefore follows that rests
are not a part of the Arpeggiator's vocabulary,
which is a shame. Another problem is that, no
matter what mode you're in, the arpeggio is
only latched when the Sequencer Record
button is pressed whilst the notes are held
down. This is where the optional footswitch
really becomes a necessity, as without it, any
arpeggio is effectively limited to what can be
accomplished with one hand in one span,
unless you want to have a go at activating the
Record button with your nose or some other
suitable appendage. Even so, I'm somewhat at
a loss to understand how any player can take
advantage of the stated maximum of 16
simultaneously -held keys...

Your arpeggio is always assigned to Voice 6,
so once you have it merrily chugging away,
you can play along using the other five voices
and change the sound assigned to those
voices at any time (whilst the arpeggio's voice
remains fixed). One advance on the SixTrak is
that your arpeggio can be transposed whilst it
is playing, simply by pressing the Sequencer
Record button and the key that's to act as the
new root.

Stack & Split
For those of you who don't already know, a

Stack is a multiple layering of voices (in this
case up to six), each of which can have its own
voice program. This allows for the creation of
quite complex and varied sonorities, albeit
with the inherent disadvantage that only one
stack may be played on the keyboard at any
given time. With four or more sounds stacked,
only monophonic playing is possible, with
three sounds two -note playing, and with two
sounds three -note playing. A fairly straight-
forward lesson in voice assignment, really. Ten
different Stacks can be stored on the MultiTrak
(compared with the SixTrak's two), though the
mode's allowance of memory is shared with
keyboard split assignments, so that if Position
8 is allocated to a keyboard split, it can't hold a
dedicated Stack assignment.

The Split facility allows a keyboard split to
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be assigned at any point on the keyboard, and
any number of voices (up to five) to be
assigned to either side of the split point. For a
split side to be polyphonic, all voices on that
side have to be assigned the same voice
program, because as soon as voices are
Stacked together, that side becomes mono-
phonic. This means that four voices on one
side of a split can't be given a two -voice stack
and two -note playing, but then again, who's
quibbling?

Interconnections
The SixTrak, you may recall, had a number

of shortcomings in this area, none of which
were remedied on the MAX. However, on the
back panel of the MultiTrak we find such
relative exotica as separate audio outputs for
each of the six voices, and Tape In and Out
sockets for saving and loading data. These
latter sockets are particularly useful, as they
also allow syncing to tape and to non -MIDI
drum machines, for which the MultiTrak
expects a clock pulse of 24 pulses per quarter
note.

In fact, the Tape sockets allow complete
Sequencer and Program data to be saved and
loaded individually. Program data saving takes
about 50 seconds, whilst Sequencer data
saving depends on exactly how much infor-
mation is actually present. An extra touch that
should aid reliability is provided by Sequen-
tial's tape interface verification system, which
prevents accidental recording over a 'dropout'
area on the cassette.

Also to be found on the back panel are the
more familiar footswitch socket (the optional
pedal can be used for, among other things,
controlling sequence record and playback),
the ubiquitous MIDI In and Out (but still no Thru
- clearly Sequential have got something
against it), and a pair of stereo audio outputs,
each of which is capable of driving a mono
amplifier. It would have been nice to have had
each socket on the rear panel labelled at the
appropriate place on the rear of the front
panel, though. A small point, I know, but it
would make life a lot easier for musicians not
particularly enamoured of having to look at the
rear panel every time they want to make a new
connection.

The MultiTrak has no headphone socket as
such, but either of the stereo outputs will drive
both sides of a pair of headphones. When any
of the individual outs are used, the correspon-
ding voices disappear from the stereo outputs,
but this shouldn't be an inconvenience, as
anyone using the individual outs will most
likely be monitoring from a mixing desk,
anyhow.

MIDI Implementation
As I implied earlier, the MultiTrak carries on

its manufacturer's tradition of excellent MIDI
implementation by offering a number of
different MIDI Control options. These are
easily summoned from the synth's front panel,
and act (a) as high-level implementations of
MIDI codes included in the instrument's MIDI
spec, and (b) as filters for certain MIDI
commands. This strikes me as being a Very
Good Idea, and deserves to be developed
further. Anyway, the most obvious candidates
for such treatment are the MIDI Modes. The
MultiTrak can operate in three such modes
and one pseudo -mode, all of which are
selected by pressing the MIDI Mode button
and twiddling the parameter control to get the
right value. Mode 0 isn't strictly a MIDI mode,
as it simply toggles between enabling and
disabling MIDI send and receive. The other
modes are Omni On/Mono Off (Mode 1), which

enables data to be sent on the Basic Channel
and received on all channels (default Basic
Channel is set to 3, which is a bit odd); Omni
Off/Mono Off (Mode 3), which only recognises
messages in the Basic Channel (the MultiTrak
can send/receive on any one of the 16
available channels); and Omni Off/Mono On
(Mode 4), in which each of the MultiTrak's
voices is automatically assigned to one of six
adjacent MIDI channels. It's this last mode that
offers the most potential for exploitation of the
MultiTrak's multi-timbral characteristics, as it
enables each track to be sent over a different
MIDI channel. Sequential have included a
Double Mode function which selects this
mode, enables external wheel and program
changes, and forces the slave synth into the
same configuration and channel number as its
master -a very handy addition. Incidentally,
Mode 2 (Omni On/Mono On), which assigns all
MIDI information to one voice of an instrument,
isn't implemented on the MultiTrak.

Other MIDI Control options implemented on
the MultiTrak are program change enable/
disable (bi-directional), wheel change en-
able/disable (incoming), and external key-
board pressure enable/ disable (incoming - if
enabled, this allows a pressure -sensitive
keyboard to control the MultiTrak's mod -
wheel function). There are also commands for
dumping all programs and stacks, all sequen-
ces, the current sequence, and the current
program via MIDI, while the Local command
can be toggled on and off. Offhand, the only
non -Sequential synth I can think of which
implements a similar set of facilities is Rol-
and's JX8P, so you're looking at a rarity, kid.

Virtually all the above facilities are accessed
by pressing the MultiTrak's MIDI Channel
button and an appropriate Program/Para-
meter button - which really is simplicity itself.

`It's a bit of a mixed
bag. Some of the

sounds are lively and
dynamic, but others
have about as much

interest and vitality as
a stuffed olive.

MIDI Timing Clock bytes are sent when an
Arpeggio or a Sequence is playing, and
together with MIDI Start and Stop codes, this
means that your sequences and arpeggios
can be synchronised with a MIDI drum
machine; I used a Yamaha RX11 and Roland
TR707 without any hitches, though I imagine
Sequential themselves would rather you use
one of their own rhythm units, such as the
excellent Drumtraks or the forthcoming TOM.

A further, altogether more exciting possi-
bility is synchronising two six -track sequen-
cers to give what's effectively a 12 -track
recording setup. Sequential's MIDI Implemen-
tation manuals are reasonably thorough when
it comes to giving details of how to get their
products functioning together, but whilst the
MultiTrak's MIDI Guide goes into some detail
regarding synchronising the MultiTrak with a
drum machine, it doesn't discuss synchro-
nising two sequencers at all. There's no
immediately apparent way of accomplishing
this feat, but discussion with Sequential's
technical department in Holland revealed that
it is possible to sync any combination of
MultiTrak, SixTrak and MAX. This is accompli-
shed by putting the slave instrument into Poly
mode and selecting a channel that the master
instrument isn't sending on, and then setting
the slave to External Sync. The slave will then

read only sync information, so all that's left to
do before starting the master sequencer is to
select the sequences you want to use on
master and slave. All in all, I reckon the
potential for sequencer expansion these
options offer could make a lot of people happy
- so long as they don't make the mistake of
discarding the old SixTrak to help pay for the
new arrival.

Finally on the MIDI front, it's a shame that
given the flexible split keyboard facility
Sequential have provided on the MultiTrak, no
MIDI Control function has been implemented
to allow notes on either side of the split to be
assigned to a different MIDI channel or
channels. After all, the Siel DK80 can do it, and
that costs about half as much money.

Conclusions
I've made frequent reference to the SixTrak

during the course of this review, and with good
reason. It's possible to pick up a SixTrak for
around the £500 mark nowadays, and con-
sidering that Sequential's RRP for the Multi-
Trak is set at over three times that (and with
dealer discount not likely to knock a great deal
off that in the immediate future), you'll need to
ponder carefully before considering whether
or not to go for what is basically an upgraded
SixTrak.

Perhaps the most surprising thing about the
MultiTrak, aside from its price -tag, is that
Sequential have done little to update their
sound circuitry since the SixTrak came out
over a year ago. Besides financial competitive-
ness, it's the sonic flexibility of a synth that
determines how it will fare (witness the
success of the DX7), and I have a feeling this
side of the MultiTrak may let it down. But hang
on a moment, we're talking about a multi-
timbral synthesiser here, and this feature alone
should ensure continued (and deserved) inter-
est in the Sequential way of doing things.

And while other manufacturers have made
half-hearted attempts at onboard real- and
step -time sequencers, Sequential alone have
made the connection between multi-timbrality
and multi -part recording, thereby taking things
to their logical synthetic conclusion. With the
MultiTrak, the company have reaffirmed their
faith in this approach, and come up with an
infinitely more flexible sequencer as the heart
of the system.

Because whereas the SixTrak always made
you aware of its limitations, the MultiTrak is an
altogether more powerful musical tool. It's
friendlier, too, thanks to a more directness on
the user interface side of things than its
predecessor. The separate audio outputs and
the tape interface are both welcome additions,
even if some people may still prefer to use a
computer/disk MIDI setup. And if you're one of
those people, you'll no doubt be interested to
know that Sequential have some disk -based
MultiTrak software for the Commodore 64 in
the offing. Advance reports suggest this will
allow sound parameter editing and storage
facilities, and increased sequencing capabili-
ties, too.

Bearing in mind my reservations about (a)
the sheer cost of the MultiTrak, and (b)
Sequential's apparent reluctance to do any-
thing more than tinker with sound -generating
circuitry that dates back to the Prophet 600,
the machine's onboard facilities are sufficient
reason for it to merit serious consideration. It's
a synth that won't please all the people all the
time, but it makes a pretty good shot at it.

Manufacturer's RRP is £1565 including VAT.
Further details from Sequential (Holland) at PO
Box 16, 3640 Mijdrecht, Netherlands. Review
model supplied by London Rock Shop.
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CHECKLIST is a new, monthly price
guide designed to help you as you
wend your way cautiously through

today's hi -tech music market. Each issue,
we'll be concentrating on a different
section of that market, and the first
instalment sees a comprehensive listing of
all the polysynths, voice expanders and
remote controlling keyboards currently on
sale or soon to be introduced.

But CHECKLIST is a price guide with a
difference. Because instead of merely
listing each available product together with
its RRP and contact address, we'll be
printing a shortform specification for each
item, and, if the machine has been through
our hands for testing, a few subjective
comments on its performance, too.

We'll be detailing approximate selling
prices rather than the manufacturers' often
useless suggested values, and it goes
without saying that the data of each new
listing will be intensively researched and
thoroughly updated- right up until the day
each issue of E&MM goes to press.

If you're in the market for some gear but
need a breakdown of precisely what's
available, CHECKLIST will give you just
that - and a great deal more besides.

POLYSYNTH

Ch
AKAI

AX80 - f999 Eight -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 32 preset and 64
programmable onboard voice memories, five -
octave velocity -sensitive keyboard. 111 Three
LF0s, chord memory, good keyboard, excellent
bar graph system makes digital parameter access
more user-friendly; Doesn't really possess any
sonic character of its own; Recent price
reduction makes Akai's first synth more attrac-
tive than it previously was. Yer pays yer
money....
AX90 - fTBA Eight -voice polysynth, splittable
keyboard. To be reviewed - further details un-
available at press -time.

CASIO
CZ101 - f345 Four/eight-voice, two/one DCO
per voice, Phase Distortion polysynth; 16 preset
and 16 programmable voice memories, four -
octave miniature keyboard .111Excellent range of
both 'analogue' and 'digital' synth sounds, five-

-.

,-)bUC

octave MIDI -compatible octave range, voice
layering, comparatively easy to program, built-
in ring modulator, 16 -voice RAM cartridge
storage, eight -stage transient envelopes, fine
MIDI implementation; small, short keyboard,
awkward bend wheel; revolutionary Phase
Distortion principle offers value for money
without sonic compromise - if you can stand the
mini -keyboard.
CZ1000-f495 Spec as for CZ101, but with full-
size, four -octave keyboard.. the professional's
Casio: nothing around to beat it for versatility,
ease of programming and MIDI features at this
price level. Preset poly, digital sequencer, MIDI
guitar synth and sound sampler still to come
from Casio before 1985 is out...

CZ5000 - fTBA Eight/16-voice, two/one oscil-
lator per voice Phase Distortion polysynth; 32
preset and 32 programmable voice memories,
five -octave keyboard. To be reviewed.

CHASE
Bit One - f799 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 63 programmable
voice memories, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard. II superb range of analogue sounds,
both acoustic and electronic, plenty of keyboard
performance options; no sequencing or
arpeggiation features, suspect MIDI implemen-
tation, -.1 all in all, probably the best budget
analogue poly, now available through wider
range of retail outlets.

CHROMA
Polaris - f1699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 132 programmable
voice memories, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard. 0 good, rich analogue sound, neat
onboard sequencer, extensive interfacing facili-
ties include wide range of MIDI options;
complicated to use, overpriced, some design
priorities now outdated, doubtful availability;
a synth with a lot of potential for those with
enough patience to exploit it, but the competi-
tion is already too tough, and getting tougher all
the time.

ELKA
Synthex- £1399 Eight -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 40 preset and 40
programmable voice memories, five -octave
keyboard. 111 considerable (but largely ignored)
sonic versatility, split and layering facilities using

two MIDI channels, onboard sequencer, digital
ring mod; some may find sound dated,
possible servicing difficulties now that synth is
out of production in Italy; good facilities for its
(recently reduced) asking price: if this is your
sound, go for it.

KORG
Poly 800 - £549 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 64 programmable
voice memories, four -octave keyboard. "'com-
petitive price, three six -stage envelopes, on-
board sequencer and chorus unit, portability;
only one filter for all six voices, short keyboard,

the world's best-selling polysynth, in spite of
its limitations: but there's competition looming.
Poly 61M - f699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 64 programmable
voice memories, five -octave keyboard. 111 tidy if
undistinguished sound output, more sturdily
constructed than either of Korg's latest polys
only one EG, not the easiest digital access synth
to program basically a Poly 61 with MIDI
fitted, though that's not necessarily a bad thing:
likely to disappear as the DW6000 becomes
more widespread.
DW6000 - f999 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice, digital waveform generation polysynth;
64 programmable onboard memories, five -
octave keyboard. II first synth to combine clarity
of digital voicing with easy access of analogue
synth configuration, six -stage VGA & VCF
envelopes, built-in chorus keyboard has no
velocity or after -touch sensitivity, poor feel of
performance control joystick El the polysynth
world's biggest technological compromise - but
it works.

OBERHEIM
Matrix 12 - fTBA Spec similar to that of two
Xpanders controlled by XK keyboard - see
relevant sections for details. To be reviewed.

OCTAVE PLATEAU
Voyetra 8 - £3999 Eight -voice, two -oscillator
per voice analogue polysynth; 100 program-
mable voice memories, velocity- and pressure -
sensitive five -octave keyboard. II excellent
sonic potential in the American analogue tradi-
tion, built-in polyphonic sequencer and arpeg-
giator, comprehensive split and layering facili-
ties; U hideously involved system of parameter
access makes editing a real chore, dollar -inflated
price -tag; competent, professional synth
system - at a price.

ROLAND
JX3P - £699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 32 preset and 32 program -
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mable voice memories, five -octave keyboard.
still quite sonically versatile, built-in sequencer;

requires PG200 programmer (optional)
before sound editing becomes a realistic pro-
position, dodgy MIDI implementation; I justi-
fiably popular synth section has formed basis for
MKS30 module and GR700 guitar synth, but
basic model now out of production - so you
might pick one up cheap.
Juno 106 - £799 Six -voice, one -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 128 programmble
voice memories, five -octave keyboard. 0 ease
of use, built-in chorus;. retains last remnants of
Juno thin -sound disease, lacks arpeggiator;
monosynth parentage means 106 is still a great
beginner's poly, even if it doesn't sound as
impressive as the Juno 6 did three years ago...
Synth Plus 60 - £899 Similar spec to Juno 106,

but with the addition of built-in amplification
and twin speakers.
JX8P - £1250 Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 64 preset and 32 program-
mable onboard voice memories, five -octave
pressure- and velocity -sensitive keyboard. II
another example of Roland squeezing new
sounds out of old design techniques (the 8P
competes with the best of the analogues),
voltage controlled mixer section, RAM cartridge
voice storage, good MIDI implementation;
only eight memories hold after -touch and
performance data, requires optional PG800
programmer for sound editing to become really
straightforward; 111 lacks character, but ulti-

mately a rewarding and versatile analogue poly
that proves Roland aren't going to be left behind
without a fight.
Jupiter 6 - £1299 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 48 programmable
voice memories or 32 patch presets (for split
programs), five -octave keyboard. 0 inherently
flexible and versatile programming system,
excellent sonic potential, split -keyboard facili-
ties, sophisticated - and syncable - arpeggiator;
 no velocity- or pressure -sensitivity, might just
have too many facilities for its own good II
excellent analogue synth that continues Jupiter
tradition admirably, but complex control layout
has meant shortage of takers, hence newly
attractive price level.

SEQUENTIAL
SixTrak - £595 Six -voice, one -oscillator per
voice multi-timbral analogue polysynth; 100
programmable sound memories, four -octave
keyboard. 0 unique (in this price range) multi-
timbrality extends to built-in six -channel
sequencer, 'stack' mode and MIDI implemen-
tation; 0 awkward parameter adjustment, short
keyboard, synth doesn't actually sound too
impressive; 0 in the process of being displaced
by newer MAX and MultiTrak, therefore very
cheap.
MAX - £625 Six -voice, one -oscillator per voice,
multi-timbral analogue polysynth; 80 preset
voice memories, four -octave keyboard. 011 as
SixTrak; 0 also as SixTrak, but not readily user -
programmable without CBM64 and software; 1
tries to be computer peripheral and voice
expander in one, succeeds in being neither.
MultiTrak - £1499 Six -voice, one -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 100 programmable
voice memories, five -octave, velocity -sensitive

keyboard. 0 adds 'professional' facilities to
SixTrak spec; 0 doesn't add anything better in
the sound department; 0 conspicuously over-
priced, but the only choice if you value
sequencing and MIDI facilities above sheer sonic
potential.
18- £4700 Eight -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 128 programmable voice
memories, six -and -a -half octave keyboard sen-
sitive to pressure and velocity. 0 excellent
analogue sound capability, weighted -key action
and individual after -touch for each key, fine split
and layering facilities, built-in sequencer; II
heavy on the hand and even heavier on the
wallet; II professional instrument at a profes-
sional price.

DK80 - £699 Six -voice, two -oscillator per voice
analogue polysynth; 10 programmable and 40
preset voice memories, velocity -sensitive five -
octave keyboard. 0 more facilities for the
money than just about anything; 0 40 fixed
memories, basic sound could be better; 11 really
astonishing value for money, though first
impressions might not be all that favourable.
DK600 - £999 Six -voice, two -oscillator per
voice analogue polysynth; 100 programmable
voice memories, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard."' fine sound quality (especially brass
and percussion presets), programmable dyna-
mics, plenty of good software available; II the
odd operational idiosyncracy;1111competent but
underrated analogue poly, neatly styled and well
constructed.

WERS1
MK1 - fTBA 16 -voice polyphonic Fourier
Synthesis polysynth; five -octave velocity- and
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full range of Korg, Roland and Yamaha
products. As well as people who care about
giving the right advice. Why not call in soon?
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pressure -sensitive keyboard. To be reviewed -
available September.

YAMAHA
DX9 -£79916 -voice, programmable FM digital
polysynth; 20 programmable voice memories,
five -octave keyboard. II despite its humbler
electronic origins, it still sounds extremely good;

undynamic keyboard, no cartridge storage
facility, lacks DX7's charisma; Q underrated
cheap DX, now out of production due to lack of
sales, so pick one up while you can. 'Baby' DX21
due in the shops mid -August.
DX7 - £1250 16 -voice, fully programmable FM
digital polysynth; 32 voice memories, five -
octave velocity- and pressure -sensitive key-
board. 1 immense sonic and programming
versatility still unmatched by any competing
instrument, vast range of custom -designed
hardware and software now available to accom-
pany it from a variety of sources;Ma real pig to
program, hence many preset sounds becoming
cliched, still niggling doubts about ability to
recreate fat, traditional analogue synth sounds;

an industry standard like no synth before it,
and justifiably so - if only it was as easy to edit as
it is to listen to...

DX5 - £2999 FM digital polysynth, spec similar
to two DX7s with additional performance
memories; 76 -note touch- and velocity-sensi-

.

tive keyboard. II excellent sound and facilities;
11 beaten on price by Yamaha's own DX7/TX7
combination; M now you've a choice between
convenience and cost, though sizeable back
orders for the DX5 indicate some people are
wealthier than is good for them. (To be
reviewed.)
DX1 - £8999 16 -voice polyphonic, FM digital
polysynth; 64 programmable voice memories,
six -octave velocity- and touch -sensitive key-
board.' easier editing than cheaper DXs thanks
to comprehensive control and display layout,
marvellous weighted -action keyboard has indi-
vidual after -touch for each key; Q bulky,
weighty and outrageously expensive; 111 thor-
oughly desirable - the ultimate dedicated FM
poly, but logic says it's outclassed by cheaper
hardware from the same stable.

EXPANDER

AKAI
VX90 - fTBA Similar facilities to AX90 poly, but
in 19" rack -mounting format. To be reviewed.

CHASE
Bit 01 - £699 Identical in spec to Bit One poly, in
rack -mounting unit and with improved MIDI
implementation. To be reviewed.

KORG
EX800 - £449 Identical in spec to Poly 800: 64
programmable voice memories, built-in sequen-
cer.

OBERHEIM
Xpander - £3945 12 -voice polyphonic anal-
ogue/FM digital hybrid synthesiser; 31 LFOs, 30
EGs, 12 oscillators, 90 VCAs, 100 programmable
voice memories, recognises MIDI pressure and
velocity information. MI vast range of sounds
both analogue and digital, easier to program
than most digital access designs, matchless
programming versatility; Q only the cost; MI
brilliantly conceived and superbly built - if you
can afford it, don't hesitate.

ROLAND
MKS30 - £875 Same overall spec as JX3P poly,
but 64 programmable voice memories, and fully
responsive to velocity and pressure information.
1 it doesn't sound bad; IM requires optional
PG200 programmer for conventional 'pot'
control; M module costs more than a JX3P!
MKS10 - £990 Eight -voice polyphonic piano -
family voice module, fully velocity- and press-
ure -responsive, 16 preset voice memories. IN
Neatly styled, built-in chorus/flanger helps
strengthen sound output; Q eight voices only
accessible through mother keyboard, expensive
for what it is; "'only really of value if you've got
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a keyboard - and a playing technique - that'll do
it justice.
MK5130 - £1800 Similar spec to now -discon-
tinued Jupiter 8: eight -voice polyphony, two
oscillators per voice, 64 voice memories and 64
patch preset memories onboard, fully responsive
to velocity and after -touch information. II
wonderful range of analogue -type sounds,
optional RAM packs can hold 128 voices or
patch presets; 111 again, requires optional
programmer (this time the MPG80) for editing
not to be a chore; 111 an excellent package that's
notably good value next to the other Roland
modules, but price still puts it firmly in the
professional league.

Expander 80 - £399 Similar in spec to DK80
poly, but only monotimbral. To be reviewed.

YAMAHA
TX7 - £649 Identical in spec to DX7, with
addition of performance memories for each
voice. a logical upgrade for all DX7 owners;
but not so much fun if your controlling synth is
analogue; U Yamaha's most economical route
to FM duplication.
TX216 - f1899 Two DX7s (or one DX5) in rack -
mounted format, with facility for adding TF1
modules (one DX7's worth) at £449 each. For
comments see TX816.
TX816 - f4299 Essentially eight DX7 voicing
modules in one rack, each with its own MIDI
connection."' Who could say no to eight DX7s?

MIDI implementation could be better; the
ultimate FM music synthesiser, no self-respec-
ting studio should be without one.

CONTROLLER

AKAI
MX76 - fTBA Six -and -a -half octave, velocity -
and pressure -sensitive, weighted -action split -
table keyboard; 96 voice selectors. To be
reviewed.

KORG
RK100- £475 Three -and -a -half octave portable
keyboard with volume, pitch -bend, modulation
controllers, 64 voice selectors. II price, spec
includes thoughtful touches like lockable MIDI
connectors; octave range sacrificed in the
cause of portability, no dynamics; all things
considered, the best -value 'poser's keyboard'
currently available.

ROLAND
Axis 1- £999 Three -and -a -half octave portable
keyboard with volume, pitch -bend, modulation
controllers, velocity- and pressure -sensitivity,
120 voice selectors. To be reviewed.
MKB300 - f999 76 -note mother keyboard, split
and layering facilities, 128 voice selectors,
volume, pitch -bend, modulation controls. 111

sturdy construction, looks; III not sensitive to
either pressure or velocity, price; II over-
shadowed, in most respects, by MKB1000.
MKB1000 - £1499 Velocity- and pressure -
sensitive 88 -note keyboard, overall volume,
pitch -bend, modulation controllers, 128 voice
selectors, MIDI split and layering facilities. I
excellent action from weighted wooden keys,
superlative construction; U no individual level
controls, lack of remote programming facilities,
price; II another professional people's product,
though even they might find its acquisition hard
to justify.

KX5 - f399 Identical in spec to
miniature keys. To be reviewed.
KX1 - £799 Three -and -a -half octave, velocity -
and pressure -sensitive keyboard, volume,
pitch -bend, modulation controllers, 32 voice
selectors. To be reviewed.
KX88 - £1399 88 -note velocity- and pressure -
sensitive weighted keyboard, 17 user -assignable
performance controllers, split and layering facili-
ties. II vast range of performance options,
onboard programming facilities coupled with
user -assignable parameter control area, key-
board adds new dimension to many DX voices;
111 keyboard has slightly spongey feel absent on
DX1; III more of what a master keyboard should
be, though is a piano -type keyboard the best
medium forapplying after -touch?

KX1, but
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On The Level
Few people would envy the lifestyle of a man who spends almost every

waking hour within the confines of the recording studio, but I -Level synth
player Duncan Bridgeman is just such a man. What does the studio do for

him? Dan Goldstein

In a large, smartly furnished 24 -track
studio less than a short -hop bus fare
from Arsenal football stadium, a blond -

haired, slightly -built figure is standing
over a hot DX7, desperately trying to
perfect an overdubbed synth line. The
sound is that of a marimba- the DX's own
factory preset being augmented by an
acoustic sample courtesy of a Powertran
MCS1, the two linked together through
MIDI - and the player is Duncan Bridge -
man, session musician, freelance pro-
ducer, and one-third of I -Level, one of
this country's best long-term 'dance -
floor -with -feel' prospects.

The band have had a second album,
Shake, released last month by Virgin, but
Bridgeman has already undertaken a
further project in the form of an album
production job for Spanish hopefuls
Radio Futura; the marimba overdub is for
them. He works in conjunction with I -

Level bassist Jo Dworniak, and together
the duo already have a number of
production achievements to their credit.
Most notably, they played on John
Foxx's 1983 long -player The Golden
Section, and formed I -Level with reggae
singer Sam Jones the same year.

`Jo was working as house engineer
here at Musicworks', recalls Bridgeman,
having successfully completed the over-
dub at the fifth attempt. 'I was working as
an insurance clerk, without ever realising
that it was even possible to make a living
out of making music. I mean, I'm from a
fairly conventional middle-class back-
ground, and you don't get given music as
a possible choice of career when you're
at school - you're just told to be an
insurance clerk.

'It was only when I met Jo that I

discovered the possibility of studio work,
and we started playing and recording
here in the early hours - when there was
no one booked in to record. Then Sam's
old band, Brimstone, came in to do some
recording, and when Jo played Sam a
tape of some of the stuff we'd done
together, he wanted in. He put some
vocals on one song we had called 'Give
Me', and that was our first single.'

Any problems getting a record deal?

'No, none at all. Virgin were the first
company we took it to, and they agreed
to put it out straight away! They've been
great ever since, giving us as much time
as we need to make each album, and as
much money, too.

`The single was quite successful,
especially in America, and it was good to
have that success early on, because it set
us up here before we'd even got started
as a band.'

Since then, though, none of I -Level's
45rpm releases have looked likely to hit
headlines. As the press release says, they
gave the charts a warm glow without ever
setting them alight.

But the non -arrival of superstardom
isn't for want of trying. Certainly, the
band's songwriting skill, playing ability
and inventive production technique des-
erve wider attention, even if Bridgeman
and Dworniak have other irons in the fire.

`That's the good thing about earning
your living as a producer as well as a

`I'm from a middle-
class background, and
at school they don't

offer being a musician
as a career - they just

tell you to be an
insurance clerk.'

musician', comments Bridgeman, who
clearly relishes the prospect of fulfilling
either role. `If you're just a musician in a
band you're lucky if you do one album a
year, but if you produce other bands as
well you get the chance to do maybe four
or five, which means you spend almost all
your time in the studio.'

Doesn't that get tiring?
`Nope. I love it. We've been at Music -

works almost continuously for the last
five years, but it's really the only one thing
I love doing. At the moment I'm living off
doing production work with Jo, though
we never take on something we don't feel
is worth doing. You can't really attempt to

produce an album properly if you've got
no interest in it - that's why it's important
that we enjoy everything we do.'

From Production to
Playing

So much for Bridgeman the producer.
His keyboard -playing skill (the odd over-
dub or two excepted) is also beyond
question, and he's been playing synth on
and off ever since meeting up with
Dworniak. What got him interested in
electronics in the first place?

`Difficult to know, really. I guess I was
just getting into playing music when the
first reasonably cheap synths were
coming out, so it seemed natural to get
involved with them.

'The synth I started off with was a Korg
700S monophonic, which was old but
good, plus a Roland string synth that I

could play chords on. Since then I've
been through a whole load of stuff, mainly
polysynths. I've had a Jupiter 4, a
Prophet 5, a Rhodes Chroma, a PPG
Wave 2 and, most recently, the DX7.

'One thing I have realised is that timing
is all-important when it comes to buying
keyboards. I paid £1600 for my JP4 and
even more for the Prophet, but they'd
hardly be worth anything at all now. I

don't think I could give the JP4 away now
even if I tried, and the Prophet's hopeles
because even though it's a V2, it's still
impossible to keep it properly in tune.
You know, you'd put it in Unison mode
and it would sound like you were playing
five notes at once!

'A similar thing happened with the
Chroma. I bought mine just before the
DX7 came out, and I suppose I bought it
for the idea of it as much as anything. You
know, the idea of all that programmabil-
ity, that was what appealed to me. But
then the DX7 arrived, and that's got
another  degree of programmability
again, so now I tend to keep the Chroma
at home and use it for doing Joe Zawinul
impressions; it sounds just right for
those!'

The DX might have programmability,
but few people have so far managed to
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MUSIC/
exploit its potential to the full. Has
Bridgeman succeeded where so many
would-be programmers have failed?

'No, not really. I have managed to
come up with some really great sounds of
my own, but I haven't worked my way into
the DX in any logical way. If someone
heard one of my DX sounds and asked
me to change one particular component
of it, I really wouldn't know where to start.

'But that doesn't seem to matter,
because the DX sounds so good even
with just its preset sounds in it. It's
particularly good in natural ambience.

`If somebody heard
one of my DX7

sounds and asked me
to change one

particular component
of it, I wouldn't know

where to start.'

There's a great room here at the studio
where we plug synths into amps to get
the sound of natural acoustics. But
actually, I still prefer the sound of the
PPG, because the DX can still sound a bit
thin when you put it in a mix. You know,
the PPG always stands out no matter
what you mix in with it, but you find you
have to work on DX sounds before you
can really hear them properly, especially
bass sounds.'

From Synths to
Samplers

Yet in spite of his love affair with digital
synthesis, Bridgeman has found himself

even more attracted by the potential
offered by sound sampling, as he ex-
plains.

'I love playing with studio toys, and the
latest one I've got is the Powertran
MCS1. I bought mine ready -built not long
ago, but already it's come in really useful.
It's so much easier to use than something
like an AMS, loops are dead easy on it.

'I've been sampling all sorts of things.
One thing I've been doing a lot of is
sampling bits from old 1 -Level master
tapes. I know it sounds funny, but it
means you don't have to go to the trouble
of creating a good bass sound when you
know you've used something like it
before. And the other thing I've been
doing is sampling records, which is a lot
of fun. I've got a whole album full of Gerry
Anderson TV music, so I've been nicking
bits of string sounds from Captain Scarlet
episodes; and the bass line from the
Avengers theme music - that's a great
one to sample...'

No worries about the copyright situ-
ation, then?

'Oh yeah. But that's part of the art of
sampling. You've got to alter the charac-
ter of something like a snare drum sound,
just in case somebody recognises their
sound. I've been going through my
collection of Beatles records, trying to
find a Ringo Starr snare strike that hasn't
got guitars all over it as well, but even if I

find one, I'll have to change it a bit.
'But the whole thing seems a bit stupid

to me. I don't really see how anybody can
claim to own a snare sound. I mean,
nobody owns the sound of a violin, do
they? And what's the point in people
developing all this sampling technology if
nobody's going to be allowed to use it?
It's daft, if you ask me.'

From Pop to Jazz
Well said, that man. Mention of Zawinul

and the Beatles leads us to the question
of Bridgeman's musical background. !-
Level have their own, distinctive summer -
funk style, but the keyboard player has
been involved with all sorts of different
musical projects. What are his main
sources of inspiration?

'Well, I was brought up on The Who
and Bowie, so I've got my roots firmly in
pop music. But then I met Jo and he's a
real jazzer. He introduced me to people
like Weather Report and all that sort of
stuff, and over the last five years I've been
listening to an awful lot of jazz.

'But lately, we've both been listening to
a lot of pop music again, especially 12 -
inch singles. I think the 12 -inch is a really
great medium, because it lets the pro-
ducer or engineer show his work to
anybody who wants to listen. If you put a
lot of effort into, say, recording a backing
track, you know that on the seven-inch
it's going to get lost because what
matters most is the song. But on a 12 -
inch, you've got the time to put the
spotlight on something like the drums or
the bass line - the things that don't get
heard usually.'

If the pop music of today is more
attractive to Bridgeman than that of five
years ago, does he think the standard of
pop music has gone up since that time?

'Well, not so much the standard of the
music, because I think it's the music
staying the same that makes pop suc-
cessful, but certainly production has
improved a lot. If you listen to something
like Frankie or Scritti Politti, the things
that are on their 12-inchers are a real step
forward; that's the sort of standard I'd like
to live up to as well.'

By this time, four swarthy Spaniards
have entered the Musicworks control
room, and Bridgeman has waltzed over
to his keyboards to pose for photo-
grapher Vosburgh. Once the Radio
Futura album is out of the way, where do
he and partner Dworniak go next?

'Well, we're going to be doing more
stuff with 1 -Level quite soon, plus any
production work we feel like doing. What
would be really nice is if we could have a
couple of really big hits with I -Level. That
way we'd earn enough to maybe record
some more serious music. Obviously I

like what we're doing in the band now,
but now and again Jo and I get into a
really good groove and start playing really
well together.

'When we first started playing here, we
were both a bit innocent and we didn't
really know what we were doing. We
misused a lot of the gear, but what we
came up with was fresh and exciting. It's
that freshness that I want to get back to.
Neither of us are ever going to be that
innocent again, but we could get that feel
back by taking things the other way -
making music for other musicians to
listen to. Muso Music, I guess you'd call
it. Yeah, that sounds good; I like the idea
of doing that.'

Muso Music it is, then.
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RAZOR

SHARPE
Shakatak keyboardsman Bill Sharpe has sprung a surprise on us by coming

up with a solo album that throws his musical creativity into a new light.
How does a session musician with a staid reputation come up with

something so fresh and inspiring? Dan Goldstein

Sharpe and singer Tessa Niles in a still from the 'Famous People' video promo.

The recipe is now a familiar one. You
take a musician, classically trained,
very experienced and extremely

competent, and put him in a field of music
that pays the bills but doesn't stretch the
ol' creative genius nearly as much - or as
often - as it should. After a while, your
musician will come to feel there's some-
thing lacking in his present way of
working, and if he's really worth his salt,
he'll seek to alter the current status quo
by striking off at a tangent - doing
something a little less formularised, a
little more risque.

That, simply, is what Bill Sharpe has
done in 1985. As a session keyboards -
man of some repute, he's done more than
his fair share of playing justfqr the sake of
playing, most notably as a founder
member of soft -core dance group Shak-
atak. The band have been successful, no
doubt about it. Sharpe now has a large,
detached house in the part of Northeast
London that would rather be called
Essex, and an income level that guaran-
tees a pretty comfortable lifestyle for at
least the next couple of years - even if he

were to do no more work in that time.
Yet Sharpe is still very much in busi-

ness. Four years of writing, recording and
touring with Shakatak came to a tempor-
ary end last summer, as Sharpe decided
it was time to do his own thing.

'I'm constantly writing new material,
and I'd got to the stage where I had a lot
of songs that just weren't suitable for
Shakatak. We were touring a lot in Europe
and Japan last year, and when we got
back, I decided to have a go at doing my
own thing.

'So I bought some studio time at Rock
City Studios in Shepperton, and started
recording my own album. I was anxious
not to use too many people from the band
in the recording, because I wanted it to
have a different feel from anything I'd
done with Shakatak.'

Solo Album
And Sharpe has succeeded. The

album, Famous People, is a varied and
colourful collection of songs and instru-
mentals. They all have a vaguely jazz -
funk feel to them, but rarely do they

encroach on Shakatak territory. There's
the YMO-influenced electro bop of 'Cat-
ching a Train', the synthesised tranquility
of 'Peace', and the stunning dynamism of
the first single 'Change Your Mind', to
name but three. As many of you may
already know, 'Change' saw Sharpe
forming an unlikely collaboration with
Gary Numan, who part -owns Rock City
and guested on lead vocals for just that
one track.

'It was an interesting combination -
especially as we come from such differ-
ing backgrounds. He's from a totally
synth background, whereas I'm a class-
ically trained musician.

'It all came about by accident, really it
was a fairly dull track to begin with, but
then Gary put some vocals on it, and
when some record company people
heard the mix, they said they thought it
was a hit record - they were right!' The
success of 'Change Your Mind' has
come as a pleasant surprise to Sharpe,
but having hit singles isn't exactly a new
experience for him, and he doesn't feel
obliged to make a follow-up record with
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Numan in the near future.

`I'm not sure whether we're going to do
anything like that again. Neither of us are
going to have much time in the immediate
future, because I'm recording the new
Shakatak album now, and Gary's got
plenty of his projects of his own. We
might even decide we're not going to
cash in on it at all, in which case we won't
do anything.'

But Numan was far from being the only
guest contributor to Sharpe's solo album.
Pino Palladino came in to play fretless
bass on a couple of the record's more
downbeat songs, several members of the
Morrissey Mullen band put in appear-
ances at various intervals, and on the
vocal front, Sharpe enlisted the help of
session singer Tessa Niles for the lead on
the album's title -track, which is also the
new single.

The weeklies, of course, have taken to
Famous People like a cat takes to water.
Accusations that the album comprises
nothing more than a load of Shakatak
out -takes have been rife, but it hasn't
bothered Sharpe in the least; he's experi-
enced enough to know that very few
music critics actually know anything
about music.

'I've read a couple of reviews that have
said it sounds like Shakatak. Anyone with
an ear would realise that isn't the case,
though obviously there are a couple of
tracks that do sound similar. But I can
take all that. The band has always been a
target for criticism, so I'm used to it now.
Mind you, some of the things Gary has
had done to him by the press have been
incredible - at least I haven't had to go
through that.'

The History
Like I said, Sharpe's background is a

conventional one. Classical tuition on
piano from an early age, a teenage
immersion in the piano music of the
romantic era, and study for a degree in
Music Theory at University. But Sharpe
the student had never confined his
interests to the classics, and in time, jazz
and rock began to take their effect on his
own musical endeavours. He joined
several jazz-rock groups as keyboard
player in and around his native Bishops
Stortford (one of the most successful
featured one Trevor Horn on bass), but
found himself even more entangled in the
rock scene when he fell feet -first into a
job as Trainee Engineer at the BBC's
Maida Vale recording studios.

`Those were the days', he recalls with
relish. 'I guess I was a bit lucky, just
walking in there and getting a job. I

started off as a tape -op, but within only a
matter of months I was sitting in as
engineer on sessions for the John Peel
and Kid Jensen shows. We had all sorts
of bands in there: The Police, The Jam,
Duran Duran, you name 'em. Actually, the
training was very useful. The BBC teach
you an awful lot about recording and
production that I don't think you can
really learn anywhere else. That helped
me appreciate the more technical side of
making music, though I was still a playing

musician first and foremost.'
In fact, it was Sharpe's skill as a playing

musician that landed him the job as
keyboard player and chief songwriter
with Shakatak, the band itself being an
initially informal get-together of like-
minded studio friends. But he was keen
to stay on at the Beeb lest the band
suddenly fall apart, which meant spen-
ding the first two years of Shakatak's

`The instrument I've
been most impressed

with lately is the
Kurzweil... but it'll
never play like a

piano, no matter how
much it might sound

like one.'

existence (during which the first handful
of UK hit singles was notched up)
working as an engineer by day and a
musician by night. It Was only when
Shakatak began to break in overseas
territories that things really got out of
hand, and Sharpe jacked in his engin-
eer's job to become a full-time working
musician.

'It still wasn't an easy decision to take',
he muses. 'But I realised I wasn't really
getting the time to do either job properly,
so I started playing with Shakatak full-
time. Not that I got an awful lot of time to
myself then, either, but at least I only had
one thing on my mind.'

The Keyboards
It had been a couple of years earlier,

back in Sharpe's pub band days, that

he'd discovered what electronics could
do for his act. Up until that time he'd had a
Hammond organ and an ancient Fender
Rhodes (' I've still got it, though it's a little
bit the worse for wear now'), but once
he'd come across the likes of the
Minimoog and ARP Odyssey, there was
no turning away from synthesisers. He
bought both, and still uses them today.

'There's nothing today that can touch
the way a Minimoog sounds. I think it's
basically just a question of filters,
because none of today's synths have a
design quite like that. They might be
polyphonic, but they just don't cut it the
way a Minimoog does.

The only thing I don't like about it is the
wheels. I prefer the touch pads on the
Odyssey: they're easier to use because
pressing them is more like pressing keys
on a keyboard, it's more natural. But
they're both getting on a bit now, and
they're difficult to use live because they
keep going out of tune.

'Lately I've started using a DX7 quite a
bit, like a lot of other people, I suppose.
There's a lot of it on Famous People. In
fact, 'Change Your Mind' is basically just
a DX7 and a LinnDrum, with the odd bit of
grand piano here and there. There are so
many things the DX can do - I'm still
exploring the preset sounds, editing
them a bit. I'd love to get into program-
ming it in a big way, because it's such a
great instrument, but so far I just haven't
had the time. It's something that I've
been meaning to do for ages, to really get
into programming synths and compu-
ters, but time has been the big problem.

'The instrument I've been most impres-
sed with lately is probably the Kurzweil.
I've been through it quite thoroughly and
I'm really pleased with it. I guess I might
just have to buy one! And the one I've
been looking at didn't even have the
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user -sampling; the sounds inside the
machine really are that good. The way I
figure it is that I'll be able to replace a lot
of my on-stage equipment with a set-up
basically consisting of a Kurzweil and a
DX7, linked together through MIDI. That'll
mean no more out -of -tune monosynths,
and no more having to lug a Yamaha
Electric Grand around the place!'

And yet, against the impending flood of
new technology in the Sharpe household,
there stands an immaculate Bosendorfer
grand piano, an instrument that sees use
just as often as its owner can find the time
to sit down at it.

'Yeah, I still practice whenever I can.
It's still my favourite instrument. It's the
feel of it, I suppose - it's such an
expressive instrument. The Kurzweil will
never play like a piano, no matter how
much it might sound like one. It's such a
great feeling, having all those mechanics
in front of you and banging out a load of
Chopin or whatever.

'I chose a Bosendorfer because it suits
the sort of stuff we play. Some people
prefer Steinways, and I can see their
point because they do have a bright
sound that carries really well at a concert.
But for recording the music I'm involved
with, it has to be a Bosendorfer, because
it's so warm and vibrant, so smooth.
Actually, Gary's got a great Bosendorfer
at Rock City. It'S a bit bigger than mine- a
seven -foot -four - and it really sounds
tremendous.'

The Players
But Chopin can't have been the only

historical figure to have influenced
Sharpe during his brief but nonetheless
successful career so far. What keyboard-
ists does he listen to himself?

'Well, I like a lot of the great jazz
pianists like Oscar Peterson, Art Tatum,
and Nat King Cole who was an absolutely
great pianist, no question about that. But
my man has to be Herbie Hancock. As a
musician he's amazing, because he's
one of the few guys who's managed to
keep his jazz roots without getting left
behind by what's happening in the
charts. He's got two sides to his music -
the jazz side and the 'Rockit' side - and
they're both equally as good in their own
way. He's obviously a great jazz pianist,
but he's great at manipulating synths as
well. I suppose it comes down to where
he puts the notes; he manages to apply
such a great jazz feel to everything he
does. I guess I must have seen him play
about eight times...

'There are a few rock players I respect
as well. When I was at school I was a
great Keith Emerson fan, because I like
that very lyrical style of playing. You do
need to have had a classical training to
really appreciate that, though.'

But does Sharpe consider his training
to have been an advantage, now that he's
got as close to the top of the keyboard -
playing world as makes no difference?

'Well, it's certainly been a help. It's
important to have had a classical training
if you want to be able to play like Keith
Emerson, because it's the only way you'll
be able to acquire that technique. I like

MUSIC/

that style of playing a lot, which is why I
did the training and still practice now, but
there are a lot of guys today who don't
want to play like that at all.

'With the modern gear that's coming
out now, it doesn't really seem to matter
how much training you've had. Which is
great, because it means you don't have
to go through the strain of endless
practising, but you can still make records.
Vince Clarke might not be able to play

black notes or chords, but he can still
make some great records!'

Well, Sharpe can take heart in the fact
that a lot of doubting Thomases I've
exposed to Famous People think it's not
a bad record at all, even if Shakatak's
own brand of sugary jazz -funk is beyond
the bounds of their taste. As for the man
and his career, it's back to Shepperton
for the recording of the next Shakatak
album, and an end to the limitless
opportunities solo projects afford their
instigators.

But this won't be the last we see of solo
Sharpe. Flushed by the success of the
album in general and 'Change Your Mind'
in particular, the keyboardist has already
drawn up a shortlist of material for a
follow-up LP, which he hopes to start
work on before 1985 is out.

'I'd like it to be a weird album', he
enthuses. 'Not weird in the sense of odd
material, because I'd like to carry on
writing good songs, but weird in the way
it's arranged. I want to do something that
really sounds different. With a bit of luck
I'll have been able to get deeper into
programming by the time I come to
record the album, so I should be able to
come up with some sounds that'll really
surprise people.'

Not that Famous People hasn't done
that already, of course, but there's a look
in Sharpe's eyes as he declares his future
plans that tells you his best work hasn't
yet seen the light of day. Let's hope looks
aren't deceptive.
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KEYBOARDS & EXPANDERS

Roland JX8P NEW

Roland SH101
Roland MKB 1000
Mother Keyboard

Roland MKS10 Piano
Module
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Yamaha MT44
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MT44D
£399.00

£299.00
in stock
£429.00
£199.00
£399.00
£249.00
£149.00
£229.00
£499.00
£599.00
£399.00
£699.00
£155.00
£175.00

£86.00
£130.00
£235.00

STOP
PRESS

Fostex X15 £299
Fostex 250 £650
Plus all FOSTEX & ACCESSIT Accessories

YAMAHA CX5
MUSIC
COMPUTER

CALL IN AND ASK ABOUT

OUR AMAZING COMPUTER PACKAGE DEALS

YK19 Full size Keyboard
YK101 mini Keyboard
CXME Music Computer
YRM Music computer software ROM
YRm102 FM voicing software ROM
YBm103 DX7 Voicing software ROM

£165.00
£85.00

£499.99
£36.00
£36.00
£36.00

UP to 30% off Korg, Roland,
Casio, Yamaha, Sequential
Circuits, Boss, Tokai, Aria,
Westone, Peavey, Carlsbro,
Tascam etc. - serer for one of
our Free info packs with
details of our prices and 7 -day
money back guarantee.

14-16 High St. Addlestone
TEL: 0932 40139/54877
56 Surbiton Rd. Kingston
TEL: 01-546 9877
324-326 Farnham Rd.

for
the

modern musician Slough TEL: 0753 822754

I
I
I

Day-time/Works Tel. No

ms. aim Now im

DRUM MACHINES &
SEQUENCERS

 11:21'1'1*".:11

Roland TR909
Roland TR707
Boss DR110
Yamaha RX15
Yamaha RX11
Korg DDM110
Korg DDM220

rrp ABC Price

£800.00
£525.00
£150.00
£499.00
£799.00
£256.00
£256.00

£395.00
£495.00
£125.00
£449.00
£595.00
£225.00
£225.00

ELECTRONIC
"44,,......,WIZARD

4Ask about '"i4 1
our customising
and Interfacing
service - we can
practically ink
anything to
anything'

Roland MSQ100
Roland MS0700
Roland JSQ60 Sequencer
for Juno 106

£525.00 £425.00
£950.00 £825.00

£299.00 £129.00

WE MATCH OR BEAT ANY GENUINE
ADVERTISED PRICE
-YOU CANT BUY BETTER!
Roland TB303 Bassline £290.00 £149.00
Roland TR606 229000 £189.00

Yamaha 0X7 NEW!!
£499.00

Yamaha OX1

£2499.00

Amplifiers
Roland SCL40 Super Cube 40 NEW
Roland SCL60 Super Cube 60 NEW
Roland SCL100 Super Cube 100 NEW
Roland SCE140 Cube 40 Bass NEW
Roland SC860 Cube 60 Bass NEW
Roland JC77 Jazz Chorus
Roland Cube 40K Keyboard Cube
Roland Cube 60K Keyboard Cube
Carlsbro Homet 45 Keyboard combo
Carlsbro Cobra 90 Keyboard combi
Carlsbro 150 Keyboard combo
Peavey KB100 65 Keyboard combo
Peavey KB300 130 Keyboard combo

£199.00
£235.00
£235.00
£195.00
£249.00
in stock
£175.00
£249.00
£179.00
£269.00
£399.00
£229.00
£340.00

FREE HOLIDAY OFFER!
Buy any YAMAHA, ROLAND or
CASIO Keyboard over E500 and
we will give you 2 WEEKS FREE
ACCOMMODATION for 2 at any of
a wide choice of UK hotels!

If you are unable to visit one of our shops ask about our
Instant Mail -Order Service. Phone your credit-card FOR
SAME DAY DESPATCH.

Please supply

I enclose E Barclaycard No.

Name

Address

Cyr



FlA4t4 SIVEET
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(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)
END OF GT. MOOR ST.

BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE -

0204 397893V
ONE OFFS TWO CLEAR ...
The Clap/timp/syndrum/FOR THE KIT £25.00 each
Roland MC202 S/H £129
Roland TR606 S/H £139
Roland TB303 S/H £139
Roland MSQ100 shopsoiled £299
Korg DDM220 S/H (mint) £175
Korg Poly 800 (immaculate) £450
Casio 202 S/H £150
Sequential Six-Trak (immaculate) £399
Sequential Prophet 5 Rev 2 £999
Yamaha P2200 model power amp (ex -hire) £450
Yamaha 250X cabs (new) pair £625
Oscar (non MIDI) £425
Yamaha SG200 (new) £199
Yamaha SG1300T (new) £439
Yamaha SG2000 (new) £599
Kawai Essex 210 MUST SELL AT £399 ono

ALL KEYBOARD STANDS AT LAST
MONTHS PRICES (see last months ad)

UNUSUAL ITEMS (A BIT RARE?)
Prices on application

KORG: Sigma/Landa/700s/CX3/BX3/Polysix/
Poly 61 EX800

ROLAND: SH09/Juno 6/Juno 60/JX-3P/
Jupiter 6/Jupiter 8A

MOOG: Rogue/Prodigy/Multi/Mini/Poly Kb
ARP: Axx/Solus/Odyssey/16 voice piano/

Quartet
SEQUENTIAL: Six-Trak/Prophet 600/64 Seq./

T8
YAMAHA: CX01/MK100/PCS500/PF35, 55/

CE20/DX9/CS60/CP70/SK50D/PF15

ALL ABOVE IN STOCK AT PRESS COPY TIME

HOTLINE?
If its made by Roland or Korg or Sequential

or Fostex or Yamaha

WE HAVE IT!
We only stock the good stuff worth having

OUR MIDI BASS PEDALS ARE NOW IN STOCK
AT £299 Yeah! Yeah!

OF HONEST TRADINGAFTER 5 YEARS
1

-- --, ,-)

I 0 Li.I
L. I W

cValle
5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE

TELEPHONE 0606 782522
OPEN 10-6 (CLOSED WEDS - BOTH BRANCHES). LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

"IT HAS TAKEN MY
BREATH AWAY
ALL OVER AGAIN"
Village Voice

CU

FIERCEE E.

A once -in -a -lifetime
Company
you'll never forget!

DANCE COMPANY
FROM NEW YORK

with John Cage

May 14-25
Season sponsored by Peter Palumbo

Sadler'sWellsTheatre
Box Office 01-278 8916 (5 lines)

BAND LIGHTING

1 12 13 14 15

- -

The MJL '85 range' of lighting control equipment resides with us. Through
a range of rock, dimming, memory desks, rack, disco controllers, luminaries
and fittings shines a market leader where quality and price is second to
none. In fact over recent years lighting has become so elaborate that we
have nicknamed it focal engineering, a form of art to complement the
sound system in use.
With rigs from a fraction to a million watts we can supply any size of rig to
any band, disco or club, and as a starting point our advice and information
comes free. So what are you waiting for, send for your brochures now and
move up to MJL to discover the true meaning of the saying 'may the force
be with you'.

SALES DIRECTOR
MJL SYSTEMS LTD.,

45 WORTLEY ROAD WEST
CROYDON, SURREY CR0 3EB
TEL 01/689/4138 MON-FRI 9-5

(SHOWN ABOVE IS THE FAMOUS ROCK- 18 MATRIX - EPROM DESK)
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Sequential Circuits
Six Tracks
A fully programmable Poly
Synth with a six track
digital recorder. Each track
is fully independent of the
other.

YAMAHA  ROLAND  SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS MIDI
CONpuT,Rs

V Tascam Porta-One
Tascam's answer to the X-15. A really nice
compact unit featuring a full 4/2 mixer with
full eq, four meters, dbx noise reduction
and much more.

Sequential Circuits
Drum Tracks A
A fully programmable Drum
Machine with 13 digitally
recorded drums. Each sound has
individual tuning and volume.

MIDI
Sequential Circuits, Profit T8.V
Full programmable, polyphonic, touch
sensitive synthesiser with wooden keys.

HOME

MIDI ..."'"
DRI 1M_ OBERHEIM  YAMAHA  LINN  MXR  ROLAND  SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
MACHINES

MSQ 700
An eight track digital keyboard
recorder that can be used with
MIDI or DCB equipment.

flilW11111: =Ill.

0500 700

-=Mel
1.7

aim

FM TR DI Nn
Roland Juno 106 V
A 64 timbre Poly Synth. An affordable MIDI
programmable Synth.

1

4

A Fostex B 16
Without doubt, the best -
engineered product yet

from Fostex, the B16
demonstrates
that 16 tracks

on 1/2" tape really is
feasible.

We are pleased to
announce the opening of 'THE

MIDI SHOP', London's new
centre exclusively for MIDI.
If you would like to sample

tomorrow's music, come and see
our West London showroom.

Where else would
you go for the
best in MIDI?

Fostex X-15
The cheapest recording
studio in the world. The
best aid to songwriting
since the invention of the
metronome.

145cospr,o cts/ el40°6170

LONDON'S
BRAND
NEW
MIDI
CENTRE

Oberheim OB-8 A
An 8 voice programmable Poly Synth
with 120 programmes and the
Oberheim sound.

Oberheim Xpander A
A matrix modulation system that lets you
connect 27 sources to any of 47 destinations
per voice. Imagine being able to interface
all of this to anything you wish! Velocity
keyboards, sequencers, Guitars,
Computers, MIDI and CV's simultaneously.

MIDI SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS  OBERHEIM  KORG  YAMAHA ROLAND

Roland Super Jupiter MKS -80.
The new 8 voice polyphonic
programmable synthesiser module O'
provides 2 powerful VCO's per voice. It can
be controlled by any midi sending unit, eg:
the MKB1000/300, Axis 1, Midi sequencer, or
computer. It's also velocity and pressure
responsive.

A Roland Planet -P Piano Module.
The MKSIO, 16 voice polyphonic piano
sound module, provides the player with 8
different instrument sounds and 4 different
effects. Single -cord connection of the
compact, rack -mountable MKS -10 with a
Midi sending unit allows exquisitely
beautiful sounds to be produced. The
sound can be made loud or soft by Midi
velocity.

V Roland MKB1000/MKB300.
The MKB series keyboard controllers - the
MKB1000 and the MKB300 completely
revolutionize multi keyboard playing. The
MKB keyboard controller features no
sound source of its own, sound comes from
devices connected with the MKB keyboard
controller through midi. The controller in
turn controls the connected sounds via the
midi data.

Roland Planet -S Synthesiser
Module.

The MICS30 is a 6 voice polyphonic,
programmable, dynamics responsive
synthesiser module. It features 12 DCO's, 6
VCF's, 6 VCA's, 6 envs, extensive modulation
controllers, stereo chorus circuitry, and
many more exciting features.

ME MIDI SHOP

1 Felgate Mews, London W6 9JT.
Tel: 01-748 9009. Telex: 21897.
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ON RECORD
Another selection of current music examined for your enjoyment and

Yello
Stella
Electra EKT 1960 401-1

Stella is not, as originally suspected, a
venture into alcohol sales by the record
industry, but the latest vinyl offering from
the musical facet of enigmatic Swiss -
German artist Dieter Meier. It contains 11
original pieces with lyrics by Meier and
music by the equally mysterious Boris
Blank.

Side 1 opens with 'Desire', a leisurely
instrumental background with a narrative
vocal laid inconspicuously over the top -
the delivery sets the tone for the record as
a whole. 'Vicious Games' takes up where
'Desire' leaves off, with a more up -tempo
backing and a striking female vocal
contribution from Rush Winters, though
it's still punctuated by a narrative vocal
from Meier. 'Oh Yeah', meanwhile, sees
this vocal slowed and mixed as if it were a
part of the percussion pattern to striking
effect.

The guitar, thus far present only in
modest quantities, comes to the fore on
'Desert Inn', an otherwise strongly per-
cussive piece that's immediately and
starkly contrasted by 'Stalakdrama',
which begins by trying to convince you
you're about to listen to FGTH's 'Relax',
but turns out to be a series of differing
soundscapes that range from dripping
water to some very classical styled
strings! The side closes with 'Koladi-ola',
a piece that even manages to incorporate
a little jazz drumming into its varied tone
colours, just for good measure.

Side 2 continues in a similar vein, and
includes a little bit more of the Frankie
way of doing things in the form of the
sequencing on 'Domingo' (together with
a French vocal from Ms Winters), before
extracting a little bit of the feel of Pink
Floyd's 'On The Run' for 'Sometimes'.
After the pleasant instrumental aside that
is 'Ciel Ouvert', the album finishes with its
best song, 'Angel No'. Another up -tempo
piece, this uses all the tricks previously
exhibited elsewhere on the album, which
I guess is Yello's way of trying to get you
to play the whole thing again. It works.

Vangelis
Mask
Polydor 825 245-1

The press release accompanying Mask
makes mention of the fact that Vangelis'
Invisible Connections LP has been rel-
eased by prestigious (and normally rather
conservative) classical label Deutsche
Gramophon, and as chance would have
it, his latest offering is about the most

education. Tim Goodyer
classically -oriented thing he's yet come
up with. Recorded as usual at Nemo
Studios in London, Mask sees the man
himself taking composition, arrangement
and production credits as well as all the
playing ones. However, the vocal depart-
ment sees him gain assistance from an
unnamed (why?) chorale section, whose
sensitive and spirited performances give
the album its distinctive sonic character.

Mask comprises six sections titled
'Movement 1' to 'Movement 6' (how

dull!), three of which appear on each side
of the album. The first movement opens
with some grandiose choral work not
dissimilar in structure to certain parts of
Heaven and Hell (the composer's first
album), and this gives way to a furious,
repeating piano run which later appears
as a sequence in the same movement.
Timbrally speaking, the orchestral
approach prevails and carries us through
into the second movement, which con-
sists broadly of more of the same. One
noteworthy aspect of both this and the
next movement is the inclusion of what I
can only describe as truly enormous
classically -styled 'bangs'! Aside from
those percussive explosions, the third
movement is based around two chords
whose articulation is similar to that
imposed by the old Mellotron. Remember
the ungainly attack and total lack of any
sustain whatsoever? Well, it's recreated
here in all its low -tech glory, I'm afraid.

Fortunately, the other side of the platter
has a few surprises in store. Retaining a
classical overtone, the fourth movement
moves right up to date in its sound
content, employing more percussive,
electronic sounds in a sparser, less
cluttered instrumental setting. Because
whereas the first three movements are
drab and unexciting, the second side has
a sparkle of ingenuity that lifts it well
above the standard of Soil Festivities,
Vangelis' recent excursion into the world
of computer music systems. The con-
temporary (DX7 tuned percussion arpeg-
gios) is counterpointed by the traditional

(lots of Latin from the chorale), and the
whole thing gels nicely.

Mask is a work of some daring that
doesn't quite come off in a lot of places,
but it's ultimately rewarding to listen to,
and it should reach a wider audience than
Soil Festivities ever could.

The Durutti Column
Say What You Mean...
Factory FAC 114

Vini Reilly's Durutti Column bring us a
six -track 12" single comprising a mixture
of vocal and instrumental pieces, all of
them unmistakably Durutti.

This is delicate, introspective music
that really needs to be listened to to be
fully appreciated. No point trying to do
the ironing to this one, I'm afraid. The
opener, 'Goodbye', is an instrumental
that acts as an appetiser for 'The Room',
which follows. This showcases some
excellent sax work, as well as a vocal
that's positively fragile in its appeal.
Another instrumental, A Little Mercy,
ends the first side, while the flip's most
notable track is the lengthy 'Silence', a
song that takes Reilly's lyrical stance into
new depths of melancholy, if such a thing
is possible.

Personally, I'm beginning to wonder if
The Durutti Column will ever get the
attention they so richly deserve. Maybe
their music is simply too thoughtful, too
sensitive, and too gentle for the mass
media to cope with, though I doubt Reilly
will lose any sleep over the fact.

Milton
Love is like a Violence
Embryo CELE 2T

Pictured on the front of the sleeve of
this 12" single clutching a saxophone,
Milton is presumably responsible for the
manic brass -playing on 'Violence'. The
track's opening reminded me of a cricket
suddenly discovering rhythm for the first
time, though it quickly acquires a sparing
repetition of electronic noises that play
host to another narrative vocal. Obvi-
ously Flavour of the Month, those.
Actually, the vocal style is highly affected
but quite individual - decidedly odd, in
fact! More drums arrive towards the end
of the song before the cricket returns to
tell you to put the other side on.

'Violence' isn't really strong enough to
be modern dance music as the current
charts interpret it, but I wait with baited
breath for the Milton album, itself pro-
mised for release soon.
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Ikk 'Roland
COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK

TR707 Digital Drums JX8P Touch Sens. Synth
MXQ 100 Sequencer Juno 106 Synth
MSQ 700 Sequencer JX3P Synth
Mother Keyboard TR909 Rhythm
Rack Modules SDE 3/100 Delays
GT 700 Guitar Synth MPU Peripherals

and much more including all accessories, pedals,
cases etc. Low prices for callers.

0 YAMAHA

18a Soho Square,

London W1V 5FB,
Tel. 01-434 1365

VISA

MATTEL

aal

ELEETPIOnrs

%0C

synsonics
drums

AS ADVERTISED ON T.V.
 Bass, snare. 2 toms, Cymbal and HH 
Use sticks or hands  Drum pads are touch
sensitive  Tom Tom 1 can be tuned over a
5 octave range  3 separate 16 beat
memories allow storage of patterns Each
memory may be layered inMrnatety with
patterns Accent button  Roll button

HIGH TECH DEALER I conies wrth leads to plug directly imo your
i-Fuguitar amp
Rec Retail Price £99.95

WHILE STOCILS LAST
UNREPEATABLE OFFER

CX5 MSX system,
TX7 + Expander,
QX7 Sequencer,
816 FM modules, QX1,
KXB8 Mother keyboard,
DX5, DX7, R1000, RX15,
D1500, RX11, PF10, PE15
pianos.

IN STOCK NOW
PRICE ON

PPLICATION
Central London Main Agent for 100 410 Bass Combo
Bntain s best selling Combos 85 112 Lead Cab
75 112 Lead Combo 0239 85 112 Bass Cab
75 210 Lead Combo [272 100 115 Bass Cab
100 112 Bass Combo. C289 100410 Bass Cab
r .0 115 Bass Combo E324 all inc p&p

Dual lootandlehable
channels. Harmonic
overdrive. ..monies
reverb,eelestIon ape ,3
band value type E

TASCAM
I E \(

244 PORTASTUDIO P.O.A.
Remotes, punch -ins, flight cases for 244
all in stock.

234 Synracet POA
1228 Master cassette 2 speed POA

32 Open Reel Master POA
34 Open Reel 4 on 1/4" POA

38 Open Reel 8 on 1/2" POA

M2 -A 6/4Mixing Desk POA

M/30 8/4 Mixing Desk POA
Enhancement Series in stock eg
PE -40 4 Band 4ch Parametric POA
P8-64 64 way Patch Bay POA

plus all Teac multitrack accessories
cleaners, demagnetizers, cables etc.

TASCAM MULTITRACK PRIMER
Well wntten, extensive book on how to
get the best results from the smallest of
setups

£4.99 postage free

E342
E115
E115
E164
£195

FULLY GUARANTEE) #1,

L5BilL17:1
wirri

lEOUErItial. CilCUir.1 inc
MULTITRACK SYNTH £POA
TOM DIGITAL DRUMS £POA
PROPHET V MIDI £POA
SIXTRAK £595
DRUMTRAX £POA
VOICE CHIPS FOR DRUMTRAX £POA
COM 64 SEQUENCER 64 REAL TIME
SOFTWARE £95

KORG KEY CENTRE
DW6000. DDM110 SUPER DRUMS

DDM220 SUPER PERCUSSION. POLY 800
POLY 61 MIDI. EX 800 EXPANDER

RK 100 REMOTE
ALL IN STOCK

-----11PHANTOM CHROME HARDWARE INC. CASE...£525

Boss E2L3OSS
BF2 Flanger ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
PH1R Phase,
HM2 Heavey Metal
CE2 Chorus.
CE3 Stereo chorus
051 Distorhon
SDI Super Overdrive
GE7 Graphic
D02 Digital Delay
DM3 Delay
NE I Noise Gate
CS2CornpiSuslain
0C2 Octaver
PC2 Percussion
HC2 Hand clapper
D F2 Dist feed backer
TU12 Tuner
DR110 dr rythm
PSM5 power supply
HA5 Maybes and rhl lm mid phones
ALL INCLUDE P&P

TASCAM
Minisfudio

Four meters
Input mixing. Zero return.

Electronic punch -in. Dbx noise
reduction. -At least ten tracks
bounced down onto four.

Lowest U.K. Price

Fostex

E.

C69
C68
C46
C68
C75
C48
C41

C68
C148

C87
C41

C58
C49
C47
C47
C75
C38

C109
C57

0128

SALE SALE SAL
r ender EL Rio

SALE
'215

Fender yale combo [199
Fender studio lead combo 50W
F ender stage lead combo 100W
Fender rnontreux combo 100W
Fender showman combo 200W
Sourer Bullet strat w trem
Sourer humbucker w cal tap
Squrer 57 precision bass
Same. 62 precision bass
Sower 621au boss
Roland cube 40 chows
Roland SDE 3000 dig delay
Roland TR 909 rythm
Simmons SDS 8 kit
Simmons SDS 7 kit
Yamaha R1000 reverb
SH101/MC202 Expender
SECONDHAND ITEMS
Fender twin reverbs
Fender strats from
Gibson SG s from
Gibsom melody maker 57
HH VS musician
Sessionene 112

Roland MC -202
MICRO
COMPOSER

Inc tree spool type data cassette & leads
SYNTHESIZER. Same specification asSH  101
Saw tooth Square wave Sub oscillator pulse
width mod CV & gate Full spec MOD. VCF &
ENV
SEQUENCER. 2729 nom capacity 2 channels
Assign Bar No 3 step time. real time. tap time.
delete bars 8 wrong notes. 'men new ones. add
accent 8 portarnento to both channels. tape save
LCD readout for memory check tempo and
mode
TAPE SYNC. Will put down and run from a sync
code on tape. separate sync out writ run
drum machines e g f339
TR606. 707 1306. 909
650778 DDM 110. from
Inc clock or tape REDUCED TO ONLY

£159

0 YAMAHA r

MT44
bfts in

1:309

Othe stock

MIXERS (See Tascam & Fostex)
MTR 6-42 Unbeatable value
BOSS 6:2 Pan E.O.Effects

DIGITAL DELAYS
Roland SDE 1000
Roland SDE 3000
Boss DE 200
Boss DD 2 Pedal

prices

\ 10
... POA

POP

£ 235 00 0,60
POA

(2,
ANALOG DEL dte csJS

Evans EP 100 £8940 e§
Evans Mini £69A
Boss DM2 £69.

200 m 54
Rozz R-8 £49r

AUTHORISED DEALER Sir
X15X15 Cassette 4 track £215

MN15 Compressor, and all effects
and mixers.

PHONE FOR DETAILS

Ibanez DM 200
P

C_)A

Ibanez HD 1000 Hann... £319
Yamaha Midi POA
Maxim Dual Delay £165 40

p,C3C'

\41*

[237
C268
[332
0440
C129
[111
0185
C189
0189
C135
[525
[349
C660

C1850
C439

..C109

C250
£250
0325
[280
£95

[189

CASIO
NEW

CZ101 & CZ1000
MIDI

DIGITAL
POLYSYNTHS

IN STOCK
NOW

only £345 & £495
0% Interest free
credit available

# \\'
£225 for

POP

REVERBS

Great British Spring £229
Accessit Spnng £132
Vestafire Spnng 19" £219
Aces Spring 19" £89
Yamaha Digital RV 1000 £459
Alantex Rooverb Spnng £39

COMPRESSOR'S/NOISE GATES
FOSTEX 3070 Complimiter 19' POA
Vestafire 19' £225
Accessit Compressor £52

Accessa Noise Gate £52

MISCELLANEOUS
MPC Sync Trac Drum Machine -Tope) £39 .0
Headphones from £154,"
Mikesce. Shure. Audio technica
Prices start from £25 1.0Ast;i'
Boom stands from £18 #
Many other effects CO d>
and accessories
in stock '<<,
Phone

THESE REVOLUTIONARY GUITARS

ARE IN STOCK AT LAST

\-\°

,c,(t
\ o`

cD\
\()

c\ 4\
4.0

\c§Dz

C, Q'c\

\el "' \.6\

O

P&P
inclusive

in all pnces
24 hour despatch
Cheques 7 days

Telephone orders
welcome

M 5 gs
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"CASSETTE
A selection of tapes from readers brave enough to run the gauntlet of an

E&MM review. Tim Goodyer
this one song just makes them seem so.
More of this, please, and soon.

3D Fiction Rotherham
Possibly a familiar name to some

readers, as the band have been featured
in 'On Cassette' twice before. Of the
three tracks on this, their latest tape
offering, the first two are alternative
mixes of the Edwin Starr hit 'Eye To Eye
Contact', the third is a band composition
entitled 'Sometimes'.

One previous criticism this column had
of 3D Fiction was the lack of a song good
enough to attract record company atten-
tion, but this tape is certainly a spirited
reply to that criticism. Recorded during
December last year, all the songs are
tight, finely -executed examples of mod-
ern electronic dance music. 'Eye To Eye
Contact' is as infectious as the Editor
remembers it, so all credit to the band for
preserving the sparkle, while 'Some-
times', though not as inherently strong as
the Starr composition, is nonetheless an
excellent 'demo' (some of the credit for
which the band allot to MIDI) and it could
only benefit further from professional
production.

What worries me about what's an
otherwise invigorating tape is that the
blend it contains is a little too familiar: I'd
liken the sound to a cross between Dead
Or Alive and Donna Summer. Still, 3D
Fiction claim to have found favour for
'Contact' in the clubs and are threatening
to press it themselves if there are no
takers. Either way, I hope they succeed.

The Lucy Ring
London

This one features an unusual pheno-
menon: the successful transfer of
'atmosphere' to a demo cassette. The
song is 'Way of the Heart', and it relies on
a fatally intriguing rhythm/percussion
arrangement, around which is woven an
intriguing vocal line. Setting aside its
similarity to latterday Japan, I really think
someone should hear this! I'm not sure if
the other three tracks on the tape really
are much weaker than 'Way of the Heart',
or whether the competition presented by

Another Russian
Winter North Shields

Four Northerners under some mis-
apprehension over just how far north they
actually are, offering two songs they've
written themselves and one penned by a
former scribe for this page. Now let's get
one thing clear: you can neither bribe nor
blackmail E&MM staff (did I miss some-
thing -Eck and what we actually have
here is a truly tinny TR606 drum sound
doing its utmost to support a set of
unimaginative songs and some drably
singalong vocals. The day comes closest
to being saved by George Todd's rough
but lively guitar, but it isn't quite enough.
Concentrate on the songwriting, boys.

Similar Vein Australia
Something a bit out of the ordinary,

this. On first inspection, the tape (titled
Anomie) appears incredibly pompous,
containing not only an elaborate plot, but
a moral too, would you believe. Plucking
up enough courage to put the tape into
the machine reveals a collection of well
written, competently performed songs
linked by short sound effect bridges (cue
audio backdrop of bar scene) a touch
reminiscent of Sniff and the Tears. The
band's list of equipment (the most up-
market synth is a Poly 800) belies an
overall sound of startling quality, with the
most convincing acoustic drum imper-
sonation I've yet heard from a Yamaha
RX15. Amazing what a bit of thoughtful
programming can do...

Mark FlowersNision
Leamington Spa

Opening with a repeated sequence
that adamantly refuses to progress,
'Ocean of Awareness' sets the scene for
most of the five tracks here. If you're
going to try to create an atmosphere in a
piece of music, your choice of sounds is
of paramount importance (a good recor-
ding is an advantage, too), and this is
where Mark has failed, I'm afraid. Admit-
tedly, equipment is at a bit of a premium
(just the one Poly 800, though we've just
seen what one of those can be made to
do), but that's no excuse for underdev-
elopment. Underdeveloped sounds and
underdeveloped music leave a lot of
unexplored ground - in both areas.

So, shorten the pieces, expand your
collection of sounds and experiment with
different rhythms and sequences, Mark.
But keep the keyboard stand - at least
until it's required for Sunday dinner!

The Best of the Rest
NML is the astonishingly imaginative

name chosen by Leicester's Nigel M
Lloyd for his musical alter -ego. In spite of
providing us with the Bold Sleeve of the
Month, Nigel seems to have a tendency
to make music that's simply too reserved
for its own good. There's not really much
point inflicting yet more directionless
TR606 drum patterns overlaid with
bubble -gum synth lines on everybody, at
least not as far as I'm concerned. Maybe
someone out there will love it. Chapter
29 come from Torquay, where it seems
the job of the vocalist is to support the
band as well as hide at the back of the
promo pics. Come on, Julie, let the world
know you're there. The band have rec-
ently replaced 'an ancient 1960s Vox
organ' with a new DX7, but frankly I can't
tell the difference. Was it worth it?
Remember what Elvis Costello achieved
with his! Anyway, from Finland we have
IPPU, the creation of one Seppo Tapan-
inen. An eight -song demo shows Seppo
using an extensive selection of equip-
ment, some of which is home -built, to
occasionally fascinating effect. All the
pieces are instrumental, and cover every-
thing, feel -wise from Madonna to Kraft-
werk. There's even an attempt at running
entire pieces backwards, though that's
no excuse for the rest of you to run off and
try it. The tape we received was accom-
panied by a very comprehensive list of
equipment that also details the ways in
which it has been patched together to
achieve various results. A quick mention
for the vocoder here, as I don't think it's
been used to its full potential by anyone
to date - and as if to prove my point,
Seppo manages to sweep his vocoder's
filter with a Syntom to produce some
intriguing sonic results. So go to it, demo
people: let's get the old vocoders dusted
off and into action. After that techno-
logical euphoria, we come to this month's
final example of reader endeavour,
another unprovoked Drumatix attack
from Sussex's own Chris Winn, who
would do well to concentrate on writing
for the Eurovision Song Contest. This
sounds like Christmas again, right down
to the sugar-coated vocals and singalong
melody lines. Still, there's a market for it
somewhere.
If you've made a demo you'd like us to
hear, send it well protected (accidents do
happen) to On Cassette at the editorial
address. Feel free to include as many
equipment/recording details as you can,
plus the odd photograph or two if
possible. And as from next month, we'll
be printing contact numbers and addres-
ses for featured demo artists if we're
requested to, so don't forget to attach
them to your tape as well.
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The London Rock Shops
,-------'Iv--''N, \ If rc-r-2.Roland TR-707 I

At"1"All" 1 I i \_ RHYTHM COMPOSER I
ROLAND's latest digital drum ,6 ,r?

machine features powerful new - J. ci) ,-:.-
sounds, a graphic rhythm LCD Nitiii",-- --.. '1114,- II

outputs, RAM cartridge,

---.4. fa Vfifee
display, individual voice

expandable memory and a great price!
/ IP ,,b____.,, - ,,,....

RRP: £525. Pleasecall in person for The --'-- AL"

London Rock Shop's Confidential Price.

You'll find all the newest gear on displayat The London Rock Shops

We specialise in HI Tech electronic rock 'n' roll equipment from

Roland, Boss, Yamaha, Fostex, Tascam, Oberheim, Korg, Casio

and most other leading manufacturers

LONDON ROCK SHOPS:
26 Chalk Farm Road London NW1 Tel. 01-267 7851/5381/1771

7 Union Street Bristol Avon Tel. 0272 276944

Open 10.00 a.m. to 18.00 p.m. (Bristol 17.30 p.m.) Monday to Saturday

All mail order to Bristol store for immediate attention
I 1:1111::11C,',101

Rocleri Roland )

THE LONDON

R.00K SHOP.
Z UNION STREET. BRISTOL. el0272 276.944

CAS I 0
CZ -101 MIDI POLYPHONIC SYNTHESIZER

*We accept Access and
Barclaycard and will be happy to

arrange purchases on extended
credit through HFC Trust or Instant

Credit through Club 24.

THE LONDONnrirmv
KULA Nriur

26 CHALK FARM RD. LONDON NW1. CD 011671381

1111 Ii41.44 14111%*MIDI keyboard controller, as an

usgawmai
Imoisois

expander polsynth in a computer -

controlled MIDI set-up or on its own as

a versatile, digital, fat -sounding
polyphonic synthesizer. RRP: £395.
LONDON ROCK SHOP PRICE: £345

This new, portable MIDI synthesizer
from CASIO is a real example of

reduced -price high technology. You can

use it as an 8 note, remote keyboard

Sound advice AND abetterprice!
LONDON  BRISTOL LONDON 
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Rack Shop
Chips, springs and
the `sproing' test.

Reverb should be the first
effect you buy. Above all
others it can warm, add depth
and enhance a recording.

The Rack Shop Computer
lets you compare the best
using a variety of tracks.

Check out what happens
when you apply percussion to
different units. Listen to various
voices for the bright decay that
suits your music.

Accessit offers the best value
stereo effect, followed closely
by ther Great British Spring.
Moving through the delayed
Fostex reverb, you are soon in
the domain of the affordable
digital unit. The Yamaha 1000 is
great value under £500, and the
Dynacord DRP16 offers full
stereo effect for little more.

ART(MXR) and the Lexicon
PCM60 are top of the
range, designed for profes-
sional lisp.

Compare and choose your
most important effect on the
Rack Shop Computer

Mail Sale
You can buy the products
featured on this page directly
by mail. Phone or send your
order with Visa or Access
number, or ask for a free copy
of our 72 page catalogue. It's an
invaluable guide to recording
products and techniques.

Delivery charges apply as
follows; orders up to £9 then £1,
up to £40 then £2, from £40 to
£300 then £3. Larger orders,
please call for price quote.

5 ways to get more discount*
on the Porta-One this month

Write to;
Turnkey by Mail
Brent View Road
London NW9 TEL

Telephone, 01-202 4366
Telex; 25769 A/B TKBAN G

*Valid until
the end of the
month or our

stocks are
reduced.

ivstereo mixerse
Most of our customers are

musicians first and recording
engineers second. So as well

as supplying their studio
needs, we are often

asked about mixers for
live or keyboard

mixing.
The SECK stereo

consoles represent
the very latest in

electronic and
mechanical design.

Just over an inch
thin, they are totally
encased in metal. A

wide range of
inputs feeds sweep

equalisers, long
faders, and the

accurately peak
metered outputs.

Both 6 and 12 channel
versions in stock and on

demo at the Turnkey Shop
in London's West End now.

SECK 1882 for Fostex's B16
also on sale and on demo.

West End Tannoy
it is most essential to hear

monitoring before you buy.
We are major London stockists
of the Tannoy range. From the
budget Stratfords to the SRM
studio monitors Hear and com-
pare these and products from
Auratone, Visonik, JBL, Fostex
at the Turnkey Shop.

Monitor packages including
power amplifiers are subject to
special discount.

We have bought in massive
stocks of the most versatile four
track notebook

Whilst our normal discount
price is the envy of most music
stores, we're offering extra dis-
count if you can fulfill any one of
the following. *
Group discount. Porta-One is
the ideal songwriting studio.

You are sure to know
someone who wants one
as much as you. Come in
together, and we'll give

you extra discount.
(The more you buy,
the cheaper they get.
Early Riser Come in
to the Turnkey Shop
early one morning,
browse around,
demonstrate, watch
the video and pay for

your Porta-One before 1 lam
any morning and our extra dis-
count for the month is all yours!

Old Boy Routine Bring along
any paperwork that proves you
have bought from Turnkey
before, and you are also eligi-
ble for extra discount
Songwriter Package Along
with your Porta-One, all you
need to get started is a mike
and cans. Buy all three at once
- and there's nowhere you find
a better choice - and there's
extra discount on the total
ready to run package.
Readies Deal Come in with
real pound notes or pay by
cheque, and there's reason
enough for us to offer you extra
discount when you buy.
Group discount. Members of
the Musician's Union are eligi-
ble for extra discount during
the period of this offer.

There's no better deal on
Tascam's hottest product. Call
in to the Turnkey Shop and
qualify now for extra discount.

Hands On and Video demos.
There are informative demos
on the best selling products
and on multitrack techniques.

Each of the demo booths has
the facilities for you to check
out products in privacy,
our sales staff giving help,
only when you need it.

The great eight
track hush -up

Sometimes sale prices get
so low, that they cannot be
printed in the press.

Tascam's half inch eight
track, the 38, is on sale now.
Our bulk buying policy means
the price is so embarassing,
that we cannot even quote over
the phone.

If you are serious about
upgrading to eight track,
there's no better place
to make the deal than
at the Turnkey Shop
right now.

No other store offers such a
wide range of products or new
ways for you
to choose!

You are
welcome to visit the Turnkey
Shop any weekday, from 9:30
till 5:30, till 4:30 Saturdays.

Our expert sales staff are
musicians too, and will be
plead to advise you on the
creative as well as technical
aspects of recording.

You will discover the widest
range of the latest in recording
products, and all the help and
friendly'advice you need. Visit

Britain's foremost
showcase of

Pro -Audio
soon!sumkey

Instant Finance of up to £1000 is available to personal callers who hold a valid Major Credit Card. pshoThe Turnkey Shop, 14 Percy Street, LONDON W1P 9FD. Nearest Underground station, Tottenham Court Road.
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SAME
DRAY LINE
Just one of our customers for the MCS/1
- Midge Ure of Ultravox.
Get the professional sound of a
Powertran MCS/1 into your act.

Specification
Memory Size Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes.
Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds.
Storage time at 8 KHz sampling rate: 8 seconds.
Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds.
Converters. ADC & DAC 8 -bit companding.
Dynamic range 72 dB.
Audio Bandwidth Variable from 12 KHz to 300 Hz.
Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti-aliasing and recovery.
Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator.
MIDI control range: 5 octaves
+1 V/octave control range: 2 octave with optional
transpose of a further 5 octaves.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Once again, Powertran and E&MM combine to bring you
versatility and top quality from a product out of the realms of
fantasy and within the reach of the active musician.
The MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back from
a keyboard (either MIDI or v/octave). Pitch bend or vibrato
can be added and infinite sustain is possible thanks to a
sophisticated looping system.
All the usual delay line features
(Vibrato, Phasing, Flanging, ADT,
Echo) are available with delays of
up to 32 secs. A special interface

enables sampled sounds to be
stored digitally on a tloppy disc
via a BBC microcomputer.

The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top
professional units such as the Fairlight or Emulator. But the
MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5 -figure price tag. And, if you're

prepared to invest your time,
it's almost cheap!
MCS-1 complete only £849 + VAT
Save even more with the MCS-1 kit:
only £599 + VAT

Demonstration Tape £2.50 + VAT
Powertran kits are complete down to the last nut and bolt,
with easy -to -follow assembly instructions.

POWERTRAN ,

Portway Industrial Estate, Andover, Hants SP1 0 3EM, England
Telephone: Andover (0264) 64455 E\ 1
Access/Visa cardholders - save time - order by phone 1=1
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CITY SLAB
HORROR

This month, Australian electronic industrialists Severed Heads release
their second UK album to a small but loyal following that knows musical
courage when it hears it. Chief Head Tom Ellard answers the questions

after the band's first live performance in Britain. Dan Goldstein
E&MM: What, precisely, does Severed
Heads consist of, and what's it achie-
ved so far?

It's an Australian band; the name's
been in use for about four years now. We
put out our first record at the beginning of
1980, and one every year since then,
mainly independently in Australia. It's not
a very healthy place for electronic music,
as the big thing in Sydney is still very
much rock 'n' roll. So it's hard to get very
far doing anything that's at all experi-
mental, there aren't any recognised
channels for it outside of specialised
cassette labels and so on.

Two years ago we were struggling, but
then Dave Kitson from Ink Records in
London picked up a copy of our Since the
Accident LP when he was over in
Australia doing research for a compi-
lation album, and he was sufficiently
impressed to want to release it here
himself. And it's done quite well here,
because in England you can find a

decent -sized audience that's into some-
thing a little bit out of the ordinary.

I think what a lot of people in Europe
like about what we do is that it is a little bit
off at a tangent from what's going on
here. Being slightly cut off from what's
current in the UK and Europe means our
music has an individual flavour to it, a
novelty that people seem to like.

In Australia you can get all the same
information you can get here, all the same
magazines you can get here, and even
most of the same equipment you can get
here. But the difference is that there isn't
the same network of people. You don't
get to experience avant garde music live,
and you don't get to talk to other people
very often about what they're doing.
So what got you interested in elec-
tronics and computers in the first
place?

Well, it was really that big spate of what
was called industrial music or electro-
punk, about '78 or '79. People like Daniel
Miller, Throbbing Gristle, Cabaret Volt-
aire. I was never really into punk as such,
but when you get people using really
cheap electronic gear in interesting ways
- that's when it starts getting exciting.

Around that time I bought my first drum
machine, a fuzz unit, and a third -hand
Kawai 100F monosynth. It was terrific, an
absolutely brilliant piece of machinery -
honestly! It makes the best squealing and
ranting noises you ever heard. It's pro-
bably more like fifth -hand now, but I still
know where it is.

As you can imagine, there wasn't much

motivation in Australia, except that SPK
were just starting up and doing a few
concerts in and around Sydney. But we
got offered half a record to play around
with quite early on. It only cost us around
£250 to be involved in, so we did it. We
came up with an absolutely abysmal bit
of noise! But it was worth it, it had its own
kind of energy.
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Presumably your range of gear has
increased since that time...

Oh yeah, though the improvements
haven't necessarily been for the good. At
the moment I've got a DX7 and I've just
got a Commodore 64 and a Jellinghaus
12 -track software package, but I'm very
disappointed with a lot of it. The program
I'm using has still got a few bugs in it, and
using the German scale doesn't help.

And so far I haven't got much of
interest out of the DX, either. I've got
maybe three or four sounds that I

consider to be incredibly aggressive and
fun, but the problem with an instrument
like that is that it's easy for it to become
predictable. If you take the trouble to try
and understand the principles by which it
works - which admittedly takes a long
time - you begin to understand what
you're going to get out of it before you've
actually achieved anything. With some-
thing like an old modular synthesiser or a
roomful of Korg MS20s (which is one
particular trick we pulled on one occa-
sion), you're never quite sure exactly
what's going to happen next. I'm not
really interested in doing what Dave
Bristow does, just replicating other
sounds, so I don't really know - I hope I'll
be able to get into the DX eventually.

As for the Jellinghaus, let's just say I

wish I'd gotten a Roland MSQ700. Then
at least I'd have been able to transport it.
Carrying about a Commodore, the inter-
face, the software and the disk drive all
over the place can get quite difficult -
everything's so bulky! Plugging a Micro -
Composer into an MS20 is easy, but this
MIDI stuff can get damn awkward; you
end up with a mass of leads all over the
place. The cost is immense, and the
results aren't really all that spectacular.
So what's the equipment on city Slab
Horror, the new Heads album?

Well, it's mostly MS20 and Roland
MC202, not exactly hi -tech stuff. The
MC202 is brilliant, one of the best
synthesisers Roland ever built. It runs on
batteries, so I can bring it over with me to
England and use it on stage, it's easy to
use once you've got into it, and you can
run just about anything off it. In fact,
almost everything in my home studio runs
off the 202; the drum machines, the
synths, even the Jellinghaus software.

The monophonic set-up is one that I

like a lot. With an MS20 and a Micro -
Composer you can fill up seven tracks
and dump down, then fill another six and
carry on like that, so there's quite a bit of
potential, and the most important thing is
that the quality of sound can be a lot
higher than you get with polyphony. With
an MC202 system you can have seven
different tones and amalgamate them,
where as something like a DX7 gives you
polyphony but only one sound to play
with at any one time.
So as far as you're concerned, the
highest -tech music hardware doesn't
really fit into the Severed Heads
scheme of things?

Well, look at it this way. Dave Kitson
has offered me time in a 24 -track studio
that has a Fairlight in it, but I went in there

on one occasion and thought: 'I can't do
anything in here!' The problem lies in the
fact that if you've only got a limited
amount of studio time with a Fairlight,
then obviously you're going to use the
preset disk sounds and obviously you're
going to get in a good engineer to handle
all the sounds for you. And the way things
are at the moment, it's in a band's interest
to use sounds that are instantly available
and that have proven to be successful for
other artists.

`The first synth I ever
had was a third -hand

Kawai 100F
monosynth - an

absolutely brilliant
machine. It makes the

best squealing and
ranting noises you

ever heard.'

That way, you get an endless cycle of
sound that's very difficult to break out of.
The radio plays songs with untreated
LinnDrums on them, so bands record
with untreated LinnDrums because
they've heard them on the radio, and
engineers get more and more requests
for successful sounds that they feel
obliged to comply with. And so it goes
on...
It's imperative, then, that you have a
home studio of some sort that enables
you to work without any time restric-
tion?

Absolutely. We've got an eight -track
now, though like a lot of people we
started off with a couple of cassette
recorders and worked our way up from
there. Actually having that number of
tracks to work with is important to us,

because so much of what we do is based
around tape loops. If you get an eight -
track loop going, you can create some
bizarre percussive effects just by fading
tracks in and out in time with a drum
machine pattern. That's what results in
those great, lolloping rhythm patterns
that have become very distinctive for us.
It is low -tech, but it's good; it's got plenty
of feel and aggression, the qualities I'm
interested in.
But there's a fair bit of sound sampling
on Severed Heads records, how was
that achieved?

Well, most of it on the recent album is
done with a Boss DE200, plus plenty of
sound effects from tape. We used the
Boss to trigger some really aggressive
samples like punching noises and cars
crashing. But the main problem with
sound sampling is the pressure to show
off the fact that you have one. If you

sample the sound of a crashing car,
there's a temptation to let it run on to let
everybody know you're using a crashing
car. In fact, the best thing to do is to use
just the part of the sound that has the
most emotional impact, to work things so
that the original sound is no longer
recognisable.

I don't really think sound sampling as a
technique has got very far yet. The main
hold-up lies in the fact that people are
trying to make narratives with it, rather
than sitting down and listening to the
aesthetic qualities of the sound itself. If
you try to use sound samples for the
purpose of storytelling, they get in the
way of the music.

It's happening largely because the
technology is still coming in. When the
first movies came out, people were using
the new technology in a very heavy-
handed way and the movies they made
suffered. It was only as the gear devel-
oped that people started using it in
subtler ways; that's what should happen
with sampling. What we have at the
moment is a lot of people making glorified
sound effects records with Fairlights, but
it's a stage we've got to go through.
Something like a Fairlight lets you sculpt
a sound in detail after you've sampled it,
but I don't hear much of that going on
when I listen to records. The emphasis is
still on the sample itself; the sculpting will
come later.
So what do Severed Heads have in
store for us? What's next on your
agenda?

It's difficult to say for sure. City Slab
Horror was made basically by me and a
couple of other guys that I'm no longer
involved with. One of them, Paul Deering,
is working on a project to build an
enormous FM synthesiser with John
Chowning, who's the guy who came up
with FM synthesis in the first place.

Right now I'm working with a video
engineer, Steven Jones, who's done
work for Fairlight and is now developing a
huge video synthesiser of his own. The
concert we did here last week wasn't
really very live; it was basically me
improvising on an MC202 to a pre-
recorded video we've been working on in
Sydney called Kato Gets the Girl.
Steven's video synth is a wild instrument,
full of possibilities, but it's just too big to
bring over.

I haven't got much stuff recorded for
another album, mainly because I'm still
trying to find my way round the digital
equipment. Soundwise I'm working solo
and stuff is slowly coming, but I don't
think I'm going to release anything more
just yet because it wouldn't make sense
to produce something while I was learn-
ing how to use the equipment - it would
sound awful.

I'm interested in making some longer
pieces of music, things that don't nec-
essarily have to be just four minutes long.
And the other thing I'll be doing is going
out with a tape recorder looking for some
more sounds to sample or make loops
out of. These days it pays to have a very
long mic cable, you know?
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TECHNOLOGY

100k

TECHtalk

Moog in recent action, opening last year's Ars Electronica festival in Linz.

We start an occasional series of interviews with the people behind today's
musical technology. First behind the microphone is Robert Moog, father

of modern sound synthesis and now Chief Scientist for Kurzweil.

E&MM: You've probably told the story
many times, but how did you get around
to working with Kurzweil? Was the fact
that your own company stopped making
synthesisers the main reason you looked
for someone else to work with?

Bob Moog: I left Moog Music in 1977 -
that was about when my employment
contract came to an end. I felt at that time
that I wasn't going anywhere, and Moog
Music - or the company that owned it at
the time, Norlin Industries - didn't seem to
know exactly what I should be doing for
them. So I thought I'd do some consulting
and some custom instrument -building,
which I did from '77 till about 1982 or '83.

But I always thought it would be nice if I

could find a company with a management
team that I respected, where the head of
the company understood what my contri-
bution could be. And finally it happened! In
the summer of '83 I visited the very first
Kurzweil exhibit at the Music Merchants
Convention. At that time there wasn't even

Henning Lohner
a commercial product, just a demonstra-
tion of a computer program which you
could play from a keyboard. Then I met Ray
Kurzweil and several of the other people
who were with the company at the time. At
the beginning of '84, I was hired as a
consultant for one project, completed that
project, and was then hired in an ongoing
consultancy capacity.

The more I worked for them, the more I
enjoyed the work and, apparently, the
more they saw the benefit I could be to the
company. Finally, at the end of last
summer, they made me an offer which I

found very attractive... I decided it was in
the interest of everybody for me to move to
Boston and join the company full-time.

So what exactly is your function within
Kurzweil?

My title is Chief Scientist, though that
doesn't really describe what I've been
doing. It's an interesting position. In fact,
for someone like me who has a lot of ideas
but not much administrative capability, it's
an ideal position.

I exist partly in marketing and partly in
engineering. The engineering side of my
effort is directed towards what you would
call 'basic research': exploring new ideas
before they actually have to be incorpor-
ated into new products, so we know what
they're capable of doing. In particular, I'm
interested in new designs for keyboard
actions and keyboard motion sensing. It's
an ongoing thing - a very little bit of my
work wound up in the 250, but a lot more
of it will find its way into succeeding
products that'll be introduced in the future.

I began my consultancy by working on
keyboard designs, making certain rec-
ommendations to improve the feel of the
keyboard on the present 250. Those
recommendations were in fact incorpor-
ated before the instrument went into series
production.

Right now, I'm not directly involved with
any other parts of the instrument. There's a
limited amount that I can do to get
everything done properly in a reasonable
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computers in the near future than they
have now.

Still on the subject of the 250, can you
explain the concept behind Contoured
Sound Modelling?

Well, it's a proprietary scheme. And
'proprietary' is a polite word for 'we're not
going to tell you what it is'! It's a very
complex, elaborate set of software pro-
grams used to compress the data of a series
of sounds. What it enables us to do is get a

BAs time goes on,
composers are going
to be looking more

towards writing
for electronic

instruments than
they are for

acoustic ones.'
-k

ti

lot of data
memory.

If we took just raw sounds and digitised
them, we'd run into problems. For inst-
ance, every key on a piano is different, and
within each key, every level of dynamics
has its own waveform. It's not just a matter
of loudness-the whole waveform changes.

Now, we want to get all that information
in there because we want to be able to
reconstruct all those differences, but we
also want to eliminate all the superfluous
information - the redundant data that's
not needed in order for that reconstruction
to take place. And that's what Contoured
Sound Modelling is all about. If all the
sounds that are in the 250 now were there
without their data being compressed, we'd
need more memory chips than are manu-
factured in a year.

So where does the Kurzweil system go
from here as far as add-ons are concerned?

Well, we have a couple of options that
are available right now, though both of
them need to be installed at a Service

into a reasonable amount of

Lecturing on music synthesis back in the autumn

Centre, obviously. The first is the provision
for user -sampling, and the second is a
whole new block of factory sounds that
have been developed recently. This new
block is called the 'daughter board': it
contains several dozen of the sounds that
our software people have gotten through
to compressing.

I want to stress that Contoured Sound
Modelling is not one program. It's a lot
more than just one little trick. It would take
hours and hours to explain all the things it
entails, because the software engineers
that use those programs to develop and
compress sounds spend months on any
given sound, getting it to the point where
it's suitable for playing on a keyboard at all
dynamic levels across the entire length of
the keyboard.

That applies especially to the grand
piano sound, then?

Well, we actually started off with
recordings of grand piano sounds, but it's
not all the same piano. We actually picked
one grand piano for the bass, another for
the midrange, and a third for the top end.
That way, we found we got what seemed
to be a richer, more even range than we
could have achieved with any of the
instruments on their own.

So, putting commercial considerations
to one side as far as possible, how do you
feel the Kurzweil compares to instruments
like the Fairlight and PPG?

The PPG, Fairlight and Synclavier, instru-
ments of that size, are primarily studio
instruments. You're expected to develop
your own sounds and spend a lot of time
putting music together on them. OK, you
can play a PPG or a Fairlight perfectly well
in a live situation, but their orientation is
still very much towards the studio type of
environment. You have your alphanumeric
keyboard and your display, and with a lot
of work, you can do some very beautiful
things. Which is fine - the way you create
beautiful things is by putting a lot of work
into them.

But the 250 is the only machine that's
conceived primarily as a performance

of 1982 - though the technology looks older.
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amount of time. I'm concentrating on
keyboard work, and I'm also helping the
rest of the engineers with my own experi-
ence. For instance, one contribution I made
to the audio channels of the 250 was by
way of just working with one of the
engineers to give him my experience of
working with that sort of circuitry. And that
was a great help to the company.

Are you going to do anything with
sampling and/or the synthesis of sounds
themselves?

I think eventually, yes... Now that we
have Kurzweil users sampling and the
'MacAttach' method of connecting the
keyboard to the Apple Macintosh com-
puter, it shouldn't take too long. If you're
wondering, the reason we weren't major-
ing on that side of things at Frankfurt this
year was simple. We began by having a
Macintosh computer on top of one of the
instruments during the demonstration, and
we found that in the short time that there
was to demonstrate the instrument, a lot of
people were getting confused. They
thought you had to have the computer in
order to operate the 250; in fact, you don't
need it at all. Right now, the computer is
just used to dump sound files and sequence
files onto and then recall them from.
Eventually, the computer will be used for
more than that as the software develops,
but at the moment it's just the storage
medium. All the usual manipulation of the
keyboard and its sounds, as well as the
storage of an individual sound sample
itself, takes place within the 250.

There's been criticism of Kurzweil's
decision to tie the user -sampling facility in
with the Apple Macintosh. After all, it isn't
really the world's most accessible micro.
Have you worked with any other com-
puters besides the Macintosh?

No. Needless to say, we had a lot of
discussions about which computer we
should go for. In the end, the Macintosh
was selected for three main reasons. The
first is that its graphics capabilities are really
terrific, and they're in line with what we
needed in order to have a system that could
operate with a musical instrument. We
wanted to be able to dispense with the
alphanumeric keyboard as a means of
input, and in fact all the software being
designed now conforms with that. To store
and retrieve information, all you need is a
'mouse' and the music keyboard.

The second thing is that the operating
system of the Macintosh is easily compat-
ible with that of the 250. They're both
68000 -based machines, and that makes it
relatively easy to do some fairly complex
interactive things. And the third reason is
that the Macintosh is getting to be - in the
United States anyhow -a very popular and
readily available computer.

So can we conclude that you'll be
working with computers a lot more in the
foreseeable future?

Yeah. Up till now, there was no possi-
bility to use the 250 with a computer, even
though a computer 'porthole' and some
software already existed inside the mach-
ine. Now we have some software for the
Apple Macintosh, and we'll certainly have
a lot more, so in that sense, all our
customers will have much more to do with
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instrument. Of course, it has plenty of
studio features as well, such as a complete
multi -channel sequencer and a great sound
synthesising and editing capability, but
when you're all done, it's easier to play
those things from the 250 than from any
other instrument. You've got an 88 -note
keyboard which is velocity -sensitive,
there's an enormous amount of memory to
hold all the sounds so that you don't have
to load in every sound off disk, and all those
sounds are rich, musical voices - piano,
violins, guitars, xylophone, trumpets-and
they're all available instantly.

I actually have a Fairlight myself, and I
love the damn thing! It's like a wonderland
to me - all these things you can do. But if I

wanted to give a sit-down concert the way
our musicians do at a show like Frankfurt,
I'd much rather have a 250.

What personal projects are there that
you'd still like to realise, apart from being
at Kurzweil now? Do you have anything
particular on your mind that you'd like to
achieve?

Well, my work on keyboards is just a part
of my overall interest in manual control
devices. I really think the next big frontier in
electronic musical instruments is going to
be touch -sensitive control. Even the key-
boards we've got now don't offer anything
like the amount of control that we could
achieve. The keyboard could be much
more sensitive to physical exertion.

Is it part of your current philosophy to
try to extract the performability of acoustic
instruments from electronic devices? Are
you trying to make electronic music more
'live'?

Well it already is live! What we lack right
now is control over nuance, I think. I know
some people believe that's the way electro-
nic music is and probably always will be,
but I don't see it that way. If you can take
the same sound generators that we've had
all along and attach to them very sensitive
control devices that you can manipulate
with your hands, your breath, or your feet,
then there's no reason why you can't play
music that is more interesting, more
appealing, more responsive than what you
can currently achieve with what we have
now.

Do you see a blending together of
electronic and acoustic instruments ever
occurring in the field of, say, symphony
orchestras, as opposed to rock bands?

I don't know about symphony orches-
tras. The symphony orchestra is a mature,
complete medium of musical expression. It
hasn't changed that much in the last 100
years, and I really don't think it's going to
change any more. There might be special
synthesiser -and -orchestra type things, but
when you start getting into the world of
the electronic band, you're really talking
about a different medium of musical
expression.

There'll continue to be symphony orch-
estras, just as there'll continue to be string
quartets and concert pianists - and they'll
continue to play. I think that among people
who play 18th, 19th and 20th Century
keyboard music, the acoustic piano will still
be looked upon as the instrument. But as
time goes on, I think composers are going
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The Kurzweil 250. Is it the Artificially Intelligent successor to the grand piano?

to be looking more towards writing for
electronic instruments than they are for
acoustic ones.

So you see the two sides co -existing for
the foreseeable future, in much the same
way as cinema and theatre, for instance?

Exactly. You know, just because you can
go and see Raiders of the Lost Ark on a
super -wide screen and with six channels of
Dolby sound, doesn't mean to say theatre
is dead. People will always want to go and
see plays.

Let's take something else. When you
have dance troupes going around perfor-
ming in different parts of the world, you
start talking about practical matters. My
wife loves to go to see both classical ballet

'My boss, Ray
Kurzweil, has made

the outrageous
statement that he's
going to bury the
acoustic piano -I

think he might just
pull that off '

and modern dance, so over the years I've
seen a lot of these troupes come through
from all over the world. Some of them have
been strictly classical, some of them highly
experimental, and some of them right in
between, but what they all have in

common is a desire for decent music to
dance to. Usually, what they wind up doing
- even the world -class ones - is bringing
along a tape recorder and a couple of
speakers.

For instance, we saw Baryshnikov quite

recently, and that was a big event - high
culture for where we were at the time. He
brought just four musicians with him
because that was as many as he could deal
with. A synthesist, a keyboard player, a
violinist, and I think a percussionist: and
that was it. After that performance, my
wife and I got talking with the synthesist on
the subject of music for dance and I

happened to mention that I was working
for Kurzweil. To cut a long story short, that
same musician is now going out as

Baryshnikov's only musical accompanist -
on a Kurzweil 250. And that wasn't
something we pushed or got our PR people
to do; it just happened.

It's going to happen a lot more, too,
because a couple of people sitting at a
couple of 250s can, for all practical
purposes, make all the music a lot of dance
troupes will ever need. They can make it
live, and they can make it sound good. And
you know, that seems to be a perfect
compromise between dancing to a tape
recorder and a couple of speakers on the
one hand, and having to pay through the
nose to hire a bunch of musicians on the
other. So that's how I see things going.

My boss, Ray Kurzweil, has made the
outrageous statement that he's going to
bury the acoustic piano. And I think he
might just pull that off, at least as far as
home instruments are concerned. You
know, most of us learn to play the piano
not on a nine -foot Steinway grand but on a
spinet or an upright piano that our parents
managed to save up for with great effort.
Now that's becoming harder because
wood is getting more expensive, labour is
getting more expensive and, by and large,
the pianos you can get for a reasonable
price are getting lower and lower quality.
On the other hand, the 250 and the
instruments that'll follow it will be getting
cheaper and cheaper - that's the way it is
with electronic equipment.
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SHORT CIRCUIT
Time Machine Revisited

As a follow- ID to last month's Time Machine project, here's a simple
circuit that lets you start and stop RX drum machines from devices fitted

with the Roland DIN sync standard. Steve Hartwell
paul White's thorough' ' wonderful
Time Machine design k i&MM April)
solved a lot of electronic music's

most troublesome syncing problems, but
what it can't give you is a usable method
of starting and stopping a Yamaha RX
drum machine direct from equipment
fitted with Roland's 24ppqn sync stan-
dard, henceforth known as 'Sync 24'.

The problem is a simple one. Sync 24
incorporates a clock signal that's present
all the time, and if you take that signal
from a suitable machine and connect it to
a Yamaha RX, the two instruments will
run in sync only if your reflexes are agile
enough to press the two Start buttons at
exactly the same moment. And if you're
trying to play a couple of synths at the
same time, that's not a particularly easy
task to accomplish.

The extraordinary feat of modern tech-
nology you see before you solves this
problem by taking the Start signal from
the Sync 24 bus and using it to operate
the footswitch input of the RX. Simple,
huh?

Sync 24
Before we go any further, a few words

about the Sync 24 standard are probably

in order. The interface - designed by
Roland but subsequently implemented
by a good few rival manufacturers as well
- appears from the outside to be similar
to MIDI, since it uses identical five -pin
DIN connectors. But don't be deceived-
the two standards have precious little in
common besides their connecting plugs,
and are completely incompatible. The
Sync In and Out sockets are wired
identically, so a straight -through connec-
ting lead (ie. Pin 1 to Pin 1, and so on) is all
that's needed to link up a couple of
compatible machines.

Pin 1 carries a +10V signal for the
whole time a sequence or drum pattern is
being played; if a Continue button is used
to start a pattern, a pulse is produced on
Pin 5. Pin 3 carries a TTL-compatible
clock signal, and this runs at a rate
equivalent to 24 cycles per quarter note,
hence Sync 24. Finally, Pin 2 is the
common ground.

The Circuit
There's no way of starting and stop-

ping either the RX15 or its costlier
brother, the RX1 1 , externally other than
by using a footswitch. However, the RX
footswitch input works in a slightly

Figure 1. The circuit diagram.
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Figure 2. Maplin (left) and RS Components relays in detail.
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unusual way in that the machine in

question starts and stops at the point of
transition from closed circuit. We can
make use of this by operating the
normally closed section of a relay each
time we want the RX to stop or start, but
the only signal we can use is the start
signal on Pin 1, and if we connected it
directly to the relay, it would only be able
to start the RX, not stop it.

What we need to do is generate a
switching pulse each time the start signal
changes state and, luckily, this can be
achieved by inserting a capacitor in
series with Pin 1 and the input of the relay
driver. This produces a short positive
pulse at the OV-to-10V transition and a
short negative one at the 10V-to-OV
change. Unfortunately, the relay driver
will only respond to positive pulses -
hence the full wave rectifier to ensure all
pulses are converted into positive
signals.

We also need a high -gain amplifier to
drive the relay properly, and this is
achieved thanks to the presence of two
transistors (TR1, TR2) in the Darlington
pair configuration. D5's purpose in life is
to prevent the large backward EMFs
produced by the relay coil from damaging

Parts List
Resistors
R1 100K, 10% 1/4W
R2 10K, 10% 1/4W
R3 1 K, 10% 1/4W

Capacitor
ci ottF, 100V electrolytic

Semiconductors
D1-5 IN916
D6 Red LED
TR1 -2 BC109

Miscellaneous
SK1

SK2-3

SW1

RL1

Five -pin chassis -mounting
DIN socket
1/4" mono chassis -
mounting jack socket
Single -pole changeover
sub -min toggle switch
6V 1 00ohm changeover
relay, single -pole (Maplin
FM91Y; RS 346-637)
Connector for PP3 battery
LED clip
Box, veroboard to suit
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Figure 3. Prototype veroboard layout.

the transistors, while R3 is the current -
limiting resistor for the LED (D6), which
should light each time the relay operates.

Whilst the relay is operating, the
current drawn is about 80mA, but since
this happens only for short periods and
the current is negligible the rest of the
time, average current drain should be
fairly small.

Construction
As you can see, the circuit is extremely

simple and can most easily be put
together on a small piece of veroboard,

though the exact size of this will depend
on whether or not you're mounting the
relay alongside everything else.

The usual rules apply. Solder the
resistors, capacitor and semiconductor
in that order, making sure you've got
everything the right way round - this is of
vital importance in the case of the
electrolytic capacitor (C1). Choice of
output sockets (SK2, SK3) is up to you; I
used quarter -inch mono jacks because I
already had suitable leads made up. The
RXs use a 3.5mm jack socket for the
clock input and a quarter -inch mono jack

for the footswitch connector.
The whole thing should fit neatly into a

small plastic box, assuming you have one
to hand.

In Use
The connections that have to be made

are as follows. The five -pin DIN socket
(SK1) should be linked via a straight -
through cable to the Sync Out socket of
the master machine. SK2 should be
connected to Cassette In on the RX, while
SK3 is hooked up to the footswitch
socket. You now need to set up the RX for
use with an external clock (beware -
some RX functions don't work in this
mode), with the timebase set to 24ppqn
for Roland equipment and 48ppqn for
Korg machines like the Super Drums and
Super Percussion.

Make sure you use the Start button, not
Continue, to set the sequence or drum
pattern in motion, because the RX11 and
15 are always started from the beginning
of a pattern when the footswitch is
brought into play. And beware: if you use
the Continue facility, start and stop too
quickly or switch on the master controller
with the interface and RX already pow-
ered up, the two machines may become
nicely out of step with each other -
exactly the situation we've set out to
avoid. If this happens to you, press Stop
on both machines and start all over again.

May your patterns be eternally synced.

Bound to Please
E&MM BINDERS
Keep your valuable back issues of E&MM in
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SHIRTS
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TECHNOLOGY/

Powertran BBC Software
We take a look at the utility program that links Powertran's MCS I

sampler and computer interface to the BBC Micro.
Jim Grant & Tim On -

Now that we've described the
hardware that makes up the
Powertran BBC MIDI Interface,

we can go on to look at the company's
software in detail. As we mentioned last
month, the Interface is capable of acting
in two operating modes, one as a

standard MIDI -to -computer link, the
other as an MCS1-to-computer link using
non -MIDI codes.

The MCS1 Disk Program is a utility
package that performs a number of
useful functions relevant to either appli-
cation. The four main functions are as
follows: 1) Upload sounds from the
MCS1 to a BBC disk drive; 2) Download
sounds from the BBC disk drive to the
MCS1; 3) Act as a File Manager to Delete,
Rename and Create sound disks; and 4)
to test for correct MIDI operation by
sending Note On and Note Off codes and
displaying MIDI data.

In the Beginning
If your Beeb is in BASIC mode, the

program boots automatically: all you
have to do is place the disk in Drive 0 and
press SHIFT and BREAK simultaneously.
By way of entertainment, a nice picture
and accompanying copyright notice are
displayed at this point - see Screen 1.
Pressing the space bar or waiting for
approximately five seconds results in the
loading of the program, and displayed on
the screen at this point is a list of the files
on the boot -up disk and a second table of
the commands available within the pro-
gram. At this stage, and assuming you've
got only a single disk drive, it's a good
idea to remove the systems disk and
replace it with a sound disk.

One further point worth noting is that
whatever drive you're using, you should
always request the systems disk catal-
ogue by pressing the BBC function key
(f0 to f3) corresponding to ;the drive
number. This prevents erroneous (and
potentially very confusing) catalogue

displays from manifesting themselves on
screen. On the other hand, you've also
got to be careful not to press keys for
which you don't have drives, or else the
system will 'hang'. If this happens, press
BREAK, and type 0 L D followed by RUN.

Let's start off with the creation of a
sound on disk. The first point to bear in
mind is that a sound disk must be totally
dedicated to holding MCS1 data - if you
try to use it to store other files, you'll hit
trouble. So, place a formatted 80 -track
disk in the drive and press function key 4.
This should result in some disk activity,
and once you've answered YES to the
menu's first two questions, the display
should look pretty much like the example
in Screen 2.

The filenames shown are reserved by
the program to indicate blank areas on
the disk that are set up to receive data
from the MCS1 via the BBC. These are
legal DFS files and can be manipulated in
the usual way using the '*' commands.

Saving and Loading
Once Created, a blank sound disk is

ready to accept MCS1 data. Let's say
you've already sampled a sound into the
MCS1 and that said sound is now
residing within the machine. What you
want to do now is dump the sound to
disk, and this proves to be an exercise of
remarkable simplicity.

First off, connect the interface to the
MCS1 using a five -way DIN cable, and
plug the interface into the BBC's 1MHz
bus. Then press f7 on the Beeb, type in
the requested filename, and press the
switch marked 'BBC' on the interface. If'-
all is well in the interconnection depart-
ment, a message will spring onto the
screen informing you that the two mach-
ines are in fact on speaking terms with
each other. The message you should be
reading is HELLO - MC S- 1 VN 1 . 1
HERE. Intellectual stuff, eh? Data is
saved to disk immediately after this
transfer has taken place, and while the
saving operation is going on, a small
graphics display at the top of the screen
toggles between H and + just to reassure
you that something is actually happen-
ing. The interface's Data LED should light
up at this stage, too, so there shouldn't
really be any cause for alarm.

When all has been completed, the
program displays the disk catalogue -
complete with new filename - and comes
up with the prompt READY. The MCS1
then goes back into Voice mode auto-
matically.

The exact destination of the data on -
disk depends on the number of blank files
available. There are three files available,
each comprising 64Kbytes of sound and
the associated loop parameters. If all
three files have been taken up by
previous DS A V Es, a Disk Full error
message is displayed on the screen.

The reverse process of loading a sound
file from disk into the MCS1 is simply a
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Screen 2.

DISC CONTROL
STATUS

READY:

DRIVE: 2

1 SOUND:1
2 SOUND:2 : DRIVE
3 SOUND:3

f4

: HUMBER

CREATE

4.5

f6

f7

f8

f9

RENAME
DELETE

DSAVE

DLOAD

MIDI

C Powertran 1984

Screen 3.

KEY STATUS
fl OFF

OFF

OFF

MIDI TEST
TX CHANNEL: 1

MIDI CHANNEL
ALL NOTES OFF

<X> TO EXITf3

f4 OFF

f5 OFF DI received

f6 OFF Note OH 00011101 C#5

OFF Velocity 01101011 107

OFF
C Powertran 1984

case of pressing f8, entering the requt_.:_,--
ted filenumber, and pressing the MCS1's
'BBC' button. The same start-up mess-
age and graphics symbols should appear
on -screen at this point, and as is the case
with the DS AVE operation, the MCS1
reverts to Voice mode as soon as a
D LOA D has taken place, and the pro-
gram displays a R E A DY prompt. Since
the original loop parameters are loaded
along with the sound data itself, the
sample is instantly playable once it's
been transferred to the MCS1.

Two auxiliary filing functions are
accessed by pressing f5 and f6 respec-
tively. The former is R E NAME, and not
surprisingly, this allows you to give a file a
new name, and automatically guards
against files being given the same name
or one of the CREATE filenames.

The other function is DELETE, and
this declares files blank by giving them a
blank filename. If, by some unhappy
accident, you use this function by mis-
take, don't panic. It's only the filename
that disappears, not the sound, and
things can easily be rectified by the
RENAME function.

MIDI Testing
Pressing f9 gets you into the MIDI test

display page, and this presents an
entirely new set of key functions, as
shown by the example in Screen 3. As
you may already have gathered, function
keys 1 to 8 transmit Note On and Note Off
codes in a toggle fashion, while f9 turns
all notes permanently off, and f0 changes
the MIDI transmit channel.

The MIDI Receive section is capable of
accepting both Note On and Note Off
codes from an external MIDI device, and
displaying both their binary value and
position on the music keyboard. It can
also display key velocity in both binary
and decimal. Bear in mind, though, that
some MIDI keyboards don't actually
transmit Note Off commands at all - they
use Note On codes with velocity values of
zero instead. Once you've carried out as
much MIDI testing as you see fit, pressing
`X' on the Beeb's keyboard will take you
back to Disk Control.

A few last points. The utility program
can only be used with an 80 -track .disk
drive and on a Beeb without a second
processor connected. If you press
ESCAPE at any time, the program will
RUN from the beginning. However, this
function does not allow you to ESCAPE
from the DSAVE or D LOAD sections, as
these are machine code routines. and the
ESCAPE key is scanned by BASIC.
Finally, if you press BREAK by mistake at
any stage, typing 0 L D followed by R UN

will recover your program at the drop of a
hat.

Further information on both the BBC -
MIDI Interface and the utility program
described above can be had from the
manufacturers, Powertran Cybernetics.
Port way Industrial Estate, Andot:.
Hants SP10 3EM. gr (0264) 6'1.9:5.
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FANTASTIC NEWIir=i Roland PRODUCTS
* INCREDIBLE SOPHISTICATION UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

erX8P TOUCH SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH' OLAND DIGITAL DRUM SYSTEM'
State of the Art sounds and performance DDR30

ROLAND SRV2000,STEREO DIGITAL REVERB £1275

   1 1 MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable - 99s Delay!
Rolands new SRV2000 Digital Reverb offes a unbeatable new market
leader in digital reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI controllable
unit. Look at these features and compare the competitors price! 24
memories! Parametric E0 control) for room size PRG delay.
Gate/Damping, Rev time MIDI + 6 intergrated display, stereo output o
up to 99 seconds! Many other features!
ORDER NOW FOR JULY DELIVERY

ROLAND SDE2500
MIDI DIGITAL DELAY

A MIDI controllable Digital Delay with 64 memories
Available June 1985

ROLANDS NEW
SUPERCUBES

Roland introduce a completely new range of their ultrr,
successful compact cubes.

SCC40 Lead 40W £215
5CC60 Lead 60W £245
SCC60 Lead 100W £329
SCB40 Bass 40W E225
SCB60 Bass 60W £259
SCB100 Bass 100W £319
New JC77!!
2 10 BOW Jau Chorus £475
AU. AVAILABLE NOW

Rolands Brand new Digital Analogue Polysynth with optional PG800 Programmer

AVAILABLE NOW

JX8P £1165

drum module has
PCM sound, sophisti
cated editing+ MIDI in
and out. All pads
natural feel and fully
touch sensitive.

£1699

*to

MKB 1000 & MKB 300
MIDI KEYBOARD CONTROLLERS

MPG -80

itIPO

141116 N

MSQ 100 POLYPHONIC
MIDI SEQUENCER

Following their success with the world's first MIDI sequencer the
MS0700 Roland now introduce a new budget version packed with

features at a price for all

£POA

,ifrks,s0-"` TR707 DIGITAL MIDI
RYTHM COMPOSER

TR727 DIGITAL MIDI
PERCUSSION COMPOSER

Rolands new TR707 and TR727 continue their fantastic
success in low price, high quality rhythm units both units
feature real and step time 69 patterns MIDI graphic displa

Independent outputs, memory expansion cartridge. NewTR727 percussion sounds include Bongos,
Conga Ttrnbace Agog Cabana Maramba Whistle (Armada and Tubular Bell!! £465

OSS DSD2 DIGITAL
SAMPLER/DELAY

Coot nixing BOSS's remarkable market domination
The new DSD2 over the worlds first
portable battery powered sampler delay in
a compact pedal. Equally versatile as a
sampler or delay featuring 200 to BOO
milliseconds in sample MIDI with pitch
variation and overdub facility!

AVAILABLE
JUNE 85

£175

ROLAND PIANO
PLUS 50/100

MIDI ELECTRONIC PIANOS

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

Ideal for the home recording freak'
Bess offer the novel concept of effects n a ln a neat '9 rack
tormat 12 per rack,
Range Includes.

RDD-10 Digital Delay £175
RCL 10 Compressor limiter £110
RBF-10 Flanger E110
RPH-10 Phaser £110
RGE 10 Graphic £0 £110

e

I

Rolands New Series of HP100/50 Electronic Pianos offer 4
superb new sounds with the MIDI connection,
76 keys stereo, key transpose, built-in speaker, chorus and with
touch sensitivity and MIDI channel program assigns capability
make an ideal budget MIDI keyboard controller, as well as piano'
AVAILABLE JULY 85

BOSS MICRO RACK
MIDI UNITS

Supporting the MIDI revolution
Boss offers a new range of MIDI
control units that fit the micro
rack standard. Range includes
MI -30 MIDI channel filter/
convertor £199
MI -40 MIDI input selector £65
MI 50 MIDI output selector £85
MI -10 MIDI to CV interface

£245
AVAILABLE AUGUST 85

MKS 10 PLANET P
MIDI PIANO MODULE £839

MKS 30 PLANET MIDI
POLYSYNTH MODULE

MKS 80 SUPER JUPITER
MIDI 8 VOICE MODULE

£1589
3

SBX-80 SYNC BOX

£839

The SBX-80 is an affordable programmable tempo controller that can generate and
read SMPTE time code it generates pulse signals controlled by MIDI data, 24 -clock
DIN signals or SMPTE time code thus the SBX-80 can be used as a master tempo

controller for almost all electronc instruments the tempo is controlled by knob or the
tap switch on the front panel or by the click signals stored in external equipment not

only in time with the metronome rhythms of a drum machine or a sequencer, but
also in time with his own rhythm. The SBX-80 can memorize alllhe changes of

tempo in any composition a display shows all the data required including the lemur,
value and time synchronization with tape recorder - indispensible for multi -track
recording - is achieved using SMPTE time code instead of ordinary FSK tape sync
signals in this way. The SBX-80 allows equipment to be synchronized with a tape

recorder from the middle of composition. It is also possible to overdub rhythm
machine nr a sequencer over a composition that 4 recorded without FSK tape

signals

CMU802
TB303

AMPS 8 SPEAKERS
SST40 Speakers
SST60 Speakers
SST80 Speakers

ROLAND SPECIAL OFFERS
Roland JX8P n PG000 . .. . .. ......... ..... £1395
Roland Juno 106 headphones + case.....0295
Roland JP8 + headphones ... £1995
Roland 58101 TMGSt Handgnp, Case £249

r headphonesDRUM tAACNINES
14808

TR707 £495
T06416 £185

121110A

CR5000 £P0A
00/ 10.__ £125
RMK100 ..... £49

SEQUENCERS
JS060 £139
MS0700 £795 G202 1299
MS0100 £425 G505 f.499
MC202 £199
CS0600 £199
MC4B+ OP8 £699
MC413 +0P81A £799
CMU800 £99

£49
£POA

._£149

JC120 Jazz Chorus ... £499
JC77 Jazz C,horos £425
Cube 40 £159

Spirit 254 £135
Cube 606 . £215
Cube 40CH £185
suCupeber6OCcubeH40 £225

Supercube 60
£189
£249

Supercube 100 £329

GUITAR S1111116

G707 £650

ROSS PEDAL BARGAINS :in
0D2 £135
DR/ 10 £125
CE3 £65 ==::i
CE2 E65
BF2 £75

612 £40
1145 £75
PC2

3
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YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER -INCREDIBLE NEW PRODUCTS

£2999

Digital programable synthesizer. State of the art performance yet affordable! 76 Key velocity
sensitive with aftertouch 16 Note Polyphonic (dual) or 32 note Poly (single) 128 Memories,
6x 2 operators 32 Algorythms! Split channels! MIDI 8 parameter digital ED!

QX1 MEGA SEQUENCER!
Incredibly sophisticated state of the art data
storage, the most powerful yet!
8 Polyphonic channels, built in disc drive with one
megabyte storage (80,000 notes!)
Extremely sophisticated editing.

Best Yet! £2499

QX7 DIGITAL
;SEQUENCE RECORDER

Yamaha continues the fabulous X7 range with an
incredibly cheap poly, midi sequencer! 2 track,
16 midi channel sequencing in real or step time!
MIDI in and out! Storage! Editing! Just like a multi
track but with digital quality! £499

X7 FM TONE £699
GENERATOR

DX7 half price!!? Almost! All the functions of the
worlds best selling synth in a compact keyboard
controlled through MIDI! 6 Operators, 16 note
polyphonic, 32 memories, LCD display! Low price!

KX88 REMOTE

MIDI KEYBOARD
Yamaha invent the ultimate in midi remote keyboards! Light and portable yet full of features!
88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel! 19 different control effects 192 parameter change
possibilities. THE ULTIMATE! £1399

816/TX812 FM TONE

GENERATOR SYSTEM

Sytem of the future now! 8 DX7s in a rack creating
unbeatable versatility. 32 voices per module
individual MIDI channel assign.
11)(812 ideal starter with two modules and rack expandable with additional TFI modules!

£4199

MT44D 4 TRACK
Yamaha have completely redesigned the popular
MT44 system with sharp new looks and many
new features, LED Display, 6 input mixer new
patchbay etc.

Yamaha's affordable music computer now with
new software! Real time multitrack recorder,
4 track controllable from MIDI keyboard (DX7 etc)!!
RX drum machine programer!
Program your RX11 or RX15 with fabulous
graphics from a CX5 just like the DX7 cartridge!

£799

202 NEW KINGS ROAD,
FULHAM. LONDON SW6
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE
TEL 01-731 5993

01-736 4771

10 BADDOW ROAD.
CHELMSFORD ESSEX
TEL 0245-352490

Instant Credit Available.

104 106 ELM GROVE.
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH
HANTS
TEL 0705-820595

1E3 11)

85 ST. MARY S STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON HANTS
TEL 0703-26798

I

REV -1 PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL REVERB
Yamaha introduce the world beating ON DEMO NOW!
REV -1 Digital reverb! 19" Rack mount
unit plus multifunction remote control EPOA
with superb LCD graphics. Max reverb
time 99s, 90 memories (30 preset)
Packed with features! Simulate any kind
of reverberation system characteristic!

REV -7 PROFESSIONAL

DIGITAL REVERB WITH
Yamaha break the price performance
barrier with the brandnew REV -7! 19"
rack mount unit with remote simulates
any reverb characteristic! New LSI chips

MIDI
give up to 15 early reflections and 99.9
milliseconds of initial delay. Parametric
Eq. MIDI, 30x presets, stereo, 60
user memories!!!

YAMAHA PA GUITARS AMPS - DRUMS
YAMAHA GUITARS

NEW ELECTRIC/ACOUSTICS
£169.00 FNS75E £299.00
£199.00 FNS95E £349.00
£539.00 CN525 classic £299.00
£429.00

 MO.......

NEW ELECTRICS
New SE200 3pu
New SE300 w/trem
SG1300TS trem/lock nut
SE700HE Humbuckers

NEW BASSES
BB1100s Active E0
BB300
BB400 SF Fretless
BB3000

YAMAHA DRUMS
£399.00 Series 9000 standard sizes now also available in
£199.00 powertom and new finishes. In Stock!
£279.00 Series 5000 also now available in Powertom.
£699.00 In Stock!

YAMAHA PA
The new co 'act high powered 5250 speaker system comprising of the S250X full range cabinet,
250w handling with carbon fibre cones and high frequency compression driver and horn.
The S250G is a high powered bass which when used in conjunction with the S25xs give a full range
system capable of handling 1100 watts.

S250X £399.00' each S250S £499.00 each

CALL IN FOR FULL DEMONSTRATION
2

DX7

The worlds best selling synth now even more versatile with the new 0X7, TX7 modules'

RX11 RX15
Now programmable from a CX5 with superb graphics, and
controllable through MIDI. Real and step time fabulous
digital sound quality.
RX11 has individual outputs and cartridge memory
expansion.

YAMAHA SPECIAL OFFERS
MT44 MULTITRACK RECORDER £499
CS01 PORTABLE SYNTH £99 3
PF10 DIGITAL ELECTRONIC PIANO £549
R1000 DIGITAL REVERB £499
MR10 DRUM MACHINE £69
KX5 MIDI REMOTE KEYBOARD £295
CX5M (Free YKO1 K/bd & S/ware) £POA
RX11 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE £699
RX15 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE £499
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KORG
DW6000 PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER

e

A digital synthesizer that responds like
musical instrument! Korgs new
W6000 otters advanced digital sound quality with easy to use analog processing and control!! +MIDI interface £999'

Look at these features! 6 voice 69 memories complete sound generation through harmonics synthesizer encoded in 2x256 ROM I

chips 2 oscillators with 8 waveforms each.

SDD2000 DIGITAL SAMPLER/DELAY
Korg introduce a new rackmount effect for the exciting new world of sound sampling, and it's controllable from a
polyphonic MIDI keyboard, sampling at last affordable.

011=111101111111M.
£699

4368MSEC in both DECA-1 sample mode make sequencing as well as single note sampling and digital delay possible
with 64 memories transposable through MIDI!

MR -16 MIDI RHYTHM UNIT
The answer! Digital drum
sounds controllable through
MIDI at new low price! 19
high quality PCM recordings
triggered by MIDI keyboard,
drum machine, sequencer
etc!!

£POA

CASIO
CZ101 and CZ1000
Casio's world
beating CZ1000
now available
with full
size keys

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER
Real or step time
MIDI, RAM cartridge
4 track 1800 notes

£345

11:111:33:11

CZ101
£345

CZ1000 £595
4

MPK130 MIDI PEDALBOARD

Korg open MIDI territory. At last all musicians have additional
performance potential with this pedalboard and the
wonderful world of MIDI'!
Use it with the Korg MIDI Module for an incredible versatile
and low price system.

£345

V

AKAI
MG1212

The incredible 12 channel
mixer recorder on 1/2"

cassette tape

£5999

AX80 8 VOICE PROGRMMABLE
SYNTH TOUCH SENSITIVE

MIDI 96 SOUNDS
NEW LOW PRICE

£999

NEW AX80 VERSION 2
SOFTWARE UPDATES

MIDI SOUND MODULE

MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER

CT6000
6 NOTE MIDI POLYSYNTH

WITH TOUCH RESPONSE &

AFTERTOUCH STEREO MIDI

20 PRESETS

MANY FEATURES

£645

MINIM

SIEL DK80 DYNAMIC POLYSYNTH
Introduce a brand new Touch Sensitive Polysynth at the incredible

low price of £699
Look at these features!

12 voices (6 note Poly) Dynamic Keyboard,
Built-in 2 track real time Poly MIDI sequencer!

150 programs, stereo advanced MIDI

SIEL MIDI EXPANDER 80
19" rack 8 voice 50 memories, RAM & ROM extensions+ 300 note

Polysequences on board! £399

£399
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Fostex

......

Join the personal multitrack
revolution of Future Musics
16 track package deals!
The worlds incredible
successful 16 track 1/2" recorder
with Dolby C with a choice of
8 fabulous mixer/package with
enough features for the most
discerning pro!

FOSTEX X15
The portable multitrack
phenomenen!!
Now available with free power i
supply

£299!
Or with MN15 +PSU

£335!!

Fostex A8 8 track 14" tape, Dolby C,
complete with 350 mixer & 3060 meter bridge

£1799
plus free Roland CMU802 tape sync unit -

worth £100

FOSTEX 250
Multi tracker. Still the best four track

cassette system at a price you can afford.
Phone for details or call in for a demo. £POA

FOSTEX B16 RAM MEGA
GREAT COMBINATION £5295

FOSTEX B16 - AHSY5K8
AHB. MOST SUCCESSFUL MIXER

£5335

FOSTEX B16 4 DYNAMIX 24/8/16
BEST VALUE SYSTEM £4950

FOSTEX B16+ BHCM24
LATEST COMPUTER MIXER

£5995

FOSTEX B16 SOUNDTRACKS
MOST POPULAR COMBINATION

£5650

FOSTEX 816 RSD 16/16/2
EXCELLENT FACILITIES

£5295

FOSTEX B16+ SECJ 18/18/2
NEW SECK MIXER

SET TO BE A WINNER
£4965

FOSTEX 816 SOUNDCRAFT
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

£6999

Accessit
ACCESSIT

STILL THE BEST VALUE IN BUDGET
SIGNAL PROCESSORS

COMPRESSOR £52.00
NOISE GATE £52.00
DUAL SWEEP EQ £52.00
STEREO REVERB £52.00
FOUR WAY PSU £33.00
SINGLE PSU £8.00

RACK MOUNT KITS AVAILABLE
STUDIO/DISPLAY RACKS FROM £65.00
FULL RANGE OF TANNOY MONITORS
AND QUAD POWER AMPS IN STOCK allailigl1

202 NEW KINGS ROAD
FULHAM LONDON S VV
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE

TEL 01-731 5993
01-736 4771

10 BADDOW ROAD
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX
TEL 0235-352490

Instant Credit Available.

101 106 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA. PORTSMOUTH
HANTS
TEL 0705-820595

1E3

85 ST MARY S STREET
SOUTHAMPTON HANTS
TEL 0703 26798

ONATINNI

RECORDERS
POSIES 015
FOSTEX 250
FOSTEX A8
FOSTEX 1316

YAMAHA MT440
MAI MG1212

MIXERS
DYNAMIX 18:8:2 £995.00
RAM RM10 £499.00
FOSTEX 3/450 £535.00
ACES 10:8:2 £399.00
AHB 16-8.2 £1595.00
ABB CMC 24 £2750.99
SOUNDTRACS 16:8:16 £2385.00
YAMAHA 99602 £249.09

£1493.00

£299.00
£720.00

£1375.00
£4,000.00

£399.00
£5399.00

HOME RECORDING & PERSONAL MULTITRACK

MONITORS
TANNOY Stattords .........

YAMAHA Ns10 ... . ........ ..............
YAMAHA S1OX
YAMAHA S20X

POWER AMPS
QUAD 303
00,40 405
ROLAND SRA1200
ROLAND SRA2400
ROLAND SRA4800

DIGITAL REVERB
YAMAHA Rev 1
YAMAHA 91000
ROLAND SRV2000

SPRING REVERB
C.113011sh Spring £229.00

3180 StereoSS

RX100

CESSIT Stereo Rev............_...._
O

..........................£132.00
E340.00
£125.00

BOSS CE300 CHORUS ...
IBANEZ HD1000

E230.00
£325.00

NOISE GATES
GRAPHIC ER
F OST EX Dual 10 band £199.00

£199.00 IACCESSIT Noist Gate 62.00 'ROLAND SE0331 31 band £345.00
£69.00 ,DRAWMER Noise Gate £335.00 ROLAND 5E0315 2 x15 btvld £395.00

£110.00 YAMAHA 02031 2031 Mind £399.00
COMPRESSOR/UMITERS
'ORAWMER Compressor/Limiter E395 .00

YAMAHA C01031 31 band £229.00

£179.00 FOSTER 3070 compARM 649.00 MICROPHONES
£269.00 YAMAHA 102020 629.00 AUDIO TECHNICA
£399.00 ACCESSIT Compressor 62.00 BEYER CALL
E725.00 ANG FOR

E1450 DIGITAL DELAYS
ROLAND SDE 3000 693 .00 ELECTR0V0ICE PRICES

EPOA
ROLAND SDE1000
ROLAND SDE25000 MIDI

6195.00
695.00

TAPE SYNC
ROLAND CHU802 Tape sync £49.00

E475.00
mama YAMAHA 01500 MIDI

BOSS DE200
£550.00
E275.00

ROLAND S0X80 Sync box
SYNC 24, MIDI, SMPTE

09500

SIMMONS
ELECTRONIC KITS
SDS7 Digital
analogue kit

SDS8 analogue kit

Introducing the
incredible new
SDS1 Digital
DRUM!!! £250

S  WM

11..SDS EPB sound
sampler for
SDS7!! £390

:m:All in stock

Lle

IM2

17411*

cIlltirnateePercussiort

5 KIT QUALITY ELECTRONIC
SOUNDS AT UNBEATABLE

LOW PRICE!!! £499
Ultimate (stands
percussions new

extra) up 5 kit
offers high

quality sounds.
New design!

Incredible
value!

GREENGATE
DS3
POLYPHONIC
DIGITAL
SOUND

= SAMPLER
Incredible price break through sound
sample board for Apple IIE only £250
with digital scan 4 poly keyboard
£550 +VAT
Complete Apple IIE system, Apple IIE
+ 2 drives, crds, keyboard and
software £1400 +VAT
New looping software
in stock

'Delta DIGITAL
INTERFACES

OAP
OJ

.!;§"

control 1 volt per oct £129
XX305 sampler converter with,
MIDI input EPOA <(5'

Delta Drum DD8 MIDI drum interface convert your MIDI
drum machine to be triggered by accoustic drums or pad!
Each pad or pick-up available to any MIDI
channel!! Price £399 , 0"
Delta pads DP4 set of 4 pads £99 49.Pick up from:

,Ilr,,SX301 digital delay/sampler
conversion £89 dr
SX303 convert your digital delay
in to a sampler with pitch
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BACK TO BASICS
Our beginner's guide to synth programming continues with a quick peep

into the world of envelope shaping and filter sweeping. Steve Howell
Last month we saw how a synthesi-
ser can be used to 'shape' a sound,
simply by the user applying a rising

and falling Envelope Generator (EG)
voltage to a Voltage Controlled Amplifier
(VCA) to vary a sound's amplitude during
the course of a note.

Now, it so happens that in addition to a
sound's amplitude altering during the
course of its existence, its tone usually
varies to a greater or lesser degree in
accordance with those amplitude chan-
ges. More often than not, the louder a
sound is, the brighter it will be. Why?
Well, the reasons boil down to a question
of energy. Play a musical instrument with
vigour, and you supply more energy not
only to the overall level but also to the
harmonics, especially the higher ones.
Result: a sound with a significant amount
of extra top end information.

Another acoustic phenomenon, also
connected with principles of energy, is
the way these higher harmonics die away
more rapidly than lower ones; they simply
don't have enough energy to sustain for
as long a period of time as the lower
harmonics and cannot, therefore, survive
as long.

Well, I'll be quite frank with you and
admit that the above is a highly summar-
ised version of events as they occur in
real life, but it's as much as you'll ever
need to know in the field of synth
programming, so don't panic.

As we've already discovered, an EG is
nothing more than a voltage generator
whose output voltage is shaped using a
synth's ADSR (or whatever combination
of initials you happen to have) controls.
Normally, this module does nothing
whatsoever without receiving a gate/
trigger pulse of some description, this
being commonly derived from a key-
board. It's this pulse that initiates an
envelope transient which, in turn, is
applied to the VCA so that the sound can
be given an envelope shape.

So, given that the EG is nothing more
than a voltage generator, it follows that its
output can be applied to any voltage -
controllable module within an analogue
synthesiser for any number of program-
ming purposes - so long as your synth
has the sort of routing versatility such
operations demand. For the moment,
though, we'll confine our activities to the
application of the EG to the control input
of a Voltage Controlled Filter (VCF).

Envelopes & Filters
Let's kick things off with a good ol'

diagram. Figure 1 shows the layout of a

simple synthesiser such as a Roland
SH101 or any of its Juno series polysynth
derivatives. The important point to note is
that the EG is connected not only to the
VCA but also to the VCF. It's this
arrangement that allows the creation
of the strangled duck effects made
(in)famous by the unimpeded musical
tastelessness of a few mid -seventies
keyboard players.

Just in case you missed E&MM March,
the response slope of a typical VCF is
given in Figure 2. As you can see, the
higher harmonics are drastically attenu-
ated above the cutoff point, allowing only

the lower harmonics to be heard. The
Cutoff Frequency control on the front
panel of your synth lets you choose the
exact location of that point, giving rise to
all manner of timbre! manipulations (tone
changes, dummy!). If you want a graphic
illustration of what sort of effect varying
the Cutoff Point actually has, place the
left-hand edge of a fag packet at an angle
of 45 degrees over the diagram and move
it from left to right - you should see
harmonics being lopped off at intervals
as you move the packet back and forth.
The very fact that a synth's filters are
voltage -controllable means that the

Figure 1. Block diagram of simple synthesiser, with one EG
shaping.

being used for both amplitude and tonal
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Figure 2. Response slope of a typical VCF - the shaded area represents the sound we actually hear.
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cigarette packet can be replaced by a
device that generates a voltage of some
form to do the job automatically. Enter
the EG, a wondrous piece of electronic
wizardry that accomplishes all the tasks
required of it, and as a bonus, happens to
be cheaper (in the long term), healthier
and less anti -social than 20 Benson &
Hedges will ever be.

Given that as a sound dies away into
oblivion, its upper harmonics are first
against the wall, it follows that if we
sweep the VCF with the same voltage
that's opening and closing the VCA, the
upper harmonics will fade along with the
sound's amplitude, as the voltage
sweeps downward through the filter's
cutoff range. Thus, the sound becomes
'softer' as well as quieter.

Well, that's the theory anyway - in
practice there are a couple of things you'll
need to bear in mind if you want your
filter -sweeping activities to be the envy of
all and sundry...

Sweeping Statements
Back in March, we mentioned the fact

Figure 3. Inverting an envelope shape.

that a filter has a summing amplifier at its
control input that allows you to mix
voltages together. The Cutoff Frequency
control does nothing more than route a
DC voltage through this summing amp,
and all other voltages are then added to it
so that, in effect, the control sets the
working area of the sweep. And in the
case of the EG, it sets the lowest level of
cutoff, whilst the EG Modulation Amount
sets the upper limit of the sweep.

Let's say the uppermost limit of the
filter is set by pumping five volts into it.
Setting the Cutoff Frequency control to
maximum will do just that, and any sound
you choose to route into the VCF will pass
through unaffected. Now let's say you
want to sweep through the filter - simply
turning up the EG Modulation Amount will
have no effect, because no matter how
much additional voltage you ram into the
filter's control input, its effect will be
ignored by a filter that's already at its
maximum setting courtesy of the DC
voltage from the Cutoff Frequency con-
trol. So if you want some kind of sweep,
you've got to decrease the setting of the
Cutoff Frequency control to give a point

EG

Gate /Trigger

Inverter

+5V

OV

from which the EG can take over.
What we end up with as a result of all

this is a couple of rules of thumb for those
aiming to get the best sweeps from their
synth. Very wide sweeps are best achie-
ved by setting the Cutoff control quite low
and the EG Modulation Amount relatively
high, but the procedure for more subtle
sweeping effects is a mite more involved.
You're best off setting the Cutoff point
fairly high and then adjusting the EG Mod
Amount to give the exact degree of
sweep you're after. Remember that you
can set the Cutoff control higher than the
EG Mod Amount and still hear a sweep;
an arrangement comprising the former
control on full and the latter on minimum
will result in the filter being almost fully
open, with the application of the EG's
voltage opening it still further.

Sustaining Interest
Now, unfortunately, we come to

another complication. Whilst we've dis-
covered that the Cutoff control governs
the lowest range of an EG's sweep and
that the EG Amount control governs the
upper regions, there is in fact a further
level control to consider.

Imagine you've set the Sustain control
on your EG to halfway. The tone of the
sound will come to rest at that point as
you keep your finger(s) on the keyboard.
But maybe that sustained sound isn't
what you're looking for: and if it isn't,
there are three possible ways of altering
the status quo. You could adjust the
Sustain level directly, but that won't
necessarily give you the amount of
sweep you're looking for. Alternatively,
you could alter the Cutoff Frequency
control, but this could alter the character
of the sound quite drastically, as could
adjustment of the EG Mod Amount
parameter. Unfortunately, I can't supply
any concrete answers to this predica-
ment - all I can say is 'listen for yourself',
and bear in mind you might need to alter a
couple of other parameters in addition to
the three mentioned above to get exactly
the effect you're after.

OK, time for yet another complication.
Many of the more recent synth designs
have a feature that allows you to invert
the EG voltage, a process that simply
turns a normally positive -going voltage
upside down so that it's going to a
negative value - see Figure 3. In fact, all
this means in practice is that you have to
turn all my words of wisdom (!) upside
down: set the Cutoff Frequency control
high so that the EG has a point from
which it can sweep downwards (remem-
ber the summing amp!). If you set the
control too low, adding the negative -
going voltage will take the filter out of its
lowest range and the whole sound will be
filtered out, leaving you with one hell of an
embarrassing silence...

Set the controls correctly, however,
and inverted envelope sweeps can give a
huge range of extremely effective sounds
- especially on polysynths.
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Roland

Yamaha

Figure 4. Layout of more complex synthesiser, with two EGs for independent shaping of VCF and VCA.

Extended Options
Thus far, I've been looking only at

budget synths that have just one shared
Envelope Generator built into them. But
when it comes to more upmarket (though
these days, that doesn't necessarily
mean they're all that expensive) designs,
a pair of EGs is more the norm -a typical
layout is shown in Figure 4.

Not unexpectedly, this arrangement
offers a good deal more in the way of
versatility than the shared shaping

option, because although having just the
one EG to cater for both amplitude and
tonal shaping sounds like a reasonably
logical idea, really complex envelope
structures (such as those exhibited by
most acoustic instruments) are well-nigh
impossible to achieve using such a
simple bit of design. The crucial factor is
that many acoustic instruments display
tonal changes that take place separately
from changes in amplitude - and some-
times, the difference between the two is
quite marked. A gong, for example, has a

distinct harmonic composition when it's
first struck, but an increase in upper
harmonics as its sound dies away.

Recreating this sound on a synth with
only one EG would be distinctly tricky,
but relatively straightforward on a mach-
ine equipped with two. All you need do is
set the attack on the VCA-linked EG to
instantaneous (for the initial part of the
acoustic sound) and adjust the VCF's EG
attack to a fairly slow setting (for a
subsequent build-up of harmonics as the
EG sweeps upwards through the filter's
range).

And, of course, these principles can be
applied to completely 'new' sounds as
well as recreations of acoustic timbres. It
could be, for instance, that you're looking
for a sound that has a downward filter
sweep but whose amplitude shape has a
soft attack, in which case the gong patch
above is reversed: the filter EG's attack
time should be instant, while the amplifier
EG's attack time is slowish. Thus, the
filter will be swept downwards, the VCA
going through its attack cycle when the
filter is going through its decay period.

If you've sat through the last few
paragraphs in the knowledge that your
synth has only one Envelope Generator,
don't despair. A lot of people with dual-
EG synths set the two envelopes up in a
similar fashion anyhow, since there's still
a lot you can do with a single module. We
haven't exhausted the EG's possibilities,
either, so stay tuned till next month...

.£100,000 Sale
We are offering £100,000 worth of demonstration, s/h and new equipment at drastically reduced prices for one
month. If you are interested in any of the items listed, we strongly advise you to contact us now!

JX3P, PG200, JUNO 106, SH101, MC202, MKB1000, MKB300, MKS10, MKS30.
MKS80, TR909, TR606, TR303, TR707, JSQ60, MSQ100, MSQ700, HP400, HP300,
HP70, JX8P, PG800.
PF10, PF15, DX9, DX7, R1000, D1500, RX11, RX15, PS6100, MK100, MT44, MM30,
RB20, RB30, MS10, KX5, QX7, TX7, QX1, TX816.

KORG Poly 800, EX800, DDM110, DDM220, KPR77, SP80, SP8OS, SAS20, DW6000 Polysynth.
Simmons SDS8, SDS7, SDS1.
Technics SXPU10, SXK150, SXK250, DP50 Digital Drums.
Sequential Circuits Prophet T8, Drumtracks, Sixtracks, Commodore 64 Software.
Tascam 244, 38-8, Porta One, M50 Mixer, 80-8 (8 -track £1599.00), 225 Sync. Cassette.

Don't miss out on this unrepeatable offer. 'Phone now whilst stocks last. Sale ends 31st May.

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202.35135.

302509.
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From Music Maker Publications
FOR TODAY'S MUSICIAN

THREE MORE GREAT MAGAZINES

ORGAN IST09.
Et HOME KEYBOARD REVIEW -

The home organ and keyboard player is -

catered for exclusively in this new monthly.

Subs U.K.
Subs Overseas
Subs A/mall

£13.00
£14.00
£30.50

Yamaha Roland

Casio CK5D0 ViscoWune

ON SALE AT ALL LEADING NEWSAGENTS
or Direct Subscription to Dept k Music Maker Publications, 1 Milton Road, Cambndge CB4 1UY

UK P/order or cheque: Overseas Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling

G  arrIt

REVI

The definitive magazine for all acoustic and
electric players - gives you all the news,
reviews and interviews, essential the

modern guitarist.
Subs U.K. £13.00
Subs Overseas £14.00
Subs A/mail £30.50

ON SALE AT ALL LEADING NEWSAGENTS
or Direct Subscription to Dept k Music Maker Publications 1 Milton Road. Cambndge CB4 lUY

UK P/order or cheque. Overseas Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling

to

The only specialist magazine for the recording
musician. Every issue is packed with news,
reviews, recording techniques, interviews and

much more.
Subs U.K. £12.00
Subs Overseas £14.00
Subs A/ma;I £27.50

ON SALE AT ALL LEADING NEWSAGENTS
or Direct Subscnoon to Dept k Music Maser Publications 1 Milton Road. Cambndge CB4 1UY

UK P/order or cheque Overseas Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling
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'''7.-7----7-'" I LEEDS AND
WAKEFIELD

CZ101 DIGITAL SYNTHSCASIO, CZ1000 IN STOCK

MK100 MOTHER KEYBOARD
AND RACK MOUNT

I iQ_j_ Roland SYNTH MODULES
IN STOCK

GUITAR SYNTHS IN STOCK
-GOOD PRICElioRoland

(PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY)

PLUS KORG OW -VA
IEQUErgial. ciicuint inc gel.

PORTA-ONE CASSETTE 4 -TRACKTASCAM RECORDERS £429

SENNHEISER - SHURE - BEYER - MICROPHONES

10-18 BRIDGE END, LEEDS (0532) 457500
49 WESTGATE END, WAKEFIELD (0924) 383700

OMBVA HFC CREDIT, AVCO

XRI SYSTEMS MICON
MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER

FORA 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 STEP SEQUENCER
with 24000 events  Music Score
 Full Edit Facilities  Input from Synth

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER
with Correct 10 Sequences  Patch Dump
 Recording with Metronome
 External Drum Machine

 SYNC
From MIDI Sync 24 or Internal Micon Clock

 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and
PO's payable to XRI SystemsE108

ALSO AVAILABLE:
JUNO 106 TOOL KIT

£19.95
 ADDRESS - 10 Sunnybank Road,

Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel: (021) 382 6048

Evenings, 'phone:
(0211477 4590

64K DIGITAL DELAY & SAMPLER £295
LOW COST TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPERB MUSICAL EFFECTS

Published in Practical Electronics June 1985
Full 64K memory. Max audio bandwidth 15kHz. Features
special wow -less circuit controlling musical delays range from
4mS to 8 seconds. Maximum special effects delay 65
seconds. Com panding ADC & DAC converters with equivalent
of 15 bit sampling. Infinite loop sample storage. Controllable
sweep modulator. Internal and external digital and voltage
control. Effects generation for chorus, double tracking, echo,
flanging, phasing, reverb, vibrato, looped pitch variation,
mircoprocessor controlled sampling.

MORE P.E. AUDIO EFFECTS AND OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS!

MONO -STEREO ECHO-REVERB (PE SEP 84) 200mS echo (extendable), lengthy reverb,
multitracking. Kit as published: Set 218BK £55.66
ENHANCED PHASER (PE OCT 84) Enhanced phasing with moduated filter shifting Kit as
published: Set 226BK £39.13
RING MODULATOR (PE NOV 84) Fabulous effects generation. With multiwaveform VCO,
noise gate & ALC. Kit as published: SET 231BK £39.99
MONO -STEREO CHORUS-FLANGER (PE JAN 85) Superb dual mode music
enhancement. Kit as published: SET 235BK £55.66
CYBERVOX (EE APR 85) Amazing robot type voice unit with ring modulator and reverb. Kit
as published: SET 228BK £37.40
STEREO NOISE GATE & VCA (PE MAY 85) Automatic noise reduction circuit for mono or
stereo. Kit as published: SET 227BK £26.61
SIGNAL GENERATOR & F -V (PE JAN 85) Audio test equipment. Multiwaveform CO, &
frequency to voltage converter, & sweep generator. Kit as published: SET 233 £46.96
Add 15% VAT. Add P&P -£1.50 each 'BK' kit, £3.00 for rackmounting kits.
(Overseas postage rates in catalogue).
Project texts & circuits can be bought separately at 50p each plus large SA.E. 'BK' unit boxes are steel &
aluminium with black finish. Most kits also available with lower cost plain aluminium boxes - prices in
catalogue all kits include PCBS, parts, instructions, boxes, wire, solder.
Over 90 kits in catalogue - send S.A.E. (9 x 4 or bigger), & with all enquiries. (Overseas catalogue & enquiries
send £1 ors RC's).
Mail order. Payment to Phonosonics, CWO, CHQ, PO, ACCESS, VISA. Insurance cover 50p per £50
(obligatory on credit card orders). Details correct at press. E&OE.

CODE
BASS BOOST: increases volume of lower octaves SET 1386 BK £11.46
BLOW BOX: Voice operatoed VCF & VCA for fascinating effects SET 214 BK £28.33
CHORUS (SIMPLE): Multiplied solo enhancement SET 162 BK £34.90
COMPANDER Mono companding, or stereo compression or
expansion, switchable SET 238 BK £22.99
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR unit with VCA SET 174 BK £20.65
EQUALISER: Variable combinations of Low, Mid, Top & Notch SET 217 BK £25.83
EQUALISER: 10 Channels fully variable SET 134 BK £41.83
FLANGER (SIMPLE): Fascinating phased resonance effects SET 153 BK £26.24
FREQUENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer SET 98 BK £12.80
FUZZ: Smooth distortion, retains attack & decay SET 91X BK £18.57
GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Heavy fuzz with selectable qualities SET 56 BK £23.23
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate SET 222 BK £25.31
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: with voltage & trig outputs SET 173 BK £36.37
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual clap effects SET 197 BK £25.69
JABBERVOX: Voice disguiser with reverb & tremelo SET 150 BK £27.34
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation SET 213 BK £23.37
MULTIPROCESSOR: Flog, Rvb, Faze, Fuzz, Wah, Trem, Vib SET 189 BK £61.14
MUSIC MODULO: 8 variable tremelo & wah guitar effects SET 196 BK £21.79
REVERB (SIMPLE): With new longer delay chip.
For mono or stereo SET 203 XBK £36.54
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Switchable pre-programmed rhythm
rhythm chip - 4096 combinations -9 effects instruments
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, 9 drum effects
ROBOVOX: Versatile robot type voice modifier
STORMS EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivariable
TREBLE BOOST: Mono variable rate & depth modulation
TREMELO: Mono variable rate & depth modulation
VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 chans, extendable
VODALEK: Robot type voice modulator
WAH-WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered

SET 240
SET 185
SET 165
SET 154
SET 190
SET 1381
SET 136
SET 152
SET 155
SET 140

BK
BK
BK
BK
BK
BK
BK
BK
BK
BK

£59.99
£34.64
£24.53
£19.36
£18.05
£12.71
£12.71
£68.31
£15.44
£20.76

BECKER-PHONOSONICS, MAIL ORDER DEPT MM55, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON,
KENT, BR5 4ED. TEL: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, London 66)



fact of life that E&MM's grapevine doesn't stretch that far into
education, or it may signify a switch -off to TIME's draconian
qualities, but my own gut feeling is that it may simply be
symptomatic of a general feeling of confusion amongst the
teaching profession, which has been obliged to take on new
'instruments' that are beyond its ken.

Certainly, judging by my own experience of question and
answer sessions after talks I've given to teachers, it's all far from
clear as to how and where the combination of computers and
music fits into the curriculum. Of course, they might feel more
comfortable if there were Associated Board exams in computer
music, and '0' and 'A' levels in computer music analysis and
performance. But who wants a hundred -and -one ghastly
attempts at turning what should be fun and mind-expanding into
yet another offshoot of the academic rat -race?

In the States, they've got it much more nearly right (and so they
should - they've had the technology for a good bit longer).
Programs abound for teaching the rudiments of music,
composition, and even instrumental technique, leaving the
teacher to concentrate on the more human side of music
education. On top of that, there's a flourishing inter -school
communication link for sending around new individual and class
pieces by modem, and regular vacation get-togethers for all and
sundry to experience each other's ideas.

So why not the same in the UK? Take Prestel, for instance - it's
simply itching to dig deeper into the educational training ground.
And what about replacing some of those holiday orchestra,
classics -bashing sessions with something new and vibrant in
the computer music field? Let me know what you think - perhaps

we can even get something going ourselves...

David Ellis
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COMPUTER MUSICIAN

0 ne of the more bizarre sights on television recently was a
quartet of schoolkids on Commodore 64s, under the
watchful gaze of their music master, doing battle with

SID chips. A sort of 'Fanfare for the Common Micro', if you like.
The programme, if you hadn't already guessed, was Channel 4's
remarkably inept 4 Computer Buffs. (I mean, with a title like that,
what more can you possible hope to expect?) But to return to the
act and its artistes. What was actually being perpetrated on the
64s' keyboards was music - courtesy of that Music Composer
program and its plonk -on plastic keyboard. But even given the
very obvious limitations of the Commodore 64, and the even
more obvious limitations of the software, the whole charade
raised the thorny question of what on earth was actually being
achieved. After all, hi -tech being used for lo -tech purposes is
about as interesting as a Farfisa press launch. And why
Commodore 64s, rather than Casio keyboards?

Well, lest all that sound like an unjustified attack on school
music -making, let me put the record straight. I see micros in the
music room as one of the most encouraging things to have hit
the music educational scene for a long time. The problem is that
an error of judgement seems to have crept in along the line - that
of using micros for the sake of using micros. And it still doesn't
seem to have sunk in that any new technology demands new
ways of using it, which extends not only to how music is played
and composed, but also to how it's taught.

A year or so ago, Rumblings reported on a group calling
themselves 'TIME' (Technology In Music Education) that had
been set up with the intention of setting 'standards for the
collation and dissemination of software, schemes, and hardware
relating to music education'. But sad to say, there's been an
ominous silence ever since. Now
that may reflect a regrettable
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Rumblings...
Another batch of revelations gleaned from the press releases of the

world's computer music industry. David Ellis
Remember my comments back in
October about the too -good -to -
be -true floppy disk recorder from

US company Compusonics? You know,
the box of tricks that promised an hour of
digital stereo on a single 5.25" floppy...
Well, this time, fact has proved to be as
strange as fiction, and what's more,
there's not an April Fool in sight, even in
Bulgaria.

What this Denver -based firm have
done is to develop an advanced form of
data compression that removes the
redundancy in the average audio signal.
Well, that's what they claim. How they put
everything back at the other end of the
conversion chain is another question, but
there's no doubt the machine that makes
use of this technique - the DSP1000
digital recorder - works, and works well.

Aside from all the usual function
controls, the DSP1000 also offers 'tele-
record' (digital recording via telephone -
now that's really useful), a scrolling LED
display for user information, and an
interface for an IBM PC, thereby permit-
ting 'applications in music editing and
synthesis' as well as providing a general
mass -storage system for computers. The
price that's being quoted for the
DSP1000 fluctuates between a 'typical
high -end price' (which sounds pretty
non -committal) and 'under $1000' (which
sounds a touch over -optimistic) depend-
ing on who you speak to. But whatever,
you can bet your bottom dollar that
Compusonics will be getting a lot of calls
at 323 Acoma Street, Denver, CO 80223,
USA (23* 303-698-0060). And just when
you thought the only thing Denver had
going for it was Dynasty...

Striking Anvils
You might have thought it was now

safe to venture out of the office without
companded cats and digital dogs des-
cending on the old bonce, but watch out.
Because here comes a new product that
looks set to get an awful lot of tongues
awaggling - namely, the Anvil Percussion
Synthesiser from Anvil Synthesisers.
What's more, it's British to the hilt, all the
way in from its ultra -slick case designed
at the Royal College of Art.

Briefly, the Anvil is a 16 -channel
sampling system that samples with 12 -
bit resolution at a 40kHz sampling rate
into 750K of RAM, with pointers that are
dynamically re -allocated as needs want.
That translates to 13 seconds of sam-
pling at a full 16kHz bandwidth, and built
in as standard is a 1Mbyte 3.5" disk drive
for rapid loading and saving of sounds. In
fact, it's the combination of a really fast

disk system and lots of RAM that sums
up the Anvil design philosophy - no more
expensive ROM chips, just a high-class
sampling and storage facility that allows
you to build your own library of sounds on
cheap and (fairly) indestructable disks.

As well as the more or less conven-
tional sampling side of the Anvil ('less
conventional' because the RAM -based
samples also allow truncating and mer-
ging to be carried out on them), there's a
synthesiser side as well. This digitally
simulates analogue processing of both
the samples and fixed or pre -defined
waveforms. Add the sequencer, which
permits both pitch and amplitude control
of each of the channels, the usual MIDI
trio (for both syncing and keyboard
control) and an up -coming SMPTE facil-
ity, and you begin to get a taste of a pretty
powerful machine. And the price? Well,
'around £5000' is what's being sugges-
ted at present. Not cheap, I grant you, but
if it turns out as good as its specs
suggest, there are going to be some
purple faces on the other side of the
Atlantic! At present, distribution deals are
still pending, so all we can say is 'watch
this space...'

Music Data
If shortcuts to MIDI and drum machine

programming are what grabs you, take
heed of the name MusicData. Aforesaid
US company inhabits the healthy,
wealthy, though possibly less than wise
environs of Beverly Hills, California, and
they'll be happy to supply you with disks,
cassettes and ROM packs of data for
multifarious musical machines program-
med by such West Coast luminaries as
Jeff Baxter, Ray Manzarek and Denny
Seiwell. So if you agree with their
comment that 'you didn't spend years
learning to play your instrument only to
become a casualty of the high-tech

revolution', contact MusicData at 8444
Wilshire Blvd, Beverly Hills, CA 90211,
USA (B 213-655-3580).

Personally, I'm less than convinced by
all that. If pre-programmed ROM and
RAM packs proliferate, then as sure as
night follows day, we're going to end up
with a load of lazy musicians afflicted with
the ROM pack syndrome: guys who've
never bothered to dig beneath the sur-
face of their instruments but prefer
instead to reach for the nearest six-pack
of presets. You want evidence? Well,
how about the oft -quoted tale of the
Prophet 5 presets - namely that 70% of
the machines returned to Sequential for
servicing had the same sounds in them
as they did when they were sold. And the
same is pretty much true for the Yamaha
DX7.

What's more, consuming only what
you're given is an open invitation for
manufacturers to pre-program musical
tastes and styles- Sequential's Max is an
example of what could happen there.
Nope, the answer is greater program-
ming accessibility - and that comes from
being healthy, wealthy and wise.

Digital Spuds
Of all the digital reverb units currently

on the market, one of the top units has to
be the Eventide SP2016; and as signal
processors go, its price tag of $9495 is
just about par for the course. The latest
news is that Eventide have taken their
machine one stage further, by announ-
cing an expansion that turns the SP2016
into a bona fide Digital Signal Processor.
This has been achieved by the addition of
a Hewlett-Packard Series 200 computer
such as the HP9816, whose job it is to
communicate with the SP2016 via a
'general programmable interface bus'
running at a rather impressive speed of
2Mbytes per second. MIDI, eat your heart
out...

According to the publicity blurb, this
combination allows the user to develop
audio signal processing programs in
Spud, an 'interpretive array -processing
language' that runs on the 6809 pro-
cessor inside the SP2016. The so-called
'Spudsystem' is provided with a desk-
top oven for burning the spuds (only
kidding, folks - actually, it's yer standard
EPROM burner sans culinary preten-
sions) and stereo 16 -bit DACs and ADCs,
and the total cost for this delectable slice
of pomme de terre digitale is expected to
be up in the region of $20,000. For more
info, contact Eventide, One Alsan Way,
Little Ferry, NJ 07643, USA (2C 201-641-
1200).
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THE FAIRLIGHT
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In which we take a look at the difference between linear and logarithmic
conversion, and incidentally end up creating a sound using the Fairlight's

synthesis facilities. Jim Grant

Most people involved in the modern
music industry are already aware
of the Fairlight's incredible poten-

tial as a music production tool. These
days, you switch on the television, radio
or record player in the almost certain
knowledge that a CMI will make its
presence felt somewhere along the line,
and when you consider just how useful its
specification is to studio engineers and
producers, that's hardly surprising. Even
in 1985, there aren't many machines
capable of spreading six octaves of
sampled sound across the keyboard, and
manipulating that sound within user
sequences to the nth degree of precision.

But if you're fortunate enough to sit in
front of a CMI for any length of time
without any production deadlines to
meet, you'll soon discover that its creat-
ive power lies as much with sound
synthesis as it does with music produc-
tion per se. Pages 4 and 5 are good
examples of this in that they offer the
fairly standard synthesis tools of har-
monic sliders and profiles, but Page 6,
which we introduced last month, is
something of a software oddity, since it
allows control over the whole waveform -
from a single byte to macro type com-
mands such as GAIN, MIX and
MERGE.

Now, for any command or process to
be really useful in the field of sound
synthesis, it must be responsible for
some radical change in the sound struc-
ture that's both intuitive and easily
understandable. For example, the VCF of
an analogue synth changes the sound a
great deal, and can be simply explained
and understood in terms of the attenu-
ation of harmonics. FM synthesis, on the
other hand, also results in vast timbral
differences, but comprehension of the
processes involved (and their possible
results) is a lot more difficult. That's why
actually arriving at a pre -specified sound
on something like a Yamaha DX7 requires
so much in the way of practice and
patience - and why so many musicians
prefer programming analogue synths,
even if the ultimate sonic potential isn't as
great.

Fortunately, the Fairlight's internal
configuration side-steps most of these
operational problems, and a good ex-
ample of how this is done is the A D D
command. This takes a choice of seg-
ments from one loaded voice and adds

COMMAND ADDCOM
MODE: 4

WAVEFORM DISPLAY
FORMAT:® B END SEC L1 64 32

Figure 1.

INDEX VOICE' 2

COMMAND' SINE
MODE' 4WAVEFORM DISPLAY

B END SEC MON 64 32 STEP 8

INDEX
COMMAND

Figure 3.

POGO P FEXD1 ift

WAVEFORM DISPLAY

them directly into the same segments of
the currently selected voice, scaling the
amplitude to avoid clipping if necessary.
If you were to A D D all the segments into
another, playing the keyboard would
result in both sounds being heard
together but only using one voice. Figure
1 shows a square wave and Figure 2 a

VOICE 1

ADDCOM
MODE 4

sinewave both resident in different chan-
nels of the CMI; the result of A D Ding
them together is shown in Figure 3. The
addition's proportion can be varied by
using the GAIN command prior to the
action, or by repeatedly A D Ding one
voice to another to increase its amplitude
relative to the composite sound.
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Figure 4. Linear conversion.
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Figure 5. Non-linear (logarithmic) conversion.
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Figure 7.
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I
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FILTER LOW
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DISPLAY

Figure 8.
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14060 H2 SAMPLE LEVEL
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OFF

VOICE I

SYN TOM

255
IS
0 MS

INDEX
COMMAND

SAMPLE RATE
FILTER LOW
FILTER HIGH
COMPRESSOR

SAMPLE

DISPLAY

Figure 9.

tit P5CC prfir.. tti

SOUND SAMPLING

14080 ti2 SAMPLE LEVEL
1 TRIGGER LEVEL
8 TRIGGER DELAY

OFF

VOICE I

SYNTOM

255
16
0 MS

INDEXT-WICEOMMANDM MIXCOM
I

4

INDEX -11110,
COMMAND

WAVEFORM DISPLAY
MODE:

_DISPLAY FORMAT:II B END SEG: III 64 32 STEP :M 8 DISPLAY FORMAT 111 B

Figure 6.

Linearity
Now seems as good a time as any to

explain something we've mentioned
many times in the past but haven't really
discussed in any detail, namely the
difference between linear and non-linear
voice data. As you may remember, a

AVEFORM DISPLAY

A VOICE I

II MERGCOM
MODE 4

END SEGO IN 64 32 STEP m8

waveform is stored in 16K of RAM, in
which each byte has a binary value that
corresponds directly to the amplitude of
the waveform at that point. A byte
consists of eight bits, and considering all
the possible combinations of these res-
ults in the amplitude of the sound at any
point being limited to one of 256 levels.

The term 'linear' refers to the relationship
between the actual amplitude and the
value of the binary number used to
represent it. If all this sounds a bit on the
technical side (and it ought to), have a
quick glance at Figure 4. This shows that
zero amplitude corresponds to binary 0,
while maximum negative excursion is
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INDEX

COMMAND

WAVEFORM DISPLAY

VOICE. I

PRN
MODE 4

DISPLAY FORMAT"; B END SEC, gem 64 32 STEP M 8

Figure 11.

7ICO,TWIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-1177-f
MODE. 4

WAVEFORM DISPLAY

DISPLAY FORMAT"; B END SEC: DM 64 32 STEP ,M 8

Figure 12.

represented by 1111 1111, or 255, and
the maximum positive value is held as
0111 1111, or 127. Still confused? Well,
the value of the Most Significant Bit holds
the key. If that value is 0, the waveform is
positive, while a 1 gives negative excur-
sions. Anything else in between is in
simple proportion. This form of represen-
tation results in a ratio between the
smallest and largest signal that can be
handled (or in other words, dynamic
range) of about 48dB. You might con-
sider that to be not a particularly impres-
sive figure, since it means that at low
signal amplitudes, the sound is more or
less surrounded by hiss.

The fact is, storage (in one form or
another) of low -amplitude sounds is a
perennial engineering problem, to which
the most common solution is some sort
of noise reduction system such as Dolby.
In the digital world, and as a direct result
of research into digital telephony, a
different solution is to use more binary
bits of the byte to represent low -signal
levels than you use for the high ones. This
is shown in Figure 5, in which the lower
values of the triangle wave use up more of
the binary bits than a corresponding
increase at large triangle amplitudes. The
binary data is now no longer linear - it's
logarithmic. For the waveform to be
recovered, the data must be passed
through a DAC that has a curve bent the
opposite way to 'straighten out' the
sound. I know all this sounds more than a
little involved, but it does bring the magic
dynamic range ratio up to about 72dB,
which is at least respectable. Only catch
is, the process only achieves this with a
corresponding increase of quantisation
noise at larger signal levels, though this is
masked by the volume of the signal itself.

You might be familiar with this conver-

C'INDEX
TEST

4111)0IC
COMMAND

WAVEFORM DISPLAY
MODE: 4

a B END SEC glim 64 32 STEP M 8DISPLAY FORMAT

Figure 13.

INDEX VOICE 1

COMMAND. TESTI

WAVEFORM DISPLAY
MODE 4

DISPLAY FORMAT"; B END SECS 1 64 32 STEP.M 8

Figure 14.

sion process under its commonly used
name of companding, and it's a system
used by many hardware manufacturers
including Linn and E -mu.

So if it's so good, why doesn't the CM I
use it? Simple. Remember your school
days when you added log numbers to
multiply? Well, this is what would happen
if the A D D command was used with
sounds held in the form generated by
Figure 5: instead of adding the sounds
together to produce a mix, we'd get the
product, and end up with VCA-type
effects at low frequencies and strange
sidebands at higher ones. Which isn't, all
things considered, a particularly desir-
able state of affairs.

Mixing
Anyway, enough of the lecture and

back to the Fairlight. The M I X command
can also drastically alter the waveform
RAM. Essentially, it generates a cross -
fade between two specified segments
which must not be adjacent, ie. there
must be at least one segment in between.
The waveform memory of each segment
between the start and end points con-
tains a proportion of the existing wave-
form in that segment and that of the end
segment: this is best illustrated by
examining Figure 6 and Figure 7 for
before and after views. Remember that
the new contents of each segment is a
mix between where you are in the
waveform and the destination segment.
Thus from Segment 2 onwards, the
waveform simply fades up to a square
wave. M I X is most commonly used to
add a clean fadeout to a sound that
decays to noise or doesn't decay pro-
perly in 128 segments.

Have a look at the percussion sound

sampled using Page 8 and shown in
Figure 8. It's pretty clear that the sample
ends in a dither of noise. Now, suppose
we needed nothing more than a short
percussive strike, and that only the
beginning of the sound was of any
interest to us. A quick solution would be
to turn to Page 6 and Z E R 0, say,
Segments 64 to 128, halve the sound,
and then M I X from Segment 45 to 64.
Looking at Figure 9 shows the result -a
sound that dies away evenly to a noise -
free end, much to the relief of all
concerned.

MERGE is fairly similar to MIX - with
one fundamental difference. Again, a
form of crossfade is generated between
start and end segments, but this time, the
previous contents of intermediate seg-
ments don't figure in the result. Quite
simply, the segments in between contain
a decreasing proportion of the start
segment and an increasing proportion of
the end segment. Figures 6 and 10 (oh
yes, very logical -Ed) reveal all. The M I X
and MERGE commands are tremen-
dously powerful for splicing together
sounds of differing origins and producing
an even fade from, say, a violin bow
attack to a sung `ahh'.

Creating a Sound
So, now that we've discussed most of

the commands available, let's try to
create a sound using everything except
the Fairlight's Page 8 sampling facility.
The question is: am I allowed to use Page
2 and pull a sound off -disk to work with?
Well, I've decided I'll have to cheat a bit
because I already have a thoroughly
marvellous sound called PAN.VC, which
attacks with the characteristic breath
chiff of pan -pipes.
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First off, we configure Page 3 to

generate two voices, one with an
NPHONY of 7 in Register A to be played
on the keyboard, the other monophonic
in Register B as a scratchpad voice.
Using Page 2, we load Register B with
PAN.VC, which can be seen in Figure 11.
The breath chiff is clearly visible at the
beginning of the sound, but unfortu-
nately, the sampling started a fraction too
soon, and the waveform has a few initial
segments of low-level rubbish - nothing
to do with Electronic Soundmaker, you
understand. The cure is to rotate the
voice left to bring the start of the sound
proper coincident with the start of the
RAM.

The next step is to flick to Voice 1 in

Register A and ZERO it. Using a new
command, TRANSFER, the first few
segments from PAN.VC can be copied to
the blank voice currently selected. Stab-
bing the keyboard at this juncture reveals
that all is well, so the next thing to do is to

JUST BOUGHT THIS NEW
MEGA -AUTO -COMPOSER SOFTWARE

-ONLY CO ST ME k500!

I THINK THEY
SAW YOU
COMING,M ATE!

work on the body of the sound itself.
Before any sound can really make the

grade as far as aesthetics are concerned,
it must have plenty of timbral and
amplitude movement within it. A good
way of producing harmonically -rich
waveforms is to use Page 5 and create a
few segments spread across those un-
used by the chiff. Figure 12 gives the
general idea - note that the created
waveforms are all different. So what
about the segments in between? Well,
this is where MERGE comes in handy,
filling in the Z E R Oed segments, and
using the segments created on Page 5 as
the start and end points.

OK, so far it sounds quite interesting
timbrally (and looks it too, as Figure 13
shows) but it's still in need of some
amplitude variation. An easy way to
achieve this is to invert a couple of
segments (numbers 32 and 96, say) and
M I X from segments 1 to 32, 64 to 32, 64
to 96 and 128 to 96, using Page 6. If you

IT CONTAINS ALL OF THE TECHNIQUES
AND STYLES OF THE WORLDS GREAT-
EST COMPOSERS! CAN TURN THE
MOST GORING AND MEDIOCRE SONG 
INTO AN UNFORGETTAbLE CLA3SIC!
IT SAYS HERE!

look closely at the differences between
Figures 13 and 14, you shouldn't have
much difficulty identifying the variation in
amplitude, especially in the sound's first
quarter.

All that remains is to insert loop points
on Page 7 or Page 4, and adjust the
attack and damping on Page 7.

NOW I CAN COMPOSE LIKE MOZART
AND BEETHOVEN bE MEGA -FAMOUS
IN NO TIME! LETS SEE WHAT THE
PROGRAM DOES WITH THAT PIECE
OF AMBIENT MUSIC I DID LAST NIGHT.'
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COMPUTER MUSIC STUDIOS
BRITAINS LEADING MICRO -MUSIC DEALER

After a thorough and exhaustive search of the Frankfurt Music Fair, we are pleased to offer we agree - full details of this superb system on request - current users please note IBM
what, in our opinion, are the best value for money computer/Midi Music Systems currently interface with voice editor and 64 track recorder now available and it's superb!
available and are backed with a Software/Hardware Development Policy for non-
obselesence. M_ROland

IIPPPICE The complete Roland range now available at C.M.S., Britains best MIDI dealer.
Phone for details.

The FutureLemi Shock Apple based MIDI recording sytem, one of the best, and now with
more memory, more features and more options than ever before, including a complete suite

with`
voice editors for a wide range of synthesizers inc. DX7 and Prophet. Phone for price. The complete range of Seil keyboards and expanders and software now available - phone for

GREENGATE mii DS3B
cash prices on this great range.

Apple sampling system a fantastic machine, package deals now available. CASIO
BBC The new PD range was one of the show stealers at Frankfurt and now you can get them from

us direct at great prices!
The EMR MIDI for the BEEB has come of age! A whole new range of software is now available  YAMAHAand its good cash price available on request.

Cc commodore: No need to introduce these amazing machines-just phone us for great cash prices on the
entire range!

The Micro Music Composer from Micro Music in Germany, staggering features on the
Commodore 64, real step time, 8 track, full editing, remixing track bounce, auto locate, drop KONG'
in and much more, without doubt the best for the Commodore, Phone for price. Again no intros are needed, the entire range is now available - once more give us a ring for

SPECTRUM great cash prices!
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for the serious recording set-up, comes complete
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Joreth Music
Composer System

MIDI Software and Hardware for Commodore 64
Music software packages for the CBM64 aren't exactly thin on the

ground, but this new British offering has a claim to being the
most comprehensive. Simon Trask

r
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To begin in a conventional manner,
the Joreth Music Composer Sys-
tem (henceforth referred to as the

JMCS) is a disk -based software package
for the Commodore 64, which offers
eight -track polyphonic recording in both
real and step time, and a stated capacity
of 6000 notes. You'd be justified in
fearing the arrival of yet another tedious
MIDI sequencing package, but bear with
me. The last word in sequencers has not
yet been spoken, and whilst I'm not
claiming that this package is the last
word, it's nonetheless a quality product
that merits a good deal of attention.

The package has a projected price of
around £250, and for this you get not only
the software, but also Joreth's own MIDI
interface (the AL25 MIDI -LINK) into the
bargain, along with a comprehensive
manual, a handy Quick Reference Guide
card, a ribbon cable connector, a regi-
stration card plus disk voucher (in case of
legitimate damage to your disk), and a
further piece of software called STYLE,
complete with a manual of its own.

System Overview
Concentrating first on the hardware,

the AL25 has one MIDI In and three MIDI
Outs, together with a Line Sync In and

Line Sync Out for use with various non -
MIDI equipment; use of a suitable signal
processor such as the MPC Sync Track
makes syncing to tape a possibility, too.
An External Sync switch enables the
interface to handle both one-shot and
continuous sync signals, and other feat-
ures include a Mixdown switch that
facilitates bouncing down of one or more
parts onto a vacant track, a MIDI Mix -
down Override jack footswitch socket
which enables drop -ins to be made whilst
mixing down, and a Panic button (!),

which allows the system (together with all
your data) to be recovered in the event of
a system crash. Thoughtful lot, these
Joreth people.

The software can be neatly divided into
two main units, the Real Time System &
Performer and the Step Time System.
Both are resident in the computer at the
same time, and you can move freely from
one to the other. Adjuncts to the Real
Time System are the Real Time Trimmer
(not the latest in steel-edged garden
hardware, but a utility for, among other
things, 'trimming off' lead-in beats) and
the Real Time Editor (meaty stuff, this,
giving access to the actual MIDI codes
generated by your latest attack on the
keyboard - handle with care).

The Step Time System features a low-

level Music Composition Language
called, reasonably enough, 'Composer',
along with a very useful facility for step -
time entry of notes and durations via a
MIDI keyboard. Another invaluable aid is
the 'Composer Syntax Checker', which
reads through a completed Composer
file and duly informs you of all your
mistakes, but unfortunately, the system
prohibits the Real Time Editor and Com-
poser Syntax Checker from residing in
memory at the same time, no doubt in the
interests of conserving precious memory
space. It would have been useful if either
program could have been loaded from
within the system instead of at the very
outset - I found in practice that once I'd
syntax -checked a Composer file and
transported it across to the Real Time
System for performance, I wanted to
discard the Checker and work with the
Real Time Editor. Having to reload the
entire system, this time with the Editor
selected, becomes a mighty laborious
procedure.

The JMCS starts off in Real Time
mode, though you can move straight to
Step Time mode by keying ,SHIFT, C if
you so wish. The Real Time screen is
pleasantly uncluttered, but manages to
display MIDI channel, quantisation,
transposition and page allocation for
each of the eight parts/tracks at once,
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which is no mean achievement. The
standard facilities - Record, Play, Save,
Load and Erase - are all present, along
with information on velocity assignment,
currently -selected sync options, and the
current metronome rate. The system
allows tracks (or Parts) to be grouped into
any of eight Tunes, which in turn can be
sequenced together to form a Song.
Thus, the screen also displays the cur-
rently -selected Tune and the various
Parts allocated to that Tune.

There are one or two gripes on the user
interface side of things, like the fact that
the display redraws itself every time you
undertake some sort of action, a process
that takes a full three seconds and rapidly
becomes an unwanted irritation. I also
found it annoying to have to step through
each option from a fixed starting point
every time (why not assign a key letter to
each option?) and to be forced through
the settings for all eight Parts during
Transposition, Quantisation and MIDI
Channel selection, when all I wanted to
change was one value. Then there's the
thorny topic of MIDI channel numbering.
The MIDI 1.0 spec allows the 16 channels
to be numbered either 0-15 or 1-16, each
system having its own logic. It's perhaps
symptomatic of the ensuing confusion
that the JMCS requires Channel selec-
tion input to be in the range 1-16, but then
displays any input in the 0-15 range -
ridiculous, really.

Those points aside, the Real Time
System is extremely easy to use, and it
doesn't take long to get something up
and going. The only thing you've really
got to avoid is forgetting that just
because you've got a whole load of
wondrous multi -channel facilities at your
disposal, doesn't mean they'll turn a
poorly -equipped synth into a mega -
studio.

Real Time
To begin recording in Real Time, all you

need to do is select a Part number and a
'beats in' value-the latter can be as high
as 255 beats, though you'd have to be
pretty patient to want to select a count -in
of that sort of length. In fact, the number
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of beats has no relevance to your first
track, as recording won't begin until you
start playing (a nice touch, this). How-
ever, subsequent tracks conform to the
value you selected initially. The metro-
nome rate on Record and Play is selec-
table between 20 and 999 (!) beats per
minute (default value is 100), and comes
in the form of a click -track generated by
the 64's SID chip. There's no need to
worry about trailing rests on any of the
Parts, as these are automatically deleted
from the note file when Record mode is
exited. Memory is dynamically assigned,
too, which means that no fixed amount of
space is allocated to each Part.

Parts can only be erased individually,
and a track that's been recorded on once
can't be used again until its current
contents have been erased -a sensible
precaution. There's no facility for over-
dubbing onto a track already in exis-
tence, but as I've already mentioned, it is
possible to bounce down one or more
Parts onto a vacant track.

When it comes to turning groups of
Parts into Tunes, there are another
couple of mild disappointments, the first
of which is that Parts aren't Tune -specific
- and neither are MIDI channel, trans-
position and quantisation parameters. I'd
also like to have seen Part -assignable
looping: at present, there's only one

`Just because you've
got a whole load of

multi -channel facilities
at your disposal,

doesn't mean they'll
turn a poorly -

equipped synth into a
mega -studio.'

overall loop governed by the length of the
longest Part, which is a mite inflexible, if
you ask me.

On the credit side, velocity information
can be filtered out of the input on
individual Parts, even when they've
already been recorded - useful if you
decide to transmit a Part to a synth not
equipped with velocity sensing: why
transmit unnecessary data, after all? The
program is capable of storing both pitch
wheel and patch -change data but not,
apparently, mod wheel information,
though the potential offered by the Real
Time Editor section is big enough to
offset this disadvantage in practice.

Step Time
The other side of JMCS is its Step Time

mode, represented primarily by the Com-
poser MCL. And unlike some other
software houses who seem to think a
step -time section can be as complex as it
needs to be, Joreth have done a great
deal in the quest for easing the input of
note and duration values. As with the
Real Time System, you can input notes
polyphonically for each Part, but you can
also assign a different ,duration to each

step in each Part. It's easy to see what's
going on, too, thanks to a custom -
designed music character set that gives
everything from a hemi-demi-semi-
quaver to a semi -breve. And you can add
qualifiers to the basic durations to give
triplets, dotted and double-dotted notes,
pauses, accents, staccato, and tied
notes. A pretty comprehensive range of
options, all in all.

If you're entering notes from a MIDI
keyboard, pitch and duration are dis-
played on the VDU as if they had been
typed in, but while full Commodore
editing facilities are available during input
from the QWERTY characters, editing a
file created via MIDI necessitates enter-
ing Edit mode and working from the
QWERTY keyboard. Still, Edit mode does
give you full cursor control for inserting
and deleting, and allows you to send your
file out to a printer, while a further facility
produces an expanded, clarified version
of your Composer file, which can also be
printed out.

It's worth mentioning at this point that
all step -time input must be preceded by
line numbers, and be entered in the form
of strings (ie. enclosed within quotation
marks). MIDI mode confines line -num-
bering to an automatic process, but
working from the QWERTY keyboard lets
you number the lines yourself, the idea
being that you don't have to work on your
composition sequentially - though you
have to use the Tidy function to order the
lines before you can do anything really
useful with your file.

Once you've come up with something
you think you might actually want to hear,
it's advisable to call up the Composer
Syntax Checker, as this is the only way
you're going to discover any errors (other
than playing back in Real Time and
finding nothing but silence, of course).
Watch out, though. Once you're in the
Checker's control, there's no escape
until every error has been flagged -a very,
humbling experience! Having studiously
removed all your mistakes, you save your
Composer file to disk, whence it can be
picked up by the Create option and
translated into data comprehensible to
the Real Time System. Pressing 'P' takes
you into that System, where your Part or
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Parts are assigned to a Tune, and then
played back in all their technicolor glory.

The manual contains a reassurance
that Step Time mode can be re-entered
without penalty, but I found repeatedly
that my Composer file had vanished on
re-entry. I guess it's at this point that you
begin to appreciate the value of having to
save your file to disk before the Create
option can be brought into use. Inci-
dentally, the only way to load or save a
Composer file is to enter the Edit
function, something that proves deci-
dedly difficult when there's no file around
to edit. It is possible to get into Edit by
selecting either Clear or New File (and
immediately typing 'end'), but the man-
ual, alas, doesn't tell you that. Another
annoying feature of the Real Time/Step
Time interface comes to the surface
when you re-enter Real Time mode after
modifying a previously Created file: the
Part assignments you set up first time
around aren't retained, so you have to set
them up again. Very silly.

Music Printing
Difficult to believe though this may

seem, the JMCS offers a score -printing
facility in addition to all the other Com-
poser functions - it's a remarkably simple
system, but it does the job. A maximum of
two parts can be printed/displayed at any
one time, the only limitations being that
they must be in different clefs and share
the same key and time signature. The
music notation is clear and sensibly
organised -a worthwhile feature.

If ail the Composer did was accept
note and duration values, it could hardly
lay any claim to being a Music Compos-
ition Language. As it is, it lacks any
degree of higher -level structuring beyond
the simple Part/Tune/Song structure of
the Real Time System.. However, it does
offer no fewer than 21 commands that
can be used throughout the music. Some
of these, such as key signature (KY) and
metronome rate (ME) affect all Parts in
any given Tune, whilst others like Tone -
bank change (TN) and MIDI channel
assignment (MD) are Part -specific. And
amongst other things, there are com-
mands to toggle a Hold pedal on and off,
to define key velocity and quantisation, to
control drum machines (see below), and
to allow a stream of MIDI bytes to be
embedded in your file. This latter facility is
a useful entry point into the very depths of
MIDI, as it should allow both the novice
and the experienced user to increase the
program's flexibility through the handling
of, say, System Exclusive control para-
meters.

For those not in the know, System
Exclusive is the area of MIDI where
individual manufacturers implement their
own particular features, and these can be
specific to both machines and manufac-
turers. Now, whilst this open-endedness
is necessary for MIDI's survival, it does
pose certain problems for software writ-
ers, because no single package can hope
to support every MIDI implementation on
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the market. Such a package probably
isn't desirable anyway, but one way to
incorporate built-in flexibility is to allow
the user to work with his or her specific
MIDI gear using some sort of harness.
Which is exactly what Joreth have done
with the JMCS.

The Deep End
You may have noticed a gradual move

into deeper and deeper MIDI waters
during the course of this review, and truth
to tell, it's a move that's indicative of the
sheer scope offered by the Joreth
system.

Of all the more involved MIDI -based
options offered by the JMCS, the Real
Time Editor is one of the most intriguing.
This can be called up at any time
(assuming you selected it initially) from
the Real Time System by keying <SHIFT,
E. What it does is allow you to work one
step removed from the 'unadulterated'
MIDI codes by presenting you with
commands that are mnemonics of selec-
ted codes. In fact, the Composer system
works in much the same fashion, and like
the Composer, the Real Time Editor
includes a facility for inserting a stream of
pure MIDI codes so that you can go
beyond the limitations of the JMCS
command structure if you so wish. Joreth
have thoughtfully included a list of MIDI
codes at the back of the user manual to
help you on your way, though if you're
after a fully comprehensive rundown of
what MIDI is all about, you won't find it
here.

The Editor works on Parts that have
been entered via the Real Time sequen-
cer (and, presumably, any Parts that have
been faithfully transferred from the Com-
poser), so once you've recorded a Part,
you can flip across to the Editor and get a
MIDI representation of your music - in the
aforementioned mnemonic form - up on-
screen, with each command and each
item of data assigned its own line
number. You can then change any line by
overwriting it, and it's possible to insert
and delete lines, even though the full
range of BASIC editing facilities isn't
available here.

Moving between Sequencer and the
Editor is usefully quick, and any altered
Real Time file is immediately available for
replay. And quite apart from offering
some pretty powerful control possibili-
ties, the Editor is a relatively painless
introduction for anyone interested in
finding out just how MIDI handles all
those lightning -speed runs and whacky
pitchbends.

Synchronisation
As I've already noted, it's possible to

sync the JMCS to both MIDI and non -
MIDI drum machines and sequencers,
and to choose either the software or an
external source as the controller. At least,
that's the theory; the practice was nearly
as good. Both a Yamaha RX11 and a
Roland TR707 responded admirably on
the MIDI front, while on the non -MIDI side
of things, the 707 worked well on its Sync
channel in both directions, though a Korg

DDM110 refused to control anything via
the AL25's Line In. And just in case you
get confused, the top row of the Real
Time display gives the necessary details -
in the what -controls -what department.

Problems? Well, synchronisation para-
meters have to be set up outside of Play
mode, and I found myself regretting (a)
that drum machine start/stop commands
couldn't be sent manually from the Joreth
whilst a sequence was playing, and (b)
that sequencer and drum machine
couldn't be triggered or 'released' simul-
taneously.

It's possible, using the Real Time
Editor, to insert the appropriate control
codes at any point in your sequence,
whilst the Composer section includes
control facilities as part of its instruction
set, though it would be nice to have 'high-
level' control as well. One particularly
welcome inclusion is a MIDI Reset facility
which can be used for cutting off notes
that are left hanging when a Real Time
sequence is terminated (and it does
happen). This worked during the test with
a Siel DK80, but failed with a DX7 -
maybe that's more a reflection of that
machine's MIDI implementation than on.
the Joreth system itself.

The JMCS can also handle any of four
different values for MIDI clock and Sync
rate, the available options taking the form
of quaver, crotchet, minim or semibreve
metronome beat selections. The system
uses 24 clocks per metronome beat as its
default value, but selecting a different
timebase makes connection with drum
machines of different clock standards a
realistic possibility.

Conclusions
Well, I guess that just about wraps the

Joreth system up. It's a package that
impresses both with the breadth of its
coverage and the depth with which that
coverage has been implemented. The
software is robust as well as thoughtfully
planned, and it's nice to see a program
that never lets its user get stuck with an
option that's been selected in error.

The system's configuration is clever
enough to satisfy both the seasoned
programmer wanting to get into the guts
of the MIDI standard, and the MIDI/
computer newcomer who wants an easily
and instantly usable real-time sequencer.
That said, if the JMCS has a weakness,
it's that it doesn't offer enough in the way
of high-level real-time facilities, some-
thing that could tempt musicians back
towards dedicated MIDI sequencers and
away from micro -based packages such
as this one.

There are a couple of minor additional
quibbles and, on the pre -production
review sample, a couple of unsorted
bugs as well. But they don't come close
to discolouring what is, on the whole, a
very favourable picture of a comprehen-
sive and versatile piece of music soft-
ware.

Commodore owners, this is the one. 
Further information on the JMCS on VP
(0386) 831615, or write to Joreth at PO
Box 20, Evesham, Worcs WR11 5EG.
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digimemory

I NI

DIGITAL EPROM -PLAYER
FOR ALL TYPES OF EPROMS

CHIPS/Eproms 2732/2764/27128/27256

pitch control (1 octave UP -1 octave DOWN) 12kHz-42kHz

manual play knob

external trigger input

full dynamic (touch sensitivity) range 40dB

output 10Kohm (line level)+10dB maximum

external power supply 18:18 min/24:24 max +250mA/-25mA

DISTRIBUTED FROM: CAPELLE MUSIC,
333 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH, ESSEX.
TEL: 0702-559 303

111 NI

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER

A microprocessor -controlled digital sound smapler, Eprom
programmer, Eprom blower, Eprom copier, MIDI and
computer serial in -output.
FEATURES INCLUDE:
Dynamic control, pitch control 1 octave UP/1 octave DOWN;
Eprom programmer works from RAM to ROM and/or ROM to
RAM; Epromblower enables to load each Eprom as selected;
Eprom copier enables to make a copy of each Eprom; MIDI -
interface enables connection directly to each keyboard with
MIDI/in; computer in/output enables connection with each home
and/or personal computer; special effects - with a very high
quality standard - are: digital delay, echo and reverb; triggering by
means of keyboard, triggermike, triggerpulse as well as external eas internal.

A

NEW HARDWARE FROM MI

MIDI MASTER
SYNCHRONISER
 Allows Synchronisation of all conventional drum clock
pulses to MIDI and to and from tape.
 No time delays on Synchronisation.
 Permits easy transfer of Sync pulse to tape.
 Handles 24, 48, 64 and 96 clock pulses and can be mod-
ified for others.
 Will accept Sync pulse back from tape and simultaneously
produces all Sync codes (including important MIDI SYN-
CHRON CODE when using JMS programs).
 Simple and reliable operation.

CG -X INTERFACE
- Brings your Analog Synth into the MIDI Family.

 Allows the musician to incorporate most Analog mono-
phonic synthesisers within MIDI system.
 Permits transfer of key velocity information from suitable
MIDI synthesiser to an analog synthesiser.
 Priorities can be set to higher or lower notes to send to
MIDI keyboard via CV/GATE.
 Option of 8 MIDI Channels.

Distributed by ROSETTI LTD.
138/140 Old Street, London EC1V 9B L. Tel: 01-253 7294.

MAKE THE MOST OF MIDI WITH JMS
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THE ART OF

GOING SOFT
Introducing a new series that takes the mystery out of writing music

software for home computers. Jay Chapman

Convinced by the advertising on TV,
the sales talk in the High Street
showroom, and the ramblings of

Computer Musician's regular contri-
butors, you've done the logical thing and
got yourself a home micro. You've also
got a fair bit in the way of electronic music
hardware, too, but so far, your attempts
to fuse the two sides of modern techno-
logy together have proved less than
fruitful.

In your search for education, you've
consulted said High Street showroom,
the computer's distributors, and several
of the home micro magazines - all to no
avail. You've also given E&MM's soft-
ware articles more than a passing glance,
but found them to be too far advanced,
language -wise, for you to handle with any
confidence.

Well, as the author of several of those
software articles, I have to admit that,
while most of them should have been of
some educational value to those already
fairly familiar with the ins and outs of
computer programming, they'll have
done nothing to relieve the novice's state
of confusion. Why? Because unless
you've got some grounding in computer
programming, vast listings of programs
aren't going to give you a lot of educa-
tional meat to chew on, regardless of
whether your interest is primarily in

computers or in music.
There's really no excuse for this yawn-

ing gap in education for the budding
computer musician. After all, the process
that takes somebody from programming
novice to experienced software writer
isn't that lengthy - just a teeny bit
forbidding initially. That, in a nutshell, is
why we're starting this new series. It'll be
running more or less monthly, with a
variety of different authors talking about a
variety of different machines. The aim will
remain consistent throughout, though: to
describe commonly -used programming
techniques and the application of pro-
gramming language features by relating
them to the sort of problems almost every
writer of music software comes up
against at one time or another.

It won't be easy, working your way
through specific musical features and
how software can be written to imple-
ment them, but since all the examples
we'll be printing will be adaptable for use
in your own software, there'll be no
shortfall in the sort of rewards your
endeavours will be capable of receiving.

Which Micro?
Which Language?

Like I've said, the question of precisely
which home computer to go for won't be
answered by this series, as different
months will see the spotlight shed on
different micros. However, there are a
few obvious good buys, like the low-cost
Spectrum, the Commodore 64, and BBC
Model B, all of which have enjoyed
considerable attention from the profes-
sional music software writers over the
last year or two. Alternatively, there are
the Japanese MSX-standard micros, of
which the Yamaha CX5M is not only the
most musically comprehensive (thanks
to its SFG01 FM sound chip and exten-
sive range of Yamaha -originating music
software) but also the most popular
among musicians. The fact that it's also
far and away the most expensive MSX
machine is almost incidental.

There are some outsiders worth con-
sidering, like Amstrad's CPC464 and the
Sinclair QL, or, if you're not yet in the
market for a micro or are prepared to wait
a little while, there are a couple of

interesting -looking newcomers from
Commodore (the Amiga) and Atari (the ST
range) just around the corner. Watch this
space for details.

As for programming languages, the
choice here is somewhat less clear-cut,
since it revolves more around suitability
for specific problems than simple avail-
ability.

Almost all home microcomputers have
some form of BASIC built into them, and
most of the newer ones have progressed
to some form of structured BASIC, which
is a huge improvement. Unfortunately,
BASIC is sadly lacking where the defini-
tion of data structures is concerned; and
what's more, the structure of permissible
program code simply isn't flexible
enough for many musical applications.
Result? An awful lot of confusion for
programmers trying to use the system in
a musical context. The fact is, BASIC can
cope fine when problems and their
software solutions are relatively simple: if
anything, it has positive advantages in
such situations. However, once you get
into programs and problems of greater
size, BASIC brings you a whole load of
complications and code convolutions to
go with them, and it's for these and other
reasons that the language Pascal is
generally a better vehicle for examples
and their explanations.

So, we'll be using Pascal quite a bit to
illustrate the use of data structures and
programming techniques. And if you
aren't familiar with Pascal as a language,
don't worry: the meaning of Pascal
programs is usually pretty self-evident,
and in many cases, it reads pretty much
like English (well, some sort of English,
anyway). In cases where the translation
into BASIC isn't too obvious, we'll be
showing that language's more restricted
facilities to the same effect, though since
most micros incorporate Pascal as an
optional language, most of you will be
able to use Pascal directly in any case.

What we won't be providing is a
programming course as such. There
simply isn't the space for one thing, and
for another, there are plenty of suitable
books currently available that do the job
better than we ever could - simply
because they concentrate on a wide
range of programming applications, not
just music. So, a quick trip round your
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local bookshop (under the guiding hand
of a knowledgeable friend, if possible)
should yield plenty of informative bed-
time reading material.

In the end, it'll be a combination of
books, magazine articles, and above all,
hands-on experience that turns you from
a programming novice into someone
capable of transforming a Casio pocket
calculator into a Fairlight CMI. We'll just
be giving you a helpful nudge or two in
that direction.

Sub -Programs
A good many of the sample problems

and solutions we'll be discussing won't
actually result in the creation of complete
programs. More likely, it'll be a case of
the data structures that describe what a
program is to work on (it might be
anything from a chord to a complete
musical score, or a real-time MIDI data
stream, or some useful screen graphics,
or...) being defined, and specific tasks
that need to be performed on the data
then being detailed in turn. Sometimes,
these tasks can become quite complex,
so it's useful to describe sub -tasks and
their solutions, which can then be used as
a kind of `software toolset' in building the
more complex solution to the main
problem.

In fact, the idea of carefully designing
and encapsulating a sub -routine is com-
mon to most programming languages. In
simple forms of BASIC, the idea surfaces
astheGOSUB < l i ne numbe r> state-
ment, in which the diamond brackets
enclose a general description of what can
appear: thus, GOSUB <1000> , in which
1000 is a specific line number in a
program. This statement directs the
BASIC interpreter to go off and execute
at the given line number, and when the
corresponding RETURN is found, ex-
ecution continues after the GOSU B.
There's no denying the usefulness of this
facility, it allows a section of code to be
called up several times from different
places in a program, but it doesn't allow
us to pay any attention to the interface
between calling routine and called rout-
ine. What's more, no encapsulation of
data has taken place - see later.

In several forms of structured BASIC
and in Pascal, it's possible to give a sub-
program a meaningful name in the cause
of better understanding: compare
GOSUB 1000 with edi t-score.It's
also possible to declare data structures
that are private to the sub -program (the
process is called 'encapsulation') so that
global data structures, which usually hold
data belonging to some other part of the
program, aren't affected by what goes on
inside the sub -program, unless we say
so, of course. This means we can go
about programming each new sub -pro-
gram in an almost totally independent
manner, without having to worry about
clashes of variable names causing un-
expected bugs, for example.

Most important of all, we can, define the
interface between sub -program and
potential callers explicitly. By use of
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what's called parameter passing, data
can be passed into (and, depending on
the language, out of) sub -programs.
Thus, we can write a general routine
that'll read in, say, MIDI data from either
of two data ports and specify (by way of
the parameters passed) which port is
actually to be used.

As it happens, several previous E&MM
programming features, written in BBC
BASIC, have made extensive use of
parameter passing and procedures. The
sub -program interface is defined by the
DEF PROC<name>( <parameter

s t > ) statement, while any local
variables are defined in LO CA L <v a r i -
ab le l i st >, within the PRO C code
body.

So, we might define our routine to read
MIDI ports with DE F PROC r ea d -
MIDI -port ( port -number )

and call it with PROCread-midi-
por t ( 2 ). In Pascal, the definition
would become procedure read -
MIDI -port( port -number :

possible -port -number ) and
the call read -MIDI -port ( 2 ).

Note that the type and range of data
that each variable and parameter can
hold has to be defined in Pascal, which is
why the : possi b le-por t-
numbe r appears. This turns out to be
an excellent idea, since if a silly value is
assigned to a variable or parameter in a
Pascal program, it'll complain there and
then: a BASIC value will most likely run on
and use the silly value quite happily. For
example, if possible -port-
n umbe r was defined in Pascal to allow
only the values 1 and 2, a call of r ea d -
MI D I -po r t ( 1725458 ) (in which
1725458 is the chosen port) would fail,
giving you a useful point from which to
begin debugging. In BASIC, on the other
hand, the program might trundle on for
some time doing nothing of any use
whatsoever, and you'd be none the wiser.
And that's not a happy state of affairs for
any programmer, I can tell you.

Don't worry if that last bit of language
explanation has left you gasping for
breath and in a state of mental confusion,

because we'll be tackling the subject in
greater detail in the not too distant future.

MIDI
Well, no series on programming for

musicians can be complete these days
without considerable attention being
paid to MIDI. It is, after all, the means by
which most home micro owners escape
the confines of their machine's internal
sound chip, as well as the means by
which synth users can give their instru-
ments access to a computer's facilities.
Which means that quite a few of the
coming months' examples will relate to
the driving of synthesisers and associ-
ated equipment from home micros. And if
those examples are going to be of any
practical value to anybody, we've got to
make sure you understand the intricacies
of the MIDI standard itself.

This is an important subject area that
hasn't really been comprehensively ex-
plained from a potential programmer's
point of view, so that's yet another gap for
this series to fill! The MIDI standard
defines the communication between
machines rather"than what information a
program may care to define internally, but
there's always going to be some fairly
close correspondence in a lot of cases.
An obvious example is the conversion
between MIDI absolute and running
status, something which, incidentally,
can be awfully useful when it comes to
saving on precious micro memory space.

With luck, future instalments will see us
looking into the way different models of
synth implement MIDI system exclusive
information, and we also hope to be
exploring the use of MIDI for driving
sound -sampling modules and more
specialised devices, too.

So, if you're interested in programming
your own musical software packages
that do exactly what you want, are
inherently flexible, and can be expanded
as and when you see fit (to accommodate
extra gear, say), and will cost you nothing
more than blood, sweat and tears, you've
come to the right place. See you next
month.
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SELL IT
FOR NOTHING
With a Free Classified Ad in
Electronics & Music Maker

Now sales and wants ads from private individuals can be placed free of charge in E&MM's classified section. Which means if you've got
some gear you need to sell, or a particular item you want to track down, all you need do is fill in the coupon below, send it to us on or
before the specified date, and your ad will appear in the following issue. Simplicity itself. So for the price of a postage stamp, you'll reach
a bigger audience of electronic music players than any other competing publication. Tell us in time if the gear in question has remained
unsold or unfound, and the ad will appear for a second month. Please note though that this service is available only to private individuals:
companies must use the standard classified order form.

CRUMAR TRILOGY Layered polysynth,
strings, organ, home use only, immaculate
condition, including stand. £699 new, bargain
£399 ono. Telephone Keith (0442) 68375
ROLAND SH09 flight cased has been modi-
fied, can be worn like SH101, only £120.
Phone Mark Goole (0405) 3082
ROLAND JX3P POLYSYNTH with in-built
polyphonic sequencer, brilliant sounds, mint,
bargain, £550 ono. Carlsbro Cobra 90 key-
board combo £180. Phone Nick (050 843)
602.
APPLE 11E, Apple moniter with Apple disk
drives and controller, full warranty also
Powertran DDL £169. Details Phone Perry
(0203) 334359.
GPO JACK PLUGS vgc, used brass, B type
21 each plus postage. 134 St Pauls Road,
London N12 LP 01-359 6723.
ROLAND SH101, adaptor £130. Cutec four -
track £320. MPC kit £60. Cutec delay £160.
Offers considered. Burnham (06286) 4576.
FOSTEX 250 4 -track recorder £475 ono.
(0628) 30804 Berkshire.
50W MARSHALL BASS HEAD £50. 150W
Sound City bass head £55. 16" Rota Tom plus
stand £30. Phone Alexandria 59287.
FOR SALE Black Simmons SDS8, vgc,
Halstead, Essex 472176. Wanted Remo Roto
Toms 12"-18" in good condition please.
YAMAHA PS20 PORTABLE ORGAN as new,
£230 ono. Doncaster 0302 61672 after 6pm.
BOSS DR110 £75. Roland MC202 £110.
Yamaha SK10 Symphonic Ensemble £120. All
in very good condition. Paul Guildford 67882
(evenings).
ROLAND SH101 with MGS-1 gripset and
DR110 drums. Ideal pair. All totally mint and
boxed. £400. Phone Tim Silchester 700121.
PORTABLE ORGAN - Keynote Consort -
two manuals, pedals, drawbars, effects, good
sound - must go! Offers? Phone Milton
Keynes (0908) 78034 evenings.
CASIO MT45 and Roland DR55 drum
machine, excellent condition £75. Quick sale
can't split. Phone Peter 579-6609 Ealing,
evenings only.
KORG POLY 800 £375. Roland Juno 6 £275.
Roland MC202 £130. All mint condition. 0706
352572 between 12-5pm Weekdays. No
offers.
KORG PSS-50 SUPER SECTION £250. Boss
FV-200 stereo keyboard pedal £35. Both
items new. Chester (0244) 674258.
ROLAND GUITAR SYNTH GR300 and G202
guitar (Strat) excellent condition including
hard case £350 ono. Bargain Tel. Blackpool
37725 (evenings).
ROLAND JUPITER 4 Polysynth with chorus,
arpeggiator preset and programmable £280
ono. Phone Luton (0582) 30389.
YAMAHA CS15 SYNTH £130, Yamaha
E1005 delay £100. Roland reverb £50, all in
excellent condition. Phone Bloxwich (0922)
79414.
RACK MOUNT stereo compressor (MM) £30.
MXR boxes £20 each. Multicord £6. Phone
0346 24208/24994.
ROLAND JUNO 6 for sale, home use only

with original packing £450. Telephone Tavis-
tock (0822) 2136 evenings ask for Brian.
FOR SALE Roland TR808 £270. Korg MS10
£75. Jen SX1000 £69. Home used only.
Excellent condition. Chris Bolton 020435796.

SWAP SIXTRAKS, Drumtraks, Commodore
64 + cassette for Jupiter 6 or Bit -One plus
keyboard combo. Phone 0734 343819 ask for
Glyn.
ROLAND DRUMATIX only £100 plus Digi-
sound Digital Snare unit £80. Also Accessit
noise gate £35. Mint condition. Telephone
Mark 6643388.
OSCAR digital programmable mono synth/
sequencer, for sale £350. Phone Dominic,
office hours 01-542 4850, home 01-9496775.
Hard Sounds.
FIRSTMAN SO -01 with compatible drum
machine, DR -55 perfect order, together £130.
Phone Mick 01-828 2333 ext. 249 office
hours.
YAMAHA MK100 Portasound six months old,
in perfect condition, still under guarantee,
£220 ono. Phone 0203 463733 evenings.
YAMAHA DX9 for sale, never gigged, six
months old, immaculate condition, plus over
300 voices, £600. Phone: Dominic Beeton 01-
202 4624.
SECK 24-8-2 7 months old, flight cased,
home use only, great for studio or stage, £950.
01-519 3874.
BOSS DR110 RHYTHM, perfect. Swop for
Yamaha keyboard, Pearl Phaser, Chorus etc.
0856 74206.
WANTED, modern musicians synths, guitars,
rhythm, vocals to join synth player for
live/studio work - ideas - imagination. David,
Leeds 788921.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix £100, Boss HC2
handclap £20. MXR Phase 100 £20. Ring
Lancaster 34324.
ROLAND JUNO 106 plus flight case, 2
months old, mint condition, £640 ono. Phone
Mark 0604 47304 eves. delivery possible.
CRUMAR ROADRACER polyphonic piano,
clavichord, harpsichord, built-in chorus and
bass facility, good condition, £250 ono. 01-
472 7788.
BBC MICRO with audio output socket, user
guide, magazines, IslandLogic Music Editor
cassette, £310. Phone Paul, Nottingham
269665.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100 keyboard, expander
+ mixer, very good conditior; phone 989
3246.
CASIO PT30 with 18 rhyhyms, 8 voices, 9
chords, memory play £55. As new. Horsham
(0403) 57030.
MICROPHONES Three Unisphere B. Dyna-
mic Shure Mics. without leads, £30. Contact
John, 4 Alma House, Ashton Road, Lancaster
Lancs LA1 4RX.
CRUMAR STRATUS p/synth, home use only
exc. cond. £275 ono. Phone Wigan 218035
(soft case included).
KORG MS -10 mono synth with built-in
patchbay for wierd sounds, v.g.c., £90 ono.
Phone Paul 0733 234805 evenings.

COMPLETE synth system, Roland RS09,
SH09, MC202, TR606, Yamaha CS5, 100w
PA, triple stand. £1K The Lot. Jason (0706)
217260.

ALLIGATOR AP150 150W combo amplifier,
suitable for bass, lead, keyboards, drums,
with parametrics, not gigged. As new £150.
(0602) 328808.
WANTED Boss effects pedals, (octaver,
flanger, phaser, stereo chorus). Steve Moore,
14 The Avenue, Durham City.
FARFISA Buckingham organ, nice condition,
suit club, home use only. Stourbridge (0384)
373313.
ROLAND TR606 programmable drum mach-
ine £110. Casio MT65 £75. Wasp Spider
£100. Teac A3340 4 -track simul-sync £350.
Tonbridge 366223.
FOSTEX A8LR Tascam M30 mixer, JBL L50
monitors, Aiwa PWR amp complete system
£2400 ono. Telford (0952) 603144 ext. 2227.
BOSS DR110 drum machine £85. RS09
Roland string synth £175. Wanted Korg
KPR77. Keith 051-647 9966 or 6622.
HOHNER CLAVINET Pianet Duo £175 ono.
Phone Kenilworth (0926) 56670 evenings or
weekends.
BURNS FLYTE customised silver mirror
vibrato £150. MC202 £110 - swap DDU
TB303, Burman £250. Haggle/swaps. Al,
evenings/weekends 01-452 1916.
ZX SPECTRUM 16K, boxed with lots soft-
ware and cassette recorder £69 ono. Phone
Charlie on Wendover 623416 after 5.30pm.
PRO ONE v.g.c. £210, 32K BBC computer
with monochrome monitor, joysticks and
software, ideal for MIDI, £399. Phone (02214)
64423.
REALS OF DARKNESS C50 chrome cass-
ette of emotive electronic music £2.50 from
Mike Brooks, 21 Riddy Lane, Luton, Beds.
LU3 2AD.
YAMAHA SK30 organ + strings + synth
£2000, new, bargain at £800. v.g.c., home use
only. Phone Dave 01-804 0697 after 6pm.
FOR SALE BBC micro plus high quality colour
monitor, mint, BBC £220, monitor f220. Both
£400. (Cost £800!). Phone 0703 769092.
ROLAND SH2 synth, v.g.c., £170 ono or
swap for Boss DD2 delay or similar. Sheffield
(0909) 567151 day/night.
WANTED collaborators for experimental
electronic music - cabs, DAF anything,
(Floyd?), Dave Sherriff, Flat 4A, Vicarage
Mansions, Arbotsford Avenue, London N15
3BP.
ROLAND SH101 SYNTH and Boss DR110
drum machine, great working pair, immacu-
late and boxed, only £250. Phone Pete
Beccles 713298.
WESTONE THUNDER, Active I Bass, hardly
used, very nice sound, case and effects unit
included £105. (Evenings) (0302) 853701.
YAMAHA CS15 2VCO, 2VCF (LP, BP & HP on
each), 2 EG's, good sound and modulation.
Quick sale £245 ono. Phone 097084 411.
KORG DDM110 digital drums, three months
old, recently converted to individual outputs,

superb £185. Tel. 0272 732232.
GODWIN STRINGS £145 or swap Roland
SH101 or similar (vgc) also J.M.S. live
recorder software (Spectrum) swap? Paul 01-
427 5237 (Harrow).

HAMMOND M102 offers. J.H.S. drum synth
£60. EKO P/15 mono preset synth £60. Phone
Alexandria 54644 or Phone Dumbarton 63697.
MPC The Kit, as new, cost £199, only £75
ono. Can deliver London area. Phone 01-654
7577 (evenings).
KORG MICRO preset in good condition, £100
or nearest offer. Phone 0535 34354.
REFLECTIONS LP cassette by Bon Fother-
gill, SAE + £2.50, 31 Garden Village, Hull HU8
8QB.
TASCAM 34/4track reel to reel, and model 2A
mixing desk, immaculate condition, £950 ono.
Ring Wigan 57536 after 6pm.
PRO -ONE SYNTH home use only, immacu-
late £200. Wasp Synth £90. 0268 284591.
WERSI CX1 programmable rhythm unit, with
power supply and keyboard, £625 ono.
Bradford, WNorks. (0274) 683973.
ROLAND TB303 bassline mint condition,
boxed £130. PE drum synth 2ch, £15. Phone
038774 253 (Dumfries).
REVOX A77 in good condition, recently
serviced, remote and varispeed, £350. Tel.
0904 58436.
WANTED Korg MS -50 around £150 paid for
this expansion unit. Please Phone (0222)
567850.
FOSTEX A4 TAPE DECK £385. Roland
Drumatix TR606 £145. Roland Dr Rhythm
£45. Roland SH101 £145. Home use only.
Phone 03632 3627 (Devon).
MOOG PRODIGY SYNTH, two oscillators,
pitch bend wheel, filter keyboard tracking, fat
sound, perfect £120. 0992 445308 (Herts).
RHODES CHROMA as new, flight cased
£1500 ono. Lea Valley 763919.
KORG MS20 with pedal board unit fitted, will
guarantee £250 or £175 for MS50 only. Phone
Bristol (0272) 561855.
ROLAND MC202 mint condition with leads
power supply £100. Halifax 883025.
WANTED desperately Oct 84 and Dec 84,
issues E&MM good prices paid. Ring Timon
on 0260 274342 after 6pm.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, immaculate con-
dition, home use only, £125. Telephone 04023
42997 after 6pm (Romford).
FOR SALE Wersi W1TC portable organ with
sound computer and pedalboard, all extras
except auto arpeggios £2000 (0546) 2827
Loch Gilphead.
DRUMAL PERFORMER, string and brass
keyboard. Good condition, £130 ono. Phone
Leamington Spa (0926) 34289 evenings or
weekends.
MC202 £140, TB303 bassline £140, Yamaha
CS01 synth £60. Teac A3340 4 track £350.
Sequential Circuits 1005 poly sequencer
£300. 0844 291314.
MSQ700 DIGITAL KEYBOARD RECOR-
DER. MIDVDCB home use only. Immaculate
£699. 0223 316910.

E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

Fill in the form below to a maximum of 20 words (one in each box),
and send it to: E&MM Free Ads, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK
CAPITALS. The ad must reach us on or before Friday, May 10,
for inclusion in the June issue of E&MM.
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

CASIO CT202 Keyboard, 49 sounds, complete with
stand £135.00. Roland TB303 sequencer and bass
synth £120. Slough 76406 after 5.30pm.

FLIGHT CASES for Fostex X15's and Tascam
Porta One's. Aluminium over ply, foam lined, lock-
able with carrying strap and handle £38.20 (inclu-
ding P&P). Cheques/PO's to Compumusic,
180 Kingsley Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 4AD.
(Please state which machine, allow 7 to 28 days
delivery).

YOU ON VIDEO, 30 minutes for £30.00 inclusive.
Details 01-582 6479

'S' TRIGGER PROBLEMS? Our solid state converter
will change your synthesiser's 'positive' trigger
pulses to 'S' trigger pulses, matching Korg, Moog
etc. Only £19. P. White- Speciality Music Services of
Malvern, 29 Quest Hills, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 1RL.

TR606 DRUMATIX OWNERS! Have separate voice
outputs fitted to your TR606 drum machine for only
£20. Also, separate trigger outputs from all seven
voices to trigger Syndroms, Arpeggiators etc. for only
£20. Both modifications together, only £32 (fast
service). Send cheque or postal order + your TR606
(well packed) to P. White- Speciality Music Services
of Malvern, 29 Quest Hills, Malvern, Worcs. WR14
1 RL.

musique pour ('amour
A new electro music work by the French conceptual composer,

Pierre Gaspard D'Luni; exploring the romance sensuality and
rhythm of love. A must for all readers of this magazine.

£4.99 including P&P
Ash & Dunn Music

The Studio, Kingscross, Isle of Arran, Scotland

latlIWA15-111,10
41111111M

OD CID

4101111111111111hi

The Gateway School of
Recording and Music

Technology
Consultants in

Studio Synthesiser
and Computer Music

applications

RECORDING &
SYNTHESISER COURSES

Call us at Gateway for details of our
Primary and Advanced recording
courses, Synthesiser courses and
Specialist courses in Computer/
Synthesiser interfacing. We are at
present planning short orientation
courses for the Synclavier and other
advanced keyboards, and we would like
to hear from you about courses you
would like to be involved in.
Write to Gateway School of Recording
and Music Technology, 1 a Salcott Road,
London SW11 5QD or call 01-350 0340.
Our courses are arranged in co-
operation with Bandive, The Fostex
Corporation, Soundcraft, Teac and
Roland UK.
These courses should not be confused
with any others

Rates for 1985: Lineage 35p per word (min 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra.
Display: £12.00 per single cm. column

All lineage advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks preceding cover date.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the

advertisement rate card (available on request).

HINTECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, au kAIDIed up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
Music

11111111
Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show.

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-8631841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St 0392 51846
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

LAB SERVICE

Officially appointed

REVOX
TEAC/TASCAM

Service Agents
A fast, efficient repair service

with collection and
delivery available

Contact Nikki Antoniou on

01-388 5392
72 Eversholt Street, London NW I 1BY

Roland's SH101 £150
MC202 £200
Drumatix £140
Teac Portastudio £400
Akai Reel -to -Reel £90

All as new, all ono.

021-559 2265

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

MAKING TRAKS HIRE
Helps get your ideas onto tape

PHONE
to rent a midi synth, drum machine or

portastudio. Special package prices and free
London deliveries.

PHONE
for free, impartial advice on setting up or

upgrading your studio
PHONE

for help with production and arrangements or
if your demos don't sound the way you want.

01-727 7758

MAKING TRAKS
HIRE - PROGRAMMING

Helps you get your ideas onto tape
PHONE

to rent a MIDI synth, drum machine or portastudio.
Special package prices and free London deliveries.

PHONE
for free, impartial advice on setting up or upgrading

your studio
PHONE

for help with production and arrangements or if your
demos don't sound the way you want

01-727 7758

PRACTICAL COURSES IN PROFESSIONAL

SOUND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

inc. Multi -track Sound Production and Computer -assisted
Mixing Consoles, Digital Sound, Analogue/Digital Sound

Synthesisers & Drum Computers etc. Sound Post -production
of TVNideo Programmes, Pop -music Video Production,
Production Jingles, Commercials, Film Music and Song

Arrangements.

Instruction by professionals working in the industry and
practical experience on state-of-the-art equipment throughout

the course.

Three-month and short-term courses in modern studio.

For further information contact:

Media Production Services
238-246 King Street, London W.6 Tel. 01-274 4000 Ex. 409
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1

001-/LONTO
Mixers£3,950.00
Trident 65, 24/8116, s/h

LI ,595.00

Trident 20/8/16
mon (new) E1,295.00

A.H.B. System
8 16/8/2 (new) Telephone

Dynamix 3000
16/8/2 (new)

Special deal Ring
for best prices

A.H.B. System
8 16/16/2 (new)

1612 (new)
Special deal

Ring for best
prices

pOA
£2,750.00

L400.00
L190.130

£850.00
E425.01:1

L2,450.130
L1,150.00
£1,295.00

£670.00
£650.00

£3,875.00

£1 ,525.00
L495.00
£435.00
L230.00
L170.00
E299.00

195.0
L210.00
£260.00
£425.00
L265.00
£210.00
£450.00
LPOA
EPOA

E1650.00
£225.00
£339.00
L419.00
L225.00
£350.00

£28.00
£50.00

E125.00
L102.90

L75.80
.L425.00

£395.00
£345.00

POA
L69.50

£100.00
E120.00
E.155.00
£465.00
0500.00

Phone for Price

DramIx 3 available)
1.A.C. Scorpion
T.A.C. Matchless
Trident 65 From

Pro -Mark MX3
M.T.R. 6/4/2
Tape Machines
Tascam 44 (new)

Teat 3440 vari speed (sib )

Fostex 816 (s/h)

Fostex A8 (new)

Tascam 38 (s/h)

Tascam 32-28 (stereo)

Revox B77's From

Studer 867 (new)

Effects, etc.
LexiconPCM 60 verb
Dynacord Dig re
Yamaha Dig reverb
Vestafire RV 2 stereo spri

Vestafire RV3 Spring/Lime

Fostex 3180
stereo rev r

GBS spring
tafire DigI410 Dig/delay

Vlbeasnez DN2000 Dig/delay/delaYamaha D I 500 Digy
MXR Dig/delay
M.H.S. Dig/delay
A.D.A. 2FX Dig/effects
A.M.S. RM. 16
A.M.S. 1580s
M.X.R. Q1 Reverb

Quad 405/2 Amp

Quad 520
Quad 510
Yamaha P2050
Yamaha P2100
Microphones
A.K.G. D80
A.K.G. D 190e
A.K.G. DI2

nheiser MD421U-5

Se Sennheisern MD419U
Portastudio 244 (s/h)

Portastudio
24(s/h)

Yamaha MT44
Cassette deck

Monitors
Bose Monitors
Auratone SC

super cubes

Visionic Davids 6001

Visionic Davids 7001

1.B.L. 4401 (each)

J.B.L. 4411 (each

J.B.L. 4320X1456e 2" & 1/4 Mastering tape
S11-1 Amp

Prices do not include
VAT or P&P

*We also have a limited stock of equipment for hire*

WANTED: All kinds of studio equipment
for 24 track studio down to portastudio

BEST PRICES PAID

061-483 9563 g 061-483 4299
Look forward to hearing from you!

Northern Audio 4 Cheviot Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport, Cheshire

* This Company has no association with any
other recording equipment supplier.

Index to Advertisers

ABC Music 53

Akai UK 32,33
Alpha Music 80

Argents 25

Bonners 7

Cambridge Rock 6

Capelle Music 29

Carlsbro Sales Ltd. 13

Carlsbro Sound Cen. 9

Casio Electronics 48,49
Chase Musicians 1

Chromatix 23

Computer Music Studios 87

Dougies Music 54

Dynachord 16

Eddie Moors Music 19

Elka Orla (UK) Ltd. 83
E.S.S. 21

Freedmans 65
Future Music 73, 73, 74, 75
Gigsounds 2

Hobbs Music 21

Honky Tonk Music 14,15
I.T.A. 55
Jones & Crossland 29
Korg (U.K.) IBC
London Rock Shop 59
MJL Systems 54
Northern Audio 96
Phonosonics 80
Powertran 63
Rock City 30,31
Roland U.K IFC
Rosetti 91

Rose Morris & Co Ltd 41,43
Sadlers Wells 54
Simmons Elec. 36
Soho Soundhouse 57
Solasound 21

Summerfield OBC
White Electric 30,31

Quark 79
XRI Systems 80
Yamaha 34,35,47
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iftherecord
DOWN

IN THE STUDIO
WITH NICK RHODES

AND THE NEW KORG DW6000

/E SOLD
MILLIONS

OF RECORDS
IN HUNDREDS

OF COUNTRIES.

'E SOLD
OUT ON WORLD

TOUR
AFTER

WORLD
TOUR.

THEY'RE

ERBIAL
SUPER

STARS.

,T KEEPS
DURAN

DURAN
ON TOP

OF THE
GAME,

HUNGRY
FOR

SUCCESS?
ODES

GAVE US
A FEW CLUES

WHEN
WE MET

FOR A BRIEF
WORD

CESS
DEPENDS

ON HARD WORK
HE TOLD

US. "IT DEPENDS
ON

JD ORIGINALITY.

1E MINUTE
WE START

PRODUCING
THE SAME

SOUND,
WE'D SPLIT

UP. ORIGINALITY'S
VERY IMPORTANT

TO US. AFTER
ALL, WE

SPEND
99% OF OUR TIME WRITING,

RECORDING,

PERFORMING
AND MAKING

VIDEOS.

WE HAVE
TO BE SATISFIED

WITH WHAT WE'RE
DOING.

WHAT ELSE?
WELL, WE RECORD

THE NEXT DURAN
ALBUM

IN MARCH,
THEN

WE'RE OFF
ON ANOTHER

WORLD
TOUR.

RIGHT
NOW THOUGH.

ANDY AND JOHN ARE

WORKING
TOGETHER,

AND SIMON
AND I ARE

HERE IN PARIS
RECORDING

AN

ALBUM.
IT'LL BE VERY

DIFFERENT
TO DURAN

DURAN.
WE'RE

USING
LOTS

OF

INTERESTING
MUSICIANS

AND I PERSONALLY
AM EXPERIMENTING

WITH
LOTS OF

DIFFERENT
SOUNDS.

THAT'S
WHY I REALLY

LIKE THIS
NEW KORG DW6000.

IT'S A FULL SIZE
KEY-

BOARD
WITH BOTH DIGITAL

AND CONVENTIONAL

SOUNDS.
AND APART

FROM THE

QUALITY
OF SOUND

WHAT I THINK'S
GREAT IS THE FACT THAT

YOU CAN
SO EASILY

CHANGE
THE FACTORY

DIGITAL
PROGRAMMES.

YOU CAN
MAKE

THEM SOUND

HOW YOU WANT
THEM TO.

ALL 64 OFTHEM.

AND IT'S VERY USEFUL
HOW IT

CAN BE LINKED
THROUGH

MIDI TO THE

POLY 800 TOO."

PLEASE
PROGRAMME

ME ON THE DW6000

NAME_

ADDRESS

KORG

Ei1441/5/85

KORG (UK). 32-34 GORDON
HOUSE

ROAD.
LONDON

NW5 1NE.



ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
FUR THE NEW AGE

TEEHiTAR
The Techstar Electronic Percussion System from Tama embodies the design philosophy for the New Age-bold, functional
and totally new ! The designers at Tama have incorporated technical innovations and imaginative system designs to rewrite
the book on electronic percussion. Advanced drum -voice generation techniques create an exciting range of professional
drum sounds, from subtle to awesome! The revolutionary Techstar Drum Pad brings back the perforrrOnce, the "feel"
and the sensitivity of acoustic drums. Professional features make Techstar perfect for stage, studio and for private prac-
ticing. The Techstar System lets you integrate leading -edge percussion technology into your sound quickly, easily, af-
fordably. Bring on the New Age-with Techstar!

NMI
For latest full colour catalogue of Tama Techstar Electronic Drums, send 30 pence to Summerfield (Dept EMM),
Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead NE8 3M.


